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RJw.owr ,RESP,EP7:1N~ DEDU£1'I.0N
·l.~~QN:s¥ 1'HE ~RE~"IPEN±' ~ORY~q" " . '.
J;,~69 'fi'm,OUGH 197.2"F'qR GU'T,Ofr . ',. ,
P4Jlf.~t~ Cl4I~4)TO BE MADE . ",' ,
' 'QN, .MARcu 2,7' 1969 ' '.', ..
,,·'tf~~'~~-- ...~~~..:...~~.'t1'"-:4:-.L_'1~~_'_~~" __ "':"':",.;..._,.:...,
Aftfar l.nts el.ec.tiqn ;iu, ~cl'v~n'lher, 19-4.?" ~x:e~idQnt-:-1i11.~;ctNix;or.l p~!d
a courtesy ,ca3.:ll'~2,tl, PJi'~s~.d.ent ~·'Ylldon~t. ·~ohn~o,t1 at t_P,~Wh~t,Q.,)iq.uge. pre,si-
dent Nix0n:ha$ $t:;i·t~d that ~~ that; weeti,!g ,-he:w.asfsd!V;.i,,~ecl})y l:'r,~id~nt
,Johnson toiQQkJnto, corq::r:f,b1l'ting $9m.e.o,f, hj.s,.F!~r~on,el papers to the ,J;-J:ational
' , ", • ~. , ' ,'-. • • • .,.1 !. -. - ., " .~ '..i I; '.'; .~. . ....... : "'. r
Archives, and l:t;A1~i.:~lg.a t?~ ,,~~f1uctip~ for ,,~; v~u~,::of.the PflP,er~ cQntr.:j,buted'~,,).I
, _' ". '. <. ,.' - '. '~~ • ,
, .,
staff gave to'M,r.". ~W;~pn,~~' .one of 1)is sta£f;;,t.h~:,name, of .RaLph Ne:wman,who
Hhad appraised,E:re:8:4:lient ..lqhnsoI? "s ·~ctpen~." '
On .Decemb,er'1~,;:l968Mr. ~N.~.xor~.met ,a1= hf.s ,New,.,Ypr~ apartment with
; , . ..' ~ . , . \. ~," ' :' . . :."
Richard Ritzel, (que of :h:iJ~par~ller$in,tp_e.law fi,r~ .of Nfxon ,Mudge Ro.se
Guthrie Alexand~r& Mitc~ell, . and ~sJi:edlli,q:e~.'t,?!look;ipto the possibility
of Hr. Nixon's making a gift of this kind. and t,aking the tax deduction. thus
. '.I .1~' . ',: " " .
made available. R,'~tzel soncluded t.flqt .,agi{tco~ld.be mada , but; ,that t~me
was of the es sence rbecauaa the endbf:the ·y~ar\o;',a;$.aJfproaching. ,Ritzel
.' ',:~" . ~. ~ ". , .'
reported this -conc.Lus Lon--ue Mr.Nixon;~ :On"l?ece~b~r 22" ..1968 the President-
elect, told Ritzel to go ahead with tt4~ gif:t;.!( Rit,~eLasked, oQ,e of hd.s partners,
Pat Tannian, rto draft Mr., Nixon~s deed of ·gift. TaQ1}~andrafted two versions,
one contairtingrestrictions on access :,t04he papers 'vpile Mr.
P'd d 1 h . . h . t' ,!:I/reSl ent, an ,tle ot er COnt;alnlng0QOSYc, restrlc 10ns~
Nixon was
Egil Krogh and Edwaqi, I.. ~for:-gq.I;l,who, worked for John: Ehrlichman
on the administration transition staff. (and, who. each: later became deputy
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counsel when Ehrlichman became Counsel to the President after the inaugura-
tion), were asked by Ehrlichman to assist Ritzel in the transfer of the
papers. On December 27 or 28 Krogh flew to Key Biscayne, bearing the
two versions of the deed of gift, and a covering memorandum to Mr. Nixon
from Ritzel. In the memorandum Ritzel outlined the differences in the two
deeds, noted the target figure of $60,000 for a gift which had been suggested
by Mr. Nixon's accountant, and suggested that Mr. Nixon sign both versions
of the deed so that either could be used, depending on whether or not
papers "which should be restricted from public perusal while you are the
President" were selected by Newman for giving.ki..
On the evening of December 28 Ritzel was telephoned at his New
Jersey home by Mr. Nixon. In the conv~rsation, which lasted about twenty
minutes, they discussed Ritzel's memorandum -- in particular, the problem of
whether public access to the papers should be restricted. Mr. Nixon said
that he was going to execute the restrictive deed, and gave Ritzel authority
to annex to that deed a description of the papers selected for the gift
9/when Newman chose them.
On December 29 Krogh arrived in the Nixon Hudge Law offices with
the executed deed of gift. Horgan and Ritzel were present wh i Le Newman
and Loie Gaunt, a long-time assistant to Rose Hary Hoods, selected the
papers for the gift. After the selection was completed, an exhibit describ-
ing those papers Has drmm up and attached to the executed deed. The next
day a representative of the General Services Administration, of whLch the
National Archives is a division, countersigned the deed as "accepted." Hr.
Nixon's papers Here then transferred from the Nixon Mudge offices to a GSA
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Z/truck, which took them to a federal records center in New York City.
When the President's tax return for 1968 was prepared, the gift
was valued by Newman at $80,000. Of this, $70,552.27 was deducted for tax
year 1968, and $9,447.73 was available as a deduction carryover for future
EI
years. Also, in accordance with Internal Revenue Service regulations,
a statement was attached to the return, which included information as to
the existence of any restrictions on the gift. It said in substance that
the gift was free and clear with no rights remaining in the taxpayer.S!
After the Inauguration, on February 6, 1969, John Ehrlichman
wrote a memorandum to the President on the subject of "Charitable Contribu-
tions and Deductions." Ehr1ichman recited the 1968 gift of papers, and
suggested th;1j-the President could cor.ti.nu.,to obtain t.he maximum cna r i t aoLe
deduction of 30 percent of his adjusted gross income by first contributing
to charities proceeds from the sale of the President's writings in an amount
equal to 20 percent of his adjusted gross income. With respect to "the
remaining 10 percent," Ehrlichman's memorandum noted that it would "be made
up of a gift of your papers to the United States. In this way, He contem-
plate keeping the papers as a continuing reserve which we can use from now
on to supplement other gifts to add up to the 30% maximum." There is a
..
notation on the memorandum, apparently in the President's handwr i.t f.ng, which
states" (1) good (2) Let me know what He can do on the foundation idea " j£/
There is no reference in the February 6 memorandum to making a bulk gift
of papers in the year 1969 which would be sufficient for the President's 30%
charitable deduction for 1969 and succeeding years.
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Both Ritzel and Morgan have told the staff that there were
probably discussions during this time on the desirability of giving the
remainder of the President's pre-presidential papers to the National Archives.
They noted that this question had been discussed in 1968, but that there had
been barely enough time for a one-year gift then, not to mention selecting
papers for a massive gift. They did not recall any instructions from the
11/President with respect to a bulk gift of papers.
In a February 28, 1969 response to earlier letters from Krogh,
Ritzel noted that if Newman's appraisal of the 1968 gift proved to be
"higher than anticipated, it will have to be taken into consideration in
making any gifts this year. 11 He also wr ote , "If you will recall, it had not
been our plan to give any of the Presidential papers, within the near future,
to the Government since Ne~nan made it quite clear to us that the volume of
Vice Presidential papers which we had would undoubtedly take care of the
deduction for a number of years, and the thought was that we would use the
oldest first, with the hope that we would be able to get the full deduction
IJtfor practically the entire life of the President." Ritzel's let4er makes
no mention of a bulk gift of the President's papers.
Morgan and Ehrlichman were \vith the Presidential party in Europe
Wduring the President's visit from February 23 to March 2, 1969. On March 11,
Horgan and Charles Stuart, also of Ehrlichman's staff, met \vith Walter
Robertson, Executive Director of the National Archives, and Daniel Reed,
Assistant Archivist for Presidential Libraries. They discussed Presidential
libraries, the transfer of the 1968 gift papers from New York to the Archives
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in Washington, and adding an archivist to the White House staff. In
addition, the Archives officials agreed to organize and inventory a large
body of President Nixon's pre-presidential papers located in the New
Executive Office Building, and to recommend appropriate disposition of
Ij;
this material. After that meeting Archives personnel found that the space
in the EOB was inadequate for doing archival work on the President's papers,
and suggested that the papers be moved from the EOB to the Archives. Stuart
wrote Dr. Reed on March 14, confirming that the logistics of the move had
@
been arranged.
On March 24 Stuart called and left a message for Reed, in which,
he stated that the papers at the EOB should be moved to the Archives and
IJ?/
sorted there. On March 26 and 27, the papers were moved from the Old and
New EOB i-t", t1->_", Na tLoriaL Archives Bu~~_":":_U6.Al.so on Ha rch 27 Horgan si.gneo
a "limited right to access," allowing Newman to work with the 1968 gift
papers wh Lch had been moved from New York to the Archives on March 20.!JI
Newman did this work at the Archives on April 8.
Newman first told the Joint Committee staff that on April 8, 1969,
at the request of Frank DeMarco, who in early 1969 replaced Ritzel as the
President's tax attorney, he had visited the area housing the papers delivered
on March 26 and 27, and verified that there was sufficient volume to cover
the $500,000 requirement for a 1969 gift. After that Ln t erv i.ew , Newman was
informed that Sherrod East, an Archives employee, who had escorted Newman at
the Archives, stated that Newman had not seen the 1969 material on April 8.
Newnan thereafter stated that he checked his records, and discovered that his
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first contact w i th DeMarco was in October, 1969 and that before that time
he did not see the papers delivered on March 26 and 27.@
DeHarco insisted throughout the Joint Cormnittee and IRS in-
vestigations that his first contact with Newman was in April 1969f9i He told
the Impeachment Inquiry Staff that when talking with the Joint Committee
and the IRS he had not remembered a meeting at the White House on October
8, 1969. He told the staff that on that date he met with Horgan and Roger
Barth, Assistant to the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service.
Morgan suggested to him that he contact Newman. On October 31, 1969 he
1 d f h f i ,?ijapparent y contacte Newman -or t e lrst tlme.
On April 21, 1969 Morgan had a breakfast meeting with Herbert
Kalmbach arid :?;:ankDeMarco at the Cent.u.cy :;:-:;_d~aHotel in Los Ange i.cs, L.al_i-
fornia. DeMarco told the staff Morgan had telephoned him early in April
to discuss coming to California, and mentioned that the President had made
-:ti!
a gift of his papers to the Archives:-J Horgan does not remember such a telephone
conversation, but thinks that he must have spoken to DeMarco before leaving
?2/Hashington. They both remember, howeve r , that they met for breakfast, drove
to San Clemente to see the property, and then drove to the Kalmbach, DeHarco,
Knapp & Ch.lLl Lngwo rth office in Newp or t; Beach, DeHarco first told the
...
Joint Committee staff that a deed Has not executed on this day.' Horgan's
initial recollection was that a deed was execu t ed , and now they both state
that on April 21, 1969 Morgan, as Deputy Counsel to the President, signed
a deed for the 1969 gift of papers, dated March 27, 1969, at the Newport Beach
office~HOrgan does not recall who had given him the authority to sign the
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deed on April 21, 1969 and he states that quite possibly he assumed the
authority relying on DeHarco as the President's tax attorney. He had never
previously signed a deed on behalf of &_ told thethe President. DeHarco
staff that he based the 1969 deed on the 1968 deed, which he received from
either Horgan or Kalmbach. Neither Horgan nor Kalmbach remembers sending
2V
it to DeHarco~ DeMarco also said that only one copy of the deed was executed
in 1969, and that at all times he kept that copy in his personal custody. ~
DeHarco told the staff that he had expected Horgan to bring with
him some form of Archives receipt for the papers, or a description of them.
When he discovered that Horgan did not have it, he typed a temporary
"Schedule A" to the deed, "just to have something." Horgan does not remember
any conversation about receipts for the papers or a description of them.~
After the meeting in Newport Beach, Horgan was driven to Los Angeles, and
flew out of California.
Both DeMarco and Arthur Blech, an accountant retained by the
Kalmbach firm, told the staff of a conversation betHeen them early in May,
1969. In that conversation, DeMarco posed a hypothetical question of a client
with an income in the $250,000 - $300,000 range, who had given a gift worth
$500,000. He wanted to know for how many years the carryover would be good.
After doing the calculations, Blech asked who the donor was, and DeMarco
replied that it was the President. Blech told the staff that he dated and
kept his notes of this conversation, but that he could not find them ..?:.1::/
In Washington on April 21, 1969, the President sent to Congress
his proposals for tax reform. The proposals did not include provisions
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?:Yaffecting charitable deductions for gifts of personal papers. On May 27,
1969, the Committee on Hays and Means announced in a press release that
it was considering eliminating the charitable deduction for "all gifts of
works of art, collections of papers, and other forms of tangible personal
property." On July 25, 1969 the Hays and Means Committee announced that
3t)/it had decided to recommend this action to the House. ~
On August 2 the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was reported out of the
Ways and Means Committee to the House. That Committee recommended that
the proceeds from the sale of collections of private papers be taxed as
ordinary income (effective after july 25~ 1969), and that the charitable
deduction for gifts of collections of private papers be eliminated (effective
after December 31, 1969). The bill containing these provisions was passed
by the House on August 7, 1969. 3J)
In a memorandum dated May 27, 1969 a National Archives con-
sultant retained to work on the President's papers noted that the papers
delivered to the Archives " ... for the most part are not yet deeded to
the United States . . [F]urther wo rk should awa It some further clarifi-
cation of ltlhiteHouse wishes and intentions. . . 3).(. "--<rhere are no National
Archives memoranda which indicate that a gift of papers had been made by the
331President in 1969.·........
On June 16, 1969 Ehrlichman wr o te two memoranda to Horgan, wli i ch
posed a number of questions relating to the President's taxes. In one
of them he asked, "IHl]_ you please have someone carefully check his salary
withholding to see if it takes into account the fact that he will be making
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~
a full 30% charitable deduction." Morgan apparently referred the questions
to IRS Commissioner Randolph Throvler, and they were answered by a memo,
dated July 16, 1969, from Roger Barth, assistant to Commissioner Thrower,
W
to Morgan. No mention is made in either the Ehrlichman or the Barth
memoranda that the President had made a bulk gift of papers in March
1969.
On November 3, 1969 Newman began his work at the Archives on the
papers delivered ~farch 26-27. This was apparently occasioned by a meeting
~y
among DeMarco, Morgan and Barth on October 8, and a telephone conversation
from DeMarco to Newman on October 31, in which DeMarco requested Newman to
W .
go to the Archives and tell him how much was there. On November 7, 1969
Newman sent- 1"0 the President, with cop Les LV DeMarco and Horgan, a preLarm.nar y
appraisal of the President's pre-presidential papers, valuing them at
32$2,012,000. -
Newman told the staff that on November 16, 1969 he ",as in Washington
with his wife. A friend, "'ho was a military aide at the Hhite House,
arranged for the Newmans to be invited to a Hhite House prayer breakfast on
that morning. After the service, Newman said that he and his wife stood
in the receiving line. Hhen they reached the President, Newman ;tiltroduced
himself and asked the President if he had received ?lewman's preliminary
appraisal. The President replied that he did receive the appraisal and stated
that he did not believe the figure could be so high. NeHman told the President
-771that the figure was a conservative estimate. ~
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Newman returned to the Archives on November 17-20 and December
8, 1969 to continue his examination of the President's papers. During
that time he worked almost exclusively on the "Genera1 Correspondence" file
of thePresident.~
On November 21, 1969 the Senate Finance Committee reported out
its version of th~ Tax Reform Act, recommending that the charitable deduction
for gifts of private papers be eliminated for gifts made after December 31,
lJJI1968. This effective date was retained in the bill when it passed the Senate
l/.Yon December 11,1969. On November 26 and December 8, 1969, Edwin S.
Cohen, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, wrote memoranda
to Peter Flanigan, ,Assistant to the President, on the sections of the pro-
posed tax act which would eliminate charitable deductions for gifts of
private papers. In the November 26 memorandum Cohen noted, "if the effec-
tive date of the provisions relating to contributions of papers is changed
back to that in the House bill (from Dec. 31, 1968 to Dec. 31, 1969),
then a contribution could be made in December, 1969 and deducted this year
" L!2fup to 30% of income .•••
On December 22, 1969, the Conference Report on the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 recommended an effective date for the elimination of the chari-
table deduction for gifts of papers of July 25, 1969. This effective
tJ..!-JJdate was adopted by both Houses of Congress On the same day. The President
signed the bill into law on December 30, 1969.W
On December 24, 1969 Newman telephoned DeHarco and asked him
whether there was anything more to do in light of the deduction for gifts of
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papers being eliminated effective July 25, 1969. Newman's telephone bills
reflect a call to DeMarco's office on this date. According to Newman,
'f.kJDeMarco told him that there was nothing more for him to do. Newman told
the staff that as of the end of 1969 he did not know that a gift of papers
h d b d b th P .d t "I th h h 'd b1 ." h .dWa een ma eye reSl en • oug t e own lt, e sal ~ DeMarco
told the staff that he does not recall the December 24 telephone conversa-
tion with Newman.~
On January 9 and February 2, 1970 Dr. James Rhoads, Archivist of
the United States, wrote the Administrator of General Services that the
"second installment" of the President's gift of papers was not given in
1969~ On March 3, 1970 Ralph Newman wrote to Frank DeMarco, asking "what
the procedure will be with reference to the Nixon papers . • . " in light
of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Newman noted that the President still had
material in the Archives which was not affected by the section of the bill
@/,eliminating deductions for gifts of papers. Dcliarco told the staff that
during this period he repeatedly called N~~an, asking him to finish the
appraisal, and that he also called Horgan, requesting his aid in having
.~JI .:J~/Newman do the work: Neither Ne,.;rmannor Morgan remembers such cal1s.~
On March 27, 1970 Newman said he was called by Deldar co , who told
him that the President had made a bulk gift of papers in 1969 and this was
accomplished when the papers were delivered to the Archives on Harch 27,
,
1969. Newman has told the staff he "as surprised when DeMarco told him on
Harch 27, 1970 that the President had made a gift of papers a year earlier.
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DeMarco told Newman during that conversation that he needed a description
of papers worth around $500,000. Newman told DeMarco that he had selected
some materials in late 1969, but would have to go back to the Archives for
an additional selection. He called Mary Walton Livingston, an Archives
employee, and asked her to select additional items to bring the value up to
about $550,000. About an hour later, he received a call from Mrs. Livingston,
who described several series of papers to him. Newman telephoned this in-
formation to DeMarco and later in the day sent a letter to Mrs. Livingston
enclosing a description of the items.~
Newman told the staff that in his March 27, 1970 letter to Mrs.
Livingston he was careful to say that the items were "designated as a gift
by Richard Milhous Nixon in 1969." He ~ajn that this is what he ~.::c ~::::::::
told by DeMarco, and that he wanted the record to reflect what he had been
told. He said that his letter made no reference to his conversations of
that day with Mrs. Livingston, or her selection of a portion of the materials
2:1Jfor the gift, because he had already thanked her on the phone for her work.
On April 3 Newman called DeMarco and said that he was preparing an
appraisal document and would mail it out shortly. Newman did prepare an
«sr6 or 7. Included in thatappraisal document and sent it to Dclfarco on Aprii . '.
document is an affidavit by Newman dated April 6, 1970 which states that
Newman examined the papers constituting the 19"69 gift on April 6 through 8,
?YJNovember 3 and 17 through 20 and December 8, 1969. Ne,\~an state4 to the
staff that this affidavit was inadvertently incorrect in stating that he
examined on April 6 through 8 the papers constituting the 1969 gift. The
first time that he vi.ewedthe papers delivered to the Archives on Harch 26
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and 27, 1969 was on November 3, 1969.
On April 6 Newman called Mrs. Livingston. She reported to .the
Joint Committee staff that Newman said his March 27 letter was the only
deed of gift the Archives would receive, and that he wanted an acknowledg-
ment of that letter. She also told the Joint Committee staff that Newman
said it would be better for everyone, including the White House, "if
all dealings on this point would stay between the two of us." Newman
denies stating on April 16 that his March 27 letter would be the only deed
of gift the Archives would receive. He acknowledges that he may have
said to Mrs. Livingston that "all dealings on this point should'stay between
the two of us," but explained that he meant that the Archives should not
make any public announcement of the President's gift. On April 9, Newman
,..~ called Mrs. Livingston again. She read him a draft reply to his letter of
March 27, 1970. That draft made no acknmv1edgment of a gift, but simply
listed some pre-presidential papers, and noted their date of delivery to
the Archives. Newman stated that her letter was sufficient.~
DeMarco has stated that after his March 27 telephone call from
Newman, he dictated a "Schedule A" to the deed to replace the temporary
schedule which he had typed himself on April 21, 1969. He said that on
April 7 he noticed that the typestyle, and the color and texture of the paper
of the schedule, were different from the type and paper used for the deed
executed on April 21, 1969. Debiarco asked his secretary, LaRonna
Kueny, to copy the original document so that the appearance of the deed and
fJ1the schedule would be the same. ~lrs.Kueny has testified before the California
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Secretary of State that, after typing an original deed in April 1969, she
retyped the document in late 1969 or early 1970.-W
On April 8, DeMarco received the appraisal from Newman, and took
it to Blech's office, to attach it to the income tax return. According
to DeMarco, at Blech's suggestion, DeMarco also prepared a description
sheet to conform with IRS regulations, which stated, "Restrictions: None.
The gift was free and clear, with no rights remaining in the taxpayer."~
After Blech assembled the return, DeMarco flew with it to Washington on
April 9.
•
On April 10, 1970 DeMarco went to Morgan's office in the Executive
the deed wiri.cn his secretary had retyped,
he asked Morgan to "re-execute"
~and Morgan did so. In a written
Office Building. DeMarco has stated that
statement prepared for the White House in August, 1973, Morgan made no
f¥.mention of signing a deed of gift in April, 1970. In his interview with the
Joint Committee staff, he conceded that the signature on the deed was his,
but said that he did not recall signing any deed a second time, nor signing
<:dIanything on April 10, 1970. He told the Judiciary Committee staff that he
nm" recalls being called out of a meeting by his secretary, going to his
office where at DeMarco's request he executed copies of a deed previously
executed by him, and returning to the meeting. He does not knmv whether that
event occurred on April 10, 1970.~
It should be no ted that the deed dated March 27, 1969 in the GSA
files is a "duplicate original," that is, a photocopy of an original document
»:: which contains autograph signatures and seals. During the early stages of
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the Joint Committee and IRS investigations, National Archives personnel
pointed out that the Schedule A attached to the deed which could not
have been composed until March 27, 1970 because some of the papers reflected
on the schedule were not selected until that date -- contained the same
photocopy marks as the deed itself, which on its face purported to be
fQi
executed in 1969. DeMarco, in a letter dated August 22, 1973 to Coopers and
Lybrand, had stated that a deed was executed on April 21, 1969, and did not
mention a re-execution. Morgan, in an August 14, 1973 memorandum to Douglas
Parker, an attorney at the White House, emphasized his execution of a deed
(;1/ '
on April 21, 1969, and did not mention a re-execution. To the Inquiry staff's
knowledge, none of the principals involved in the President's deduction for
the gift of papers described the re-execution of a deed in'1970 until Archives
personnel examined the "duplicate original" and it became apparent that that
document could not have been executed in April, 1969.
DeMarco stated that he had an appointment with the President for
12:15 on April 10. He met Kalmbach, his law partner, outside the President's
Oval Office, and at 12:20 they were ushered in to see the President. They
chatted about California politics and the Law business for about five minutes.
Then DeMarco explained to the President the double-entry books and the other
aspects of the record-keeping system which he and Blech had set up for the
President. .-";'
I'· •
Turning to the tax return, Dcllarco ~ointed to the line on the first
page of the return showing the refund due the President and said, "That
is the bottom line." The President said, "That's fine, that's fine." Then
Dclfarco explained to the President the major items in the tax return, aside
J) from his salary: the nonrecogni tion of gain on the sale of his New York
./
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apartment~ the deductions taken for interest, and pointed to the appraisal
by Newman saying, "This, of course, is the appraisal supporting the
deduction for the papers which you gave away." The President's response
was ~ "Tha.t's fine."
DeMarco said that there was no discussion about the deed giving
the papers to the United States. DeMarco told the President that the
gift of papers would be a "tax shelter" for several years. DeMarco stated
there was no in-depth analysis of the tax return while he was with the
President~ but he said there was no question the President knew he was getting
a refund and that a basis for the refund was the deduction taken for the gift
of papers.
The President signed the ret.ui n in the presence of DeMarco and
Kalmbach and chatted for a few minutes about items other than the tax return.
D~~arco told the President that he needed Mrs. Nixon's signature on the
return. The President called Mrs. Nixon and told her that DeMarco and Kalmbach
were coming up. Kalmbach and DeMarco were escorted to the family quarters
to see Hrs. Nixon. She asked, "Where do I sign?" and signed it in the ap'pro-
priate space. She then asked DeMarco and Kalmbach to help pick out one of
two busts of General Eisenhower which had been presented to the ~~ite House.
After leaving Hrs. Nixon, DeMarco and Kalmbach went back to
Morgan's office. Morgan, Barth and Clinton Walsh, the chief of the Audit
Section of the IRS, were there to receive the President's return. Barth and
Walsh looked over the return, checked to see that it 'vas signed, put it back
in its envelope and left.
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About two weeks later in April, DeMarco received a telephone
call from Barth, who said that the 1969 return had been checked and approved,
and that a refund check was being issued on that day. ~
2. Sequence of Events Respecting the Reopening of the President's Returns
Donald C. Alexander, Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service,
told the Impeachment Inquiry staff that after he saw articles in the press
and other indications of public interest in the President's income taxes,
and after the President himself dealt with the subject in a press conference
in November 1973, he raised in his own mind whether the audit of the Presi-..
dent's returns for 1971 and 1972 had been "in depth." After considering
the matter, he told Secretary of the Treasury George Shultz, in a meeting
on NovembeL 20, 1973, that he was gOlng to reopen the audit of the
President's returns. The Secretary told him to go ahead, and said that he
(Hr. Shultz) would inform General Alexander Haig, Assistant to the President,
of this fac t.
Alexander said that he had reached the decision to reopen the audit
on his own. He said he decided to have the IRS examine the President's
tax returns because the inf011Uation which had been reported would have caused
the examination of the returns of any other taxpayer. Alexander stated
that he had discussed this matter with no one before informing Hr. Shultz
of his decision. He said that he did not want to have to put the Secretary
on the spot by asking him to make the decision, but felt obliged to inform
him.
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On the afternoon of November 28, 1973, or on the following day,
Alexander arranged for Raymond F. Harless, the Deputy Commissioner, to meet
with him on Monday, December 3. At that meeting, they looked at the Presi-
dent's returns. Harless then assembled an in-house audit team, which met
with the Commissioner on December 4. On December 5, 1973 Alexander met
with an aide and the Baltimore District Director, whose jurisdiction includes
Washington, D.C. On December 7, 1973, letters were hand delivered to the
White House notifying President and Mrs. Nixon that their federal income
tax returns for the years 1970, 1971 and 1972 would be re-examined.
Alexander said that on December 7 the White House requested
copies of the President's tax returns; they were sent over that evening.
On December 8 the President wrote to Chairman Wilbur Mills asking the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation to examine his tax returns for
the years 1969-1972 in order to answer questions which had been raised in
the press concerning his personal finances as President. This letter was
made public. There was no public announcement that on December 7 the Presi-
dent had been officially notified by the Internal Revenue Service that his
tax returns Hould be audited.
On February 4, 1974, Referral Reports for Potential Fraud Cases
were submitted by the Audit Division, Baltimore District, to thA'lnte11igence
Division, Baltimore District, naming Frank Derlar-co , Ralph Newman , and
Edwar d Morgan as potential subjects. Del-la rco, Newman and Morgan were placed
under full scale investigation by the Intelligence Division, Baltimore
District, on February 20, 1974.
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On March 28, 1974, it was recommended to the District Director,
Baltimore District, that the true story concerning the gift of the
President's papers and the preparation of his 1969 income tax return could
only be-arrived at by a Grand Jury proceeding. The report recommending
this action, signed by Hilliam N. Jackson, Group Manger "01", Baltimore
District Office, names DeMarco, Newman and Morgan as the subjects of the
investigation. On April 2, 1974 this report was referred to the office of
the Special Prosecutor for possible action.
The Internal Revenue Service notified President and Mrs. Nixon
on April 2, 1974, that an adjustment of their tax liability was necessary
for the years 1970, 1971 and 1972. A copy of the audit report justifying
a tax deficiency of $271,148.72 and a five per cent negligence penalty
of $13,557.44 was enclosed. Also sent to President and Mrs. Nixon was a
report on tax year 1969, which noted a tax deficiency of $148,080.97. In
his covering letter, Gerald G. Portney, the new Baltimore District Director,
noted that there was no legal obligation to pay the 1969 deficiency. The
total deficiency for the years 1969 through 1972, including the negligence
penalty for 1970 through 1972, was $432,787.13. On April 3, 1974 the \fuite
House issued a statement that the President has "today instructed payment
of the $432,787.13 set forth by the Internal Revenue Service, plus interest."
On April 17, 1974, the President and t!rs.Nixon paid by check
the amount of deficiency and penalty for 1970, 1971 and 1972, totalling
$284,706.16. On June 19,1974 the staff was informed by Hilliam E. l.Jilliams,
Deputy Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, that the President had
>J
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not yet paid the 1969 deficiency of $148,080.97 and that no date has been
set for such payment. Commissioner Williams also stated that the IRS
has been in contact with representatives of the President and it is the
impression of the IRS that the President is considering the payment of the
1969 deficiency.
* * *
In connection with the preparation of this report the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff has inte.rviewedFrank DeMar.co (May 29 .and}f.ay30" 1974); Arthur
Blech (May 30, 1974); Ralph Newman (June'7, 1974); Richard Ritzel (June 10,
1974); Donald C. Alexander (June 13, 1974) and Edward L. Morgan (June 15,
1974).
Attached to this report are the f oLl.owLng documents which were
obtained from the Internal Revenue Service:
1. Photocopy of November 28, 1973 diary notes of IRS Commissioner
Donald C. Alexander.
2. Reopening Memorandum dated December 7, 1973.
3. Letters dated December 7, 1973 from Hillianl D. Haters,
District Director, Baltimore District, to President and Hrs. Nixon.
4. Section of IRS Audit Report recommending fraud referral
report.
5. Referral Reports for Potential Fraud cases, dated February 4,
1974.
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6. Undated and unsigned memorandum entitled "Consideration of
the Assertion of the 50% Civil Fraud Penalty," from IRS files.
7. Report dated March 28, 1974, by William N. Jackson of the
IRS INtelligence Division recommending use of a grand jury proceeding.
8. Letter from Commissioner Donald C. Alexander to Special
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski, dated April 2, 1974.
9. Letter dated April 2, 1974, from Gerald G. Portney, District
Director, Baltimore District to President and Mrs. Nixon.
10. Income Tax audit changes, dated April 2, 1974, for 1969
through 1972.
11. Section of IRS Audit Report recommending assessment of
negligence penalty.
12. Questions for President Nixon, with Joint Committee staff
transmittal letter dated March 22, 1974.
13. IRS Memorandum for the Record dated March 22, 1974. Attached
are the following memoranda: from John Ehrlichman to Herbert Kalmbach,
dated August 12, 1969; from Roger Barth to Edward L. Morgan, dated July 16,
1969; and from John Ehrlichman to Edward L. Morgan, dated June 16, 1969.
. ' .
14. Memorandum dated December 27, 1968 from R. S. Ritzel to
President-elect Nixon. Attached are copies of an executed and and unexecuted
chattel deed from Richard M. Nixon to the United States of America.
15. Memorandum on Charitable Contributions and Deductions, dated
February 6, 1969, to the President from John Ehrlichman.
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REPORT RESPECTING DEDUCTION
TAKEN BY THE PRESIDENT FOR YEARS
1969 THROUGH 1972 FOR GIFT OF
PAPERS CLAIMED TO BE MADE
ON MARCH 27 1969
1. Sequence of Events Respecting Deduction
After his election in November, 1968, President-elect Nixon paid
a courtesy calIon President Lyndon B~ Johnson at the White House. Presi-
dent Nixon has stated that at that meeting he was advised by President
Johnson to look into contributing some of his personal papers to the National
Archives, and taking a tax deduction for the value of the papers contributed.
At the same meeting, or soon thereafter, President Johnson or one of his
staff gave to Mr. Nixon or one of his staff the name of Ralph Newman, who
( had appraised President Johnson's papers.
On December 19, 1968 Hr. Nixon met at his New York apartment with
Richard Ritzel, one of his partners in the law firm of Nixon Mudge Rose
Guthrie Alexander & Mitchell, and asked Ritzel to look into the possibility
of Mr. Nixon's making a gift of this kind and taking the tax deduction thus
made available. Ritzel concluded that a gift could be made, but that time
was of the essence because the end of the year was approaching. Ritzel
reported this conclusion to Mr. Nixon. On December 22, 1968.the President-
elect told Ritzel to go ahead with the gift. Ritzel asked one of his partners, '
Pat Tannian, to draft Mr. Nixon's deed of gift. Tannian drafted two versions ,
one containing restrictions on access to the papers while Hr. Nixon was
President, and the other containing no such restrictions.
Egi1 Krogh and Edward L. Horgan, who worked for John Ehrlichman
on the administration transition staff (and who each later became deputy
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counsel when Ehrlichman became Counsel to the President after the inaugura-
tion), were asked by Ehrlichman to assist Ritzel in the transfer of the
papers. On December 27 or 28 Krogh flew to Key Biscayne, bearing the
two versions of the deed of gift, and a covering memorandum to Mr. Nixon
from Ritzel. In the memorandum Ritzel.outlined the differences in the two
deeds, noted the target figure of $60,000 for a gift which had been suggested
by Mr. Nixon's accountant, and suggested that Mr. Nixon sign both versions
of the deed so that either could be used, depending on whether or not
papers "which should be restricted from public perusal while you are the
President" were selected by Newman for giving.
On the evening of December 28 Ritzel was telephoned at his New
Jersey home by Mr. Nixon. In the conversation, which lasted about twenty
minutes, they discussed Ritzel's memorandum -- in particular, the problem of
whether public access to the papers should be restricted. Mr. Nixon said
that he was going to execute the restrictive deed, and gave Ritzel authority
to annex to that deed a description of the papers selected for the gift
when Newman chose them.
On December 29 Krogh arrived in the Nixon Mudge la~voffices with
the executed deed of gift. Horgan and Ritzel were present while Newman
and Loie Gaunt, a lo~g-time assistant to Rose Mary l~oods, selected the
papers for the gift. After the selection was completed, an exhibit describ-
ing those papers was drawn up and attached to the executed deed. The next
day a representative of the General Services Administration, of whi.chthe
National Archives is a division, countersigned the deed as "accepted." Hr.
Nixon's papers were then transferred from the Nixon Mudge offices to a GSA
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truck, which took them to a federal records center in New York City.
When the President's tax return for 1968 was prepared, the gift
was valued by Newman at $80,000. Of this, $70,552.27 was deducted for tax
year 1968, and $9,447.73 was available as a deduction carryover for future
years. Also, in accordance with Internal Revenue Service regulations,
a statement was attached to the return, which included information as to
the existence of any restrictions on.the gift. It said in substance that
the gift was free and clear with no rights remaining in the taxpayer.
After the Inauguration, on February 6, 1969, John Ehrlichman
wrote ,amemorandum to the President on the subject of "Charitable Contribu-
tions and Depuctions." Ehrlichman recited the 1968 gift of papers, and
suggested th~r r:hePresident could continue to obtain the maximum charitable
deduction of 30 percent of his adjusted gross income by first contributing
to charities proceeds from the sale of the President's writings in an amount
equal to 20 percent of his adjusted gross income. '\lithrespect to "the
remaining 10 ercent," Ehrlichman's memorandum_--- ted that i would "be made
up of a gift of your papers to the United _§_~_a!=e_s...In this way, we contem-
plate keeping the pap~rs as a continuing reserve which we can use from no,y
~-' ------- ~
on to supplement other gifts to add up to the 30% maximum." There is a
notation on the memorandum, apparently in the President's handwrLt Lng , which
states "(1) good (2) Let me know what we can do on the foundation idea
There is no reference in the February 6 memorandum to making a bulk gift
of papers in the year 1969 which would be sufficient for the President's 30%
charitable deduction for 1969 and succeeding years.
-3-
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Both Ritzel and Morgan have told the staff that there were
probably discussions during this time on the desirability of giving the
remainder of the President's pre-presidential papers to the National Archives.
They noted that this question had been discussed in 1968, but that there had
been barely enough time for a one-year gift then, not to mention selecting
papers for a massive gift. They did not recall any instructions from the
President with respect to a bulk gift of papers.
In a February 28, 1969 response to earlier letters from Krogh,
Ritzel noted that if Newman's appraisal of the 1968 gift proved to be
"higher than anticipated, it will have to be taken into consideration in
making any gifts this year." He also wrote, "If you will recall, it had not
been our plan to give any of the Presidential papers, within the near future,
to the Government since Ne~~an made it quite clear to us that the volume of
Vice Presidential papers which we had would undoubtedly take care of the
deduction for a number of years, and the thought was that we would use the
oldest first, with the hope that we would be able to get the full deduction
for practically the entire life of the President." Ritzel's letter makes
no mention of a bulk gift of the President's papers.
Morgan and Ehrlichman were w i.t.h the Presidential party in Europe
during the President's visit from February 23 to March 2, 1969. On ~1arch 11,
Morgan and Charles Stuart, also of Ehrlichman's staff, met with Walter
Robertson, Executive Director of the National Archives, and Daniel Reed,
Assistant Archivist for Presidential Libraries. They discussed Presidential
libraries, the transfer of the 1968 gift papers from Ne\,7York to the Archives
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in Washington, and adding an archivist to the White House staff. In
addition, the Archives officials agreed to organize and inventory a large
body of President Nixon's pre-presidential papers located in the New
Executive Office Building, and to recommend appropriate disposition of
this material. After that meeting Archives personnel found that the space
in the EOB was inadequate for doing archival work on the President's papers,
and suggested that the papers be moved from the EOB to the Archives. Stuart
wrote Dr. Reed on March 14, confirming that the logistics of the move had
been arranged.
On March 24 Stuart called and left a message for Reed, in which
he stated that the papers at the EOB should be moved to the Archives and
sorted there. On March 26 and 27, the papers were moved from the Old and
New EOn to thp National Archives Building. Also on March 27 Morgan signed
a "limited right to access," allowing Newman to work with the 1968 gift
papers which had been moved from New York to the Archives on March 20.
Newman did this work at the Archives on April 8.
Newman first told the Joint Committee staff that on April 8, 1969,
at the request of Frank DeMarco, who in early 1969 replaced Ritzel as the
President's tax attorney, he had visited the area housing the papers delivered
on March 26 and 27, and verified that there was sufficient volume to cover
the $500,000 requirement for a 1969 gift. After that interview, Newman was
informed that Sherrod East, an Archives employee, who had escorted Newman at
the Archives, stated that Ne~~an had not seen the 1969 material on April 8.
Newman thereafter stated that he checked h i.s records, and discovered that his
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first contact with DeMarco ,vasin October, 1969 and that before that time
he did not see the papers delivered on March 26 and 27.
DeMarco insisted throughout the Joint Committee and IRS in-
vestigations that his first contact with Newman was in April 1969. He told
the Impeachment Inquiry Staff that when talking with the Joint Committee
and the IRS he had not remembered a me~ting at the White House on October
8, 1969. He told the staff that on that date he met with Morgan and Roger
Barth, Assistant to the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service.
Morgan suggested to l1imthat he contact Newman , On October 31, 1969 he
apparently contacted Newman for the first time.
On.Apri1 21, 1969 Morgan had a breakfast meeting with Herbert
Kalmbach and PY3nk DeMarco at the Century P~~za Hotel in Los Angeles, Caii-
fornia. DeMarco told the staff Morgan had telephoned him early in April
to discuss coming to California, and mentioned that the President had made
a gift of his papers to the Archives. Morgan does not remember such a telephone
conversation, but thinks that he must have spoken to Dcllarcobefore leaving
Washington. They both remember, however, that they met for breakfast, drove
to San Clemente to se.et.heproperty, and then drove to the Kalmbach, Deltarco,
Knapp & Chi11ing\vorth office in Newport; Beach. DeMarco first told the
Joint Con®ittee staff that a deed was not executed on this day. }lorgan's
initial recollection was that a deed was executed, and now they both state
that on April 21, 1969 Horgan,. as Deputy Counsel to the President, signed
a deed for the 1969 gift of papers, dated March 27, 1969, at the Newport; Beach
office. Horgan does not recall who had given him the authority to sign the
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deed on April 21, 1969 and he states that quite possibly he assumed the
authority relying on DeMarco as the President's tax attorney. He had never
previously signed a deed on behalf of the President. DeMarco told the
staff that he.based the 1969 deed on the 1968 deed, which he received from
either Morgan or Kalmbach. Neither Morgan nor Kalmbach remembers sending
it to DeMarco. DeMarco also said that only one copy of the deed was executed
in 1969, and that at all times he kept that copy in his personal custody.
DeMarco told the staff that he had expected Morgan to bring with
him some form of Archives receipt for the papers, or a description of them.
When he discovered that Morgan did not have it, he typed a temporary
"Schedule A" to the deed, "just to have something." Morgan does not remember
any conversation about receipts for the papers or a description of them.
After the meeting in Newport Beach, Morgan was driven to Los Angeles, and
flew out of California.
Both DeMarco and Arthur Blech, an accountant retained by the
Kalmbach firm, told the staff of a conversation between them early in May,
1969. In that conversation, DeMarco posed a hypothetical question of a client
with an income in the $250,000 - $300,000 range, who had given a gift worth
$500,000. He wanted to know for how many years the carryover wou l.dbe good.
After doing the calculations, Blech asked who the donor was, and Dcl1arco
replied that it was the President. Blech told the staff that he dated and
kept his notes of this conversation, but that he could not find them.
In Washington on April 21, 1969, the President sent to Congress
his proposals for tax reform. The proposals did not include provisions
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affecting charitable deductions for gifts of personal papers. On May 27,
1969, the Committee on Ways and Means announced in a press release that
it was considering eliminating the charitable deduction for "all gifts of
works of art, collections of papers, and other forms of tangible personal
property." On July 25, 1969 the Ways .andMeans Committee announced that
it had decided to recommend this action to the House.
On August 2 the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was reported out of the
Ways and Means Committee to the House. That Committee recommended that
the proceeds from the sale of collections of private papers be taxed as
ordinary income (effective after July 25, 1969), and that the charitable
deduction for gifts of collections of private papers be eliminated (effective
after December 31, 1969). The bill containing these provisions was passed
by the House on August 7, 1969.
In a memorandum dated May 27, 1969 a National Archives con-
sultant retained to work on the President's papers noted that the papers
delivered to the Archives "••. for the most part are not yet deeded to
the United States . • [F]urther work should await some further clarifi-
cation of White House wishes and intentions .•.• " There are no National
Archives memoranda which indicate that a gift of papers had been made by the
President in 1969.
On June 16, 1969 Ehrlichman wrote two memoranda to Morgan, which
posed a number of questions relating to the President's taxes. In one
of them he asked, "Will you please have someone carefully check his salary
withholding to see if it takes into account the fact that be will be making
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a full 30% charitable deduction." Morgan apparently referred the questions
to IRS Commissioner Randolph Thrower, and they were answered by a memo,
dated July 16, 1969, from Roger Barth, assistant to Commissioner Thrower,
to Morgan. No mention is made in either the Ehrlichman or the Barth
memorandum that the President had made a bulk gift of papers in March
1969.
On November 3, 1969 Newman began his work at the Archives on the
papers delivered March 26-27. This was apparently occasioned by a meeting
among DeMarco, Morgan and Barth on October 8, and a telephone conversation
from Dcllarco to Newman on October 31, in which DeMarco requested Newman to
go to the Archives and tell him how much was there. On November 7, 1969
Newman sent ~c ~he President, with copies to Dcllarcoand Morgan, a preliminary
appraisal of the President's pre-presidential papers, valuing them at
$2,012,000.
N~vman told the staff that on November 16, 1969 he was in Washington
with his wife. A friend, who was a military aide at the White House,
arranged for the Newmans to be invited to a White House prayer breakfast on
that morning. After the service, Newman said that he and his wife stood
in the receiving line. When they reached the President, Newman introduced
himself and asked the President if he had received !lewman's preliminary
appraisal. The President replied that he did receive the appraisal and stated
that he did not believe the figure could be so high. Ne\Vffiantold the President
that the figure was 'a conservative estimate.
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Newman returned to the Archives on November 17-20 and December
8, 1969 to continue his examination of the President's papers. During
that time he worked almost exclusively on the "General Correspondence" file
of the President.
On November 21, 1969 the Senate Finance Committee reported out
its version of the Tax Reform Act, recommending that the charitable deduction
for gifts of private papers be eliminated for gifts made after December 31,
1968. This effective date was retained in the bill when it passed the Senate
on December 11, 1969. On November 26 and December 8, 1969, Edwin S.
Cohen, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, wrote memoranda
to Peter Flanigan, Assistant to the President, on the sections of the pro-
posed tax act which would eliminate charitable deductions for gifts of
private papers. In the November 26 memorandum Cohen noted, "if the effec-
tive date of the provisions relating to contributions of papers is changed
back to that in the House bill (from Dec. 31, 1968 to Dec. 31, 1969),
then a contribution could be made in December, 1969 and deducted this year
up to 30% of income ...• II
On December 22, 1969, the Conference Report on the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 recommended an effective date for the elimination of the chari-
table deduction for gifts of papers of July 25, 1969. This effective
date was adopted by both Houses of Congress on the same day. The President
signed the bill into law on December 30, 1969.
On December 24, 1969 Newman telephoned Dcl1arco and asked him
whether there was anything more to do in light of the deduction for gifts of
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papers being eliminated effective July 25, 1969. Newman's telephone bills
reflect a call to DeMarco's office on this date. According to Newman,
DeMarco told him that there was nothing more for him to do. Newman told
the staff that as of the end of 1969 he did not know that a gift of papers
had been made by the President. "I thought he'd blown it,llhe said. DeMarco
told the staff that he does not recall the December 24 telephone conversa-
tion with Newman.
On January 9 and February 2, 1970 Dr. James Rhoads, Archivist of
the United States, wrote the Administrator of General Services that the
"second installment" of the President's gift of papers was not given in
1969. On March 3, 1970 Ralph Newman wrote to Frank Deliarco, asking "what
the procedure will be with reference to the Nixon papers ••• " in light
of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Newman noted that the President still had
,
material in the Archives which ,vasnot affected by the section of the bill
eliminating deductions for gifts of papers. Dcllarco told the staff that
during this period he repeatedly called Ne"~an, asking him to finish the
appraisal, and that he also called Morgan, requesting his aid in having
Newman do the work. Neither Newman nor Horgan remembers such calls.
On Harch 27, 1970 Newman said he was called by DeMarco, who told
him that the President had made a bulk gift of papers in 1969 and this was
accomplished when the papers were delivered to the Archives on March 27,
1969. Newman has told the staff he was surprised when DeMarco told him on
Harch 27, 1970 that the President had made a gift of papers a year earlier.
-11-
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DeMarco told Newman during that conversation that he needed a description
of papers worth around $500,000. Newman told DeMarco that he had selected
some materials in late 1969, but would have to go back to the Archives for
an additional selection. He called Mary Walton Livingston, an Archives
employee, and asked her to select additional items to bring the value up to
about $550,000. About an hour later, he received a call from Mrs. Livingston,
who described several series of papers to him. Newman telephoned this in-
formation to DeMarco and later in the day sent a letter to Mrs. Livingston
enclosing a description of the items.
! q 7tJ
Newman told the staff that in his March 27, ~ letter to Mrs.
Livingston he was careful to say that the items were "designated as a gift
by Richard Milhous Nixon in 1969." He sa;,-lthat this is what he had "b~~::
told by De1:1arco,and that he wan ted the record to reflect what he had been
told. He said that his letter made no reference to his conversations of
that day with Mrs. Livingston, or her selection of a portion of the materials
for the gift, because he had already thanked her on the phone for her Hork.
On April 3 Nev.'lUancalled DeMarco and said that he was preparing an
appraisal document and wou Ld mail it out shortly. Newman did prepare an
appraisal document and sent it to De1:1arcoon April 6 or 7. Included in that
document is an affidavit by Newman dated April 6, 1970 which states that
Newman examined the papers constituting the 1969 gift on April 6 through 8,
November 3 and 17 through 20 and December 8, 1969. NeHman stated to the
staff that this affidavit was inadvertently incorrect in stating that he
examined on April 6 through 8 the papers constituting the 1969 gift. The
first time that he vieHed the papers delivered to the Archives on March 26
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and 27, 1969 was on November 3, 1969.
On April 6 Newman called Mrs. Livingston. She reported to the
Joint Committee staff that Newman said his March 27 letter was the only
deed of gift the Archives would receive, and that he wanted an acknowledg-
ment of that letter. She also told the Joint Committee staff that Newman
said it would be better for everyone, including the White House, "if
all dealings on this point would stay between the two of us." Newman
denies stating on April 16 that his March 27 letter would be the only deed
of gift the Archives would receive. He acknowledges that he may have
said to Hrs. Livingston that "all dealings on this point should stay between
the two of us," but explained that he meant that the Archives should not
make any public announcement of the President's gift. On April 9, Newman
called Mrs. Livingston again. She read him a draft reply to his letter of
Harch 27, 1970. That draft made no acknowledgment of a gift, but simply
listed some pre-presidential papers, and noted their date of delivery to
the Archives. Newman stated that her letter was sufficient.
DeMarco has stated that after his Harch 27 telephone call from
Newman, he dictated a "Schedule A" to the deed to replace the temporary
schedule which he had typed himself on April 21, 1969. He said that on
April 7 he noticed that the typestyle, and the color and texture of the paper
of the schedule, were different from the type and paper used for the deed
executed on April 21, 1969. Derlarco asked his secretary, LaRonna
Kueny, to copy the original document so that the appearance of the deed and
the schedule would be the same. Mrs. Kueny has testified before the California
-13-
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Secretary of State that, after typing an original deed in April 1969, she
retyped the document in late 1969 or early 1970.
On April 8, DeMarco received the appraisal from Newman, and took
it to Blech's office, to attach it to the income tax return. According
to DeMarco, at Blech's suggestion, DeMarco also pr~pared a description
sheet to conform with IRS regulations, which stated, "Restrictions: None.
The gift was free and clear, with no rights remaining in the taxpayer."
After Blech assembled the return, DeMarco flew with it to Washington on
April 9.
On April 10, 1970 DeMarco went to Morgan's office in the Executive
Office Building. DeMarco has stated that he asked Morgan to "re-execute"
I ) the deed which his secretary had retyped, and Morgan did so. In a written
statement prepared for the White House in August, 1973, Morgan made no
mention of signing a deed of gift in April, 1970. In his interview with the
Joint Committee staff, he conceded that the signature on the deed was his,
but said that he did not recall signing any deed a second time, nor signing
anything on April 10, 1970. He told the Judiciary Committee staff that he
now recalls being called out of a meeting by his secretary, going to his
office where at DeMarco's request he executed copies of a deed previously
executed by him, and returning to the meeting. He does not know whether that
event occurred on April 10, 1970.
It should be noted that the deed dated March 27, 1969 in the GSA
files is a "duplicate original," that is, a photocopy of an original document
<=1 which contains autograph signatures and seals. During the early stages of
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the Joint Committee and IRS investigations, National Archives personnel
pointed out that the Schedule A attached to the deed which could not
have been composed until March 27, 1970 because some of the papers reflected
on the schedule were not selected until that date -- contained the same
photocopy marks as the deed itself, which on its face purported to be
executed in 1969. DeMarco, in a letter dated August 22, 1973 to Coopers and
Lybrand, had stated that a deed was executed on April 21, 1969, and did not
mention a re-execution. Morgan, in an August 14, 1973 memorandum to Douglas
Parker, an attorney at the ~~ite House, emphasized his execution of a deed
on April 21, 1969, and- did not mention a re-execution. To the Inquiry staff's
knowledge, none of· the principals involved in the President's deduction for
the gift of papers described the re-execution of a deed in 1970 until Archives
personnel e~amined the "duplicate original" and it became apparent that that
document could not have been executed in April, 1969.
DeMarco stated that he had an appointment with the President for
12:15 on April 10. He met Kalmbach, his laVI partner, outside the President's
Oval Office, and at 12:20 they VIere ushered in to see the President. They
chatted about California politics and the law business for about five minutes.
Then DeMarco explained to the President the double-entry books and the other
aspects of the recora-keeping system which he and Blech had set up for the
President.
Turning to the tax return, DeNarco pointed to the line on the first
page of the return showf.ng the refund due the President and said, "That
is the bottom line." The President said, "That's fine, that's fine." Then
Del-1arcoexplained to the President the major items in the tax return, aside
from his salary: the nonrecognition of gain on the sale of his NeVI York
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apartment, the deductions taken for interest, and pointed to the appraisal
by Newman saying, "This, of course, is the appraisal supporting the
deduction for the papers which you gave away." The President's response
was, "That's fine."
DeMarco said that there was no discussion about the deed giving
the papers to the United States. DeMarco told the President that the
gift of papers would be a "tax shelter" for several years. DeMarco stated
there was no in-depth analysis of the tax return while he was with the
President, but he said there was no question the President knew he was getting
a refund and that a basis for the refund was the deduction taken for the gift
of papers.
The PresLdent signed the ne.turn ~n the presence of DeMarco and
Kalmbach and chatted for a few minutes about items other than the tax return.
DeMarco told the President that he needed Mrs. Nixon's signature on the
return. The President called Mrs. Nixon and told her that DeMarco and Kalmbach
were coming up. Kalmbach and DaMarco were escorted to the family quarters
to see Mrs. Nixon. She asked, "Where do I sign?" and signed it in the appro-
priate space. She then asked DeMarco and Kalmbach to help pick out one of
two busts of General Eisenhower which had been presented to the vfuiteHouse.
After leaving !>frs.Nixon, DeMarco and Kalmbach went back to
Morgan's office. Morgan, Barth and Clinton Halsh, the chief of the Audit
Section of the IRS, were there to receive the President's return. Barth and
Walsh looked over the return, checked to see that it was signed, put it back
~, in its envelope and left.
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About two weeks later in April, DeMarco received a telephone
call from Barth, who said that the 1969 return had been checked and approved,
and that a refund check was being issued on that day.
2. Sequence of Events Respecting the Reopening of the President's Returns
-Donald C. Alexander, Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service,
told the Impeachment Inquiry staff that after he saw articles in the press
and other indications of public interest in the President's income taxes,
and after the President himself dealt with the subject in a press conference
in November 1973, he raised in his own mind whether the audit of the Presi-
dent's returns for 1971 and 1972 had been "in depth." After considering
the matter, he told Secretary of the Treasury George Shultz, in a meeting
on November 28, 1973, that he was going to reopen the audit of the
President's returns. The Secretary told him to go ahead, and said that he
(Mr. Shultz) would inform General Alexander Haig, Assistant to the President,
of this fact.
Alexander said that he had reached the decision to reopen the audit
on his own. He said he decided to have the IRS examine the President's
tax returns because the information which ,had been reported would have caused
the examination of the returns of any other taxpayer. Alexander stated
that he had discussed this matter with no one before informing Mr. Shultz
of his decision. He said that he did not want to have to put the Secretary
on the spot by asking him to make the decision, but felt obliged to inform
him.
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On the afternoon of November 28,1973, or on the following day,
Alexander arranged for Raymond F. Harless, the Deputy Commissioner, to meet
with him on Monday, December 3. At that meeting, they looked at the Presi-
dent's returns. Harless then assembled an in-house audit team, which met
.with the Commissioner on December 4. On December 5, 1973 Alexander met
w:Hh an ·aide.and the Ba.ltdrnone District Director, whose jurisdiction includes
Washington, D.C. On :Qecember 7, 1973, 'letters were hand delivered to the
..
White House notifying President and Mrs. Nixon that their federal income
.tax returns for the years 1970, 1971 and 1972 would be re-examined.
Alexander said that on December 7 t~e White House requested
copies of the President's tax returns; they were sent over that evening.
On December 8 the President wrote to Chairman Wilbur Mills asking the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation to examine his tax returns for
the years 1969-1972 in order to answer questions which had been raised in
the press concerning his personal finances as President. This letter was
made p~blic. There was no public announcement that on December 7 the Presi-
dent had been officially notified by the Internal Revenue Service that his
tax returns would be audited.
On February 4, 1974, Referral Reports for Potential Fraud Cases
were' ,subm~tted by the Audit Division, Baltimore District, to the Intelligence
Division, Baltimore District, naming Frank DeMarco, Ralph Newman, and
Edward Horgan as potential subjects. DeMarco, Newman and Horgan were placed
under full scale investigation by the Intelligence Division, Baltimore
')
District, on February 20, 1974.
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On March 28, 1974, it was recommended to the District Director,
Baltimore District, that the true story concerning the gift of the
President's papers and the preparation of his 1969 income tax return could
only be arrived at by a Grand Jury proceeding. The report recommending
this action, signed by William N. Jackson, Group Manger "01", Baltimore
'District "Office, names DeMarco, Newman and Morgan as the subjects of the
investigation. On April 2, 1974 this report was referred to the office of
the Special Prosecutor for possible action.
The Internal Revenue Service notified President and Mrs. Nixon
on April 2, 1974, that an adjustment of their tax liability was necessary
for the years 1970, 1971 and 1972. A copy of the audit report justifying
a tax deficiency of $271,148.72 and a five per cent negligence penalty
of $13,557.44 was enclosed. Also sent to President and Mrs. Nixon was a
report on tax year 1969, which noted a tax deficiency of $148,080.97. In
his covering letter, Gerald G. Portney, the new Baltimore District Director,
noted that there was no legal obligation to pay the 1969 deficiency. The
total deficiency for the years 1969 through 1972, including the negligence
penalty for 1970 through 1972, was $432,787.13. On April 3, 19J4 the '~ite
House issued a statement that the President has "today instructed payment
of the $432,787.13 set forth by the Internal Revenue Service, plus interest. II
On April 17, 1974, the President and Mrs. Nixon paid by check
the amount of deficiency and penalty for 1970, .1971 and 1972, totalling
$284,706.16. On June 19, 1974 the staff 'vas informed by William E. Williams,
Deputy Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, that the President had
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not yet paid the 1969 deficiency of $148,080.97 and that no date has been
set for such payment. Commissioner Williams also stated that the IRS
has been in contact w i th representatives of the President and it is the
impression of the IRS that the President is considering the payment of the
1969 deficiency.
* * *
In connection ..,ith the preparation of this report the Impeachment
Inquiry Staff has interviewed Frank DeMarco (May 29 and May 30, 1974); Arthur
Blech (May 30, 1974); Ralph Newman (June 7, 1974); Richard Ritzel (June 10,
1974); Donald C. Alexander (June 13, 1974) and Edward L. Morgan (June 15,
1974).
Attached to this report are the f oLl.ow Lng documents which were
obtained from the Internal Revenue Service:
1. Photocopy of November 28, 1973 diary notes of IRS Commissioner
Donald C. Alexander.
2. Reopening Memorandum dated December 7, 1973.
3. Letters dated December 7, 1973 from Hi11iam D. Waters,
District Director, Baltimore District, to President and Hrs, Nixon.
4. Section of IRS Audit Report recommending fraud referral
report.
5. Referral Reports for Potential Fraud cases, dated February 4,
1974.
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6. Undated and unsigned memorandum entitled "Consideration of
the Assertion of the 50% Civil Fraud Penalty," from IRS files.
'. ,
7. Report dated March 28, 1974, by William N. 'Ja~kson of the
IRS Intelligence Division recommending use of a grand jury proceeding.
8. Letter from Commi.ssLonar Donald C. Alexander to Special
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski, dated April 2, 1974.
9. 'Letter dated April 2, 1974, from Gerald G. Portney, District
Direc tor, Ba1 timore Dis tric t to President and Mrs. Nixon.
10. Income Tax audit changes, dated April 2, 1974, for 1969
through 1972.
11. Section of IRS Audit Report recommending assessment of
negligence penalty.
..12. Questions for President Nixon, with Joint Committee st~ff
transmittal letter dated March 22, 1974.
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28 RETYPED FROM INDISTINCT ORIGINAL
.. - Commissioner Donald Alexanderdiary notes -
WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 28 1973
APPOINTMENTS & SCHEDULED EVENTS
After staff at Treasury, I
went in Secy's office w Secy &
Ron Brooks. talked on 3
Subjects -- Bill Williams [item crossed-out
in the original] and
President's tax return. I said in
best interestsof IRS & President for
us to audit. Said Judiciary Committee
& Ways & Means (Joint Comm) about to
go into this & force issue. Secy
said [illegible] go ahead, said he would talk
Gen. Haig. Said lawyers would
cause downfall of Govt.
Secy. Asked re investigations. I mentioned
[crossed out] time problem, work load
[items crossed
[out in original
] He would need talking
paper for this.
]
]
I told Ron later that Icrossed out]
investigation continuing.
RETYPED FROH INDISTINCT ORIGINAL
•
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Re-opening memorandum
December 7, 1973 -
REQUEST FOR:
ISSUANCE OF FORM
L-153, NOTICE OF
REEXAMINATION
APPAOVAL TO
REOPEN A CLO:iED
EXAMINED CASE
o
• (See instructions at bottom)
DIST;;T COD~ CONTROL NUMBER (Opllo"al)
TAXPAY ER'S NAM E AN D AOD-R:::E;:-S;:S:::-O~:-;NC;-;L~A;-:T=-c;:--S=T=-=R:- E::-:T::CU:-:-::R~N-{-;-"-r-r-"·-'••- n-t--
address i] eli/lac"t} .
Richard M. and Patricia R. Nixon
The li7hite House
Washington, D.C-. 20500 I
SECTION A· CLEARANCE RECORD .TO: • (Numb~, block 10 indicat~
DATE ROUTIII<G RETUA",DECISION SIGNATURE SYMBOLSroutinz sequence} CLEARED Initials Date
GROUP It;,v,.-J) 6..JI.J..._)\ GJ2.~ ......-c- ,'Vh/1~ -,SUPERVISOR ! l'~tJ·e ~7: N3Vu o ~ ICHIEF, FIELD (OFFICE) .R .AUDIT BRANCH0
~j}.':J ~\Av\'~ I~6tQie~Lt\ 1 /+0 '.i\t_, \1-'1-:'1). ICHIEF, AUDITU DIVISION I
I ,T DISTRICT
I}~~I I: ,J, ..d;;_ I-::'""..,-.../ .,..c: /-...J.--DIRECTOR . - Z:.~~. //' -I," (.'I .<:,. .. " ~ /..~/ /, ·"ri. :'t-...1/ / ....,; iN ARC (AUDIT) ORDIRECTOR,OID
!G OTHER (;:~cifY)
I
• i
',"EASON FOR REQUEST (PlIzce all "X"
SECTION B· JUSTI FYINr.; DATE
2. FACTSin the appropriate block)
FORM NO. YEAR FORk' NO. I~CAi972A. TAX RETURN 1040 1971 10400 A. EVIDENCE OF FRAUD, MALFEA.
tSANCE, COLLUSION, CONCEAL. - -...
£MENT, OR MISREPRESENTATION B. EXPIRATION DATE 041575 041576OF MATERIAL FACe.
FA OA fA
lOAC. METHOD OF PREVIOUS
X X'D EXAMINATIONB. SUBSTANTiAL ERROR.
D. TAX SHOWN ON RETURN
~fl 'A:Tf'oRi: V-I-et:I'3t .,. 878.03 4,298.17";:o.'O.rtrSTE-o $ $
Ga C. SERIOUS ADMINISTRATIVE E. ESTIMATED ADDI-
UnknownOMISSION RESULTING IN TIONAL TAX $ Unknown $
CRITICISM, UNDESIRABLE
PRECEDENT. OR INCONSIS.
TENT TREATMENT. 3. NARRATIVE JUSTIFICATION [Form JY90-SJ
INITIATOR'S SIGNATURE I TITLE ORGANIZATIONAL DATE
SYMBOLS
1.).../, J0\.~_.-\.....;;.,-..y.. 'l' ~ .. l,,).- . .-;-")., , 1';71'1:~b.- ~~ ...-l- ~-==--,.~_ "" \'w..~''':'_''~'_'__ l~-~·\,-~··.-
• SECTION C • HESUL TS (C""':'/tN ",,". i{,·.H,· i.<rn'!,rI"·'{)----- - ------. -_._-- -----. --- - .. ' --- -.- ---'------- .---
4.0A~~O:=SL:PP_l;.E- IS.TA:<f.:TURN -'-- --:;--:--!Yi-Ml ------- i I\onu IVE.\H ~OH"ME;I,l,..\L OR R"EXAM· . , • . •
INAIION RePORT 6. TAX CHA(I;CE I i I I
I /\. I\DO' ilONAL I ,
TAX' is is
------- J_ _{A trih",,'d (0
,cvl'c.'"htG
only) B.OVER-
ASSESSMENT s
, INSTRUCTlO;\lS
(_iQlIES!' BLOCK - Check the first block if Il'()~~nill~ docs not SFlT[()j\; i: _F"r :.he n.urnrivc. usc the fLl!l,'win~ fl'rm.!t: f I)
rcqullc ~lIdltllln:1l II1Src~t,I,'_A 01 Ihe Ll\;>aycr's :lod;.s or ;1I;':Llllllt F;;,·t~(2) ~~IW ,_r) Cll:H:!,;siuti F.'rI'l Jt)';\_l-!3 m ..], be 1I~".! fur il!;i
or Doth Illo.:ks II such JU"IIll'IlJlms?.:,:tllJll is rc'quired. Plll('t""-' S..·,: 11,\1 ':.)~3 itlr Jl·t;ids C(\ill·.:rtllll; wutlll~. C"t'}'
11.':':oIli"1I and di"'!)i)((,v;,1 aCIIOII.
s
SEeTIO;\: C . [1I,:i,':lIc whetha tax I.'hJ~:~(,is J~r':l.'dor ul:J~r ..·,-tI
hy t"'l1h"'flll.;.! ",\". ~'I UtI'· in t~h' ~l;"llnl;"n~'\t' ."'llHllii\.. , ~
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· .'Attachment to Form 4505
• Richard M. and Patricia R. Nixon
FACTS:
A prior examination had been conducted on the 1971 and 1972
returns of this taxpayer. The taxpayer had a contribution
carryover from 1969 to these years for the fair market value
of his Vi~e-Presidential Papers which he contributed to the
United States Government. The agent accepted this deduction
as proper as the facts indicated that the appraiser was
eminently qualified, the fair market value appeared to be
proper, and that the contribution was made prior to th~ change
in the law~ The agent did not verify the circumstances con-
cerning the actual contribution of these papers to the United
States Government.
A no change report was issued on June 1, 1973, but we have
now received information which leads us to believe that the
taxpayer may not have made a completed gift of the papers prior
to July 25, 1969, and would, therefore, not be allowed a deduc-
tion for this 'corrt rLbut i.onof $570,000.00. The deed used to
tra·nsfer these documents may not have been forwarded to the
National Archives until April 1970. The General Services Admin-
~stration may not have signed the deed transferring title to
the papers transported to the Archives in 1969. The documents
which were selected to be donatea to the Archives may not nave
been detailed until early 1970. The deed was signed by a
counsel to the taxpayer. The taxpayer did not sign the deed-
although his name was typed in at the appropr~ate place in the
deed for his signature. . '-:[
The propriety of this transaction is being questioned by members
of the news media, public officials, and the general public.
Our failure to reopen this case to determine the propriety of
this deduction could result in serious criticism of the Ser-
vice's administration of the tax laws. Sections 4023.2(c),
4023.5 (1)(a), IRM.
LAW:
Section 170(a) (1) of the IRC (1954) states that "There shall
be allowed as a deduction any charitable contribution (as
defined in subsection (c» payment of which is made i~ t~~
taxable year." Section 170(c) s tates, "For purposes or: tn i s
section, the ter~ 'ch~ritablc COlltribution' means a contribu-
tion or gift to or for the use of ... the United States."
Section 1.170-1(b) of the Regulations provides that, "Ordinarily
a contribution is made at the time delivery is effected." Sec-
tion 170 was amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Section
l70(e) was added which provides that for any contribution of
,'"
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Attachment to Form 4505
Richard M. and Patricia R. Nixon
LAW: (continued)
ordinary income and capital gain property, the amount of any
charitable contribution of property otherwise taken int~
account under this section will be reduced by the sum o~ the
amount of gain which would have been long-term capital gain
if the property contributed had been sold by the taxpayer at
its fair market value ..• The effective date of this section
was made retroactive to July'25, 1969. Briefly stated, the
taxpayer would be allowed his basis in the property as a
deduction for any personal papers contributed after July 25,
1969. Any contributions of personal papers prior to
July 25, 1969, would be allowed at the fair market value of
the papers. The pivotal point is, "were these papers given
to the United States Government before July 25, 1969?"
In view of the information presently available to us, some
doubt now exists on this point. As the prior examination
di~ not cover thisaspect of the contribution, and in view of
tne questions being asked in the news media, permission is
hereby requested to reopen these years to determine the
~alidity of this transaction. Failure to do so would result
in serious criticism of the Service's administration of the
tax laws. Since the prior examin~tion was completed, we ~~ve
also obtained information concerning other income and expense
items which may require examination or reexamination •
•
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William Waters letters
December 7, 1973
Decerr~er 7, 1973
President Richurd 11. Hixon
and ~1rs. Patricia R. ~1ixon
The I·~'hito House
Washington, D. C. 20500
Kind of Tax: Incorn8
Tax Year Ended: December 31, 1971
December 31, 1972
Dear President and Hrs. Nixon:
l<7eare required by la";'lto notify a taxpayer in ~';riting if
.we need to rce:..amine his books and records after previously
• examining them.
Because information thatrnay affect your tax liability has
been cevelopcd since our latest exarai.nati.on of your books
and records, we ask that you make them available to us
again, for reexunination.
Thank you for your cooperation. !
Sincerely yours,
(S:gi]ej) \'/illiarn D. t~'z1ers
William D. Waters
District Director
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Dece~)cr 7, 1973
President Richard
and Mrs. Patricia
Tl18 ;]ilit.e Eouse
HClshinston, D.C.
v,1. Nixon
nixonDH.
20500
Type 0 f 'I'a:-:: Income
Consent Form Hur,iDer: 872
'l'axableYear or Period: Dace:mber 31, 1970
Dear President and Mrs. Nixon:
~'lhile considering your Pederal t.ax return for the year shown
above, we found t:hnt the li~itation period prescribed by law
for assessing additional tax will expire soon .
•
Unfortunately, sufficien t t.Lrne doo s not z cma.i.nto pe rrni,t us to
make a thorough a~d satisfactory aUdit. You may extend ~lC
limitation period by ~ignin0 all copies of t~c enclosed forn
and returning ther:'.w i,thin tr3n days f rorn the date of t~lis Le ttrer ,
Upon acceptance o~ the properly signed forms, va will return
~ -,rone copy to YOU. £
By extendins the period of limitation, both you and the Internal
Revenue S~rvice will have adequate time to consider any questions
or issues whic~·may arise during the Gxa~ination. In adJitio~,
if adj ust.rtent.s are pr opo scd arid you do not Cl.~r-8e, you wi.Ll,have
time to present your views at a conference in the District
6ffice and the Regional office.
Thank you for your coo~)8ration.
Sinc0r21y yours,
:1i11i::;,1D. \··!.::tcrs
uistrict Oirector
Enclosures:
Copies of consent form
Return envelo?c
\
:..-,...... - 1
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(. ___ Section of IRSAudit Report
Fraud
During the examination of the gift of the Vice-P~e3idential Papers,
ve became aware that a deed was used to convey the gift ,to the
National Archives, ~~d a question was raised as to the actual date
of the s.Lgrringof the deed. The deed vas dated Barch 27, 1969, and
Yas allegedly signed on April 21, 1969, by Deputy Counsel to the
President, Hr. Edward Morgan. The sit;nature vas also allegedly
notarized on April 21, 1969, by Mr. Frank De}krco. Schedule A
attached to the deed could not have been obtained until 11arch 20,1970,
•
as the information contained on Schedule A could not have been avail-
able before March 20, 1970, the date t.heappraiser, Hr. Ralph Newman-,
had completed his 'Work and informed Hr. DeHarco of the amount of the
gift and tht;:items which T,.lereto compr ice the gift.
}lu-. Ralph Nevrnan, the appraiser, presented an appraisal document
. ,
vhich indicated that the app~aisal of the 1969 papers'was nade'in
e
April 6 - 8, 1969, November 1969, and completed in December 1969.
However, we were inform8d by the employees of the Archives that he
did not perform any work in April 1969 on these papers. It was also
stated that only Part I of Schedule A was selected by him ~~d that
Archival e~ployees Dade the selections of Part II thru V on }fuI"ch20,
1970. This appraisal was includ~d on the 1969 return and had been
presented to the agents who had previously ex~~ined the 1971 and 1972
,returns to verify the propriety of the deduction.
-
[12399]
( (
In vie'....of the conflicting statements, referral reports uere
submi.t.t.edon Mr. Horgan, Hr. DeMarco, and Mr. Nevnan to"the
Intelligence Division for consideration of a possible violation
of Sections 7206 and 7207 of the Code. Copies of the referral
reports are included in the Administrative·Section of"the Workpapers.
I
I'
, "
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..
Referral Reports
February 4, 1974
REFERRAL REPORT FOR POTENTIAL FRAUD CASES ').j. :3J. 9a . '
'/
TQJ Chief, Au::lit Div, DATE
NAME AND ADDRESS OF TAXPAYER S5 OR E.I. NO. TYPES OF TAX INV:OLVED-I' DATE-~ ,Chief, Intel!. Div, Mr. Frank DeMarco -TO I Chid. Audit DATE Los Angeles, Calif. - IncomeTO I Group Suoervisor DATE
'.This case hc s been reviewed by the Intelligence o Closed (COpy of closing report attach ..d)
Division, and action indicated taken o Rejected (Statement of reasons attached)
SIG~RE, CHLEF <N~~DIVISION o Accepted o ,Please ASSign Cooperating_ rQ:_. Itt - . ASSigned to Special Agent (Name): Otficer, rV' b/_ Jl.ob~rt L J3.rO'ns
1./REFERRAL REPORT CONCERNS _
(OTH ER (S~cify)
~_~~~~~6~7~~~7~ __
FAILURE TO FILE RETURNo FORM(S'- _:JNDERSTATEMENT OFo TAXABLE INCOME
FAILURE TO COLLECTo AND PAY OVER TAX o FAILURE TO MAINTAINADEQUATE RECORDS
2. PERSONAL HISTORY
APi"ROX. APPARENT HEALTH STATUS Head of EDUCATION (Highest level)
AGE 48 0 GOOD OPOOR DS!nql .. [2tMCIITled 0 ~~ld-'College \ NO. OF EXEMPTIONS (Iru:ludin~l=pcye,. &: spou.se)
SOURCES OF INCOME OF TAX?AYER'AND SPOUSE (List principal occ upca ions ]
N/A " ",
3 RECORDS WERE KEPT BY- OTAXPAYER o EMPLOYEE.
1/
-.-'_ _ .._
o BANK STATEMENTS o PURCHASE INVOICES[ ,ASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL, [JS~,LES JOURN AL
" o SUBSID!ARY :"ECC::;-;:;
OCASH DISBURSEMENTS
OGENERAL JOURNAL o RECORD OF o DEPOSIT TICKETS
OSALESOROERS "
JOURNAL '
INVENTORY,0PURCHASES JOURNAL o GEN ERAL LEDGER 0 CANCELLED CHECKS o SALES INVOICES
OSINGLE ENT'RY
JOU RNALo SINGLE ENTRY o COMPLETE 0 AGREE WITH OCASH BASIS , INADEQUATE RECORDSNOTICESENTo DOUBLE ENTRY o INCOMPLETE RETURN o ACCRUAl. BASIS
DFORM 7020 OFORM 7021000 NOT AGREEo OTH ER BASIS
WITH RETURN
OATE ISSUED(Specify)
.4. -r:ENTATIVE ADDIlIONAL TAXABLE INCOME DISCLOSED BY EXAMINATION TO DATE
(If excise - A dditior.at Ic-=able sales)TAXABLE PERIOD RETURN FORM PER RETURN CORRECTED ...DDITIONAL
METHOD USED IN DETERMINATION$ S s
40.
Show por t ion of the tentative add'itio:"cl income which is'due 't~ pureiy t.:-chnic~l odJusiment~ I ville detaf!sj
N/A
._..
5. St ct errien t, if any. taxp(l)'er has made regarding cash-an-hand.
gifts. inheri ta..,ces end non-t=ablel~)t!:iJefilR:£CT,Q~me.
OF INTERNAL REVENU~
RECEIVED
. N.A.
F1= p. '1 19'4
SAlTfMO~E OFFICE"- JNTHllGENCe PIYISIO~
6. Receipts of to xpc yer
OALL OMOST OPART ONONEDEPOSITED DEPOSI TED DEPOSITED DEPOSITED
1Form 2797 (Rev. 10-72)
, Department of the-Treasury - Internal Revenue Service
L....
o BOOKKEEPING SERVICE o OTHER (Specify) N A
-
I:,:
":~:;
[12402]
f
'····:-.
' •• ,1 reasons for understatement or other noncompliance including explanatlon, If any. olfe',",d by t<u;>ayer.
None ... ~.
Nome and address of person pr e pnr inq return. Were hls wcrk. pap",rs exot":".1ned?.
Frank DeMarco, Los Angeles, Calif. ~ YES D NO
9. Have the proposed adjustments been c:ii SOl ss ed wi th ei ther Attach schedule showing 10. Schedule No.' Attached
the taxpayer or his representatlve? s pe c tf rc iterr.s of orrut te-d-income
DYES 5.3 NO -
11. Has taxpayer or his representative been issued a district Attach schedule showing ad- 12. Schedule No. Attached
conference invitation and fc:rnisned with a statement of Justments to prior year returns.
proposed odjustments or a RAR? 1£ material
DYES Ea NO • -
13. Date, by whom, and how taxpayer was first notified return or .returns were be Inq examined by the Internal Revenue SerVice
I
14. Information indicating Intent to defraud on the part of the taxpayer, and any other information not covered above (if necesscry.
aitocb: separate sheet):
See attached statement
.", .
,
)
..-•
e
o HOT KNOWNDNa1S. Did taxpayer engoge legal counsel a.fter examination began?
OATE
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY - INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE ~
FORM 2797 (REV. 10-72)
~-
!
I
I
I
!
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, '.,
\The taxpayer was notified that his retrirns were being reexamined
by a letter from the District Director dated Decewber 7, 1973.
This letter was delivered to the White House by the Deputy Com-
missioner, Mr. Raymond Harless.
The taxpayer is the President of the United States, President
Richard M. Nixon. A joint return was filed with !1r~. Patricia
Nixon. The years under examination are 1970,' 1971, and 1972.
The 1971 and 1972 returns had been prev.i.ousLy examined by
Revenue Agent Raymond Kuschke and Group Manager G. S. Percuoco
of Examination Branch II. A no change rdport was issued on
May 30, 1973 on this examination. '
These returns were re-examined as information had been received
that a major item of tax consequence, the donation of the
'taxpayer's Vice-Presidential' papers to the U. s. Government,
had not been properly handled. The papers wer~ valued at
$576,000 and a charitable deductio'n was claimed on the 1969
return for this amount. The taxpayer used the maximum chari-
table deduction and carried over the unused deduction to 19lO,
1971, and 1972. '~
The charitable contribution deduction for the papers donated
to the U. S.'Government was examined by the agents who performed
the prior audit. This verification was necessary to determine
1/;, if the carryover deduction wa s proper iJ."l the years under exar::::"--
nation. Mr. DeMarco was present at the prior examination. He
provided the agents with an appraisal report by a Mr. Ralph
Newman, a recognized expert in his field, to verify the value
of the deduction. The agents were also informed that therpapers
were delivered to the Archives in Washington, D. C. on }1arch 24
to 27, 1969. This date is very significant in that the law was
changed by the Tax Reform Act of. 1969 to provide that any contri-
bution of this type of property after July 25, 1969 would not
qualify as a deduction. The agents therefore apparently accepted
the deduction based on the evidence produced by Mr. DeHarco.
Attached is a statement of the facts as obtained from various
individuals contacted during our investigation. Conflicts in
these statements exist as noted. These conflicts may indicate
that the individuals Were attempting to provide false and
misleading statements to Internal Revenue Agents.
A large amount of supporting Documents are available in our
Division for your use upon request.
-.
. ".
I,' ",
I"
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- ..._----'---'.- ..- .._._------------- -....._--_._ .. -~,.-.._- ._- --_.
(
i
I
I... REFERRAL REPORT FOR POTENTIAL FRAUD CASES- 'j::hief, Audit Drv. DATEn NAME AriD ADDRESS OF TAXPAYEF< SS OR E.1. t~O. TYPES OF TAX INVOLVED-
TO 'Chief, Intel!. Div. DATE EdHardMr. Morgan -TO Chie~, Audit DATE Washington, D. C. Income-TO Group Supervisor DATE .
This case has been reviewed by the Intelligence o Closed (CoPV 01 closing renort attach"dl
Division, and crct ron indicated taken o Rejected (Statement of reesorrs attached)
1
SIGNATURE, CHIEF INT~E DIVISION o Accepted o Please ASSign Cooperating...._he, Assigned to Special Agent INamel: Officer~~. Vt-
1-{l../S/. B.:-~ait L P_lUi:ir.a ,
.._ .. - - --
1. REFERRAL REPORT CONCERNS.
FAILURE TO FILE RETURNo FORM(SI, .;.-.O ;)HDERSTATEMEHT OFTAXABLE INCOME OTH ER(Specify)o ._S~c_.__2~06, 7207._------
FAILURE TO COLLECT
....ND PAY OVER TAX o FAILURE TO MAINTAINADEQUATE RECORDS
2. PERSONAL HISTORY
AP?ROX. APPARENT HEALTH STATUS Head of E;DUCATION (Hi£hes: level) \
AGE . house-35 ~ GOOD OPOOR []:sbqle OMarrl~ o hold . College NO. OF EXEMPTIONS (In.cludinZt=payer &: SpolJ.Se)
SOURCES OF INCOM", OF TAXPAYER AND SPOUSE (Lis: principal occupa:iol1s)
N/.A
3. OTAXPAYER DOTH ER (Specify)~CORDS WERE KEPT BY _ o EMPLOYEE o BOOKKEEPING SERVICEj, .o CASH RECEIPTS JOU RNAL
O CASH DISBURSEMENTSJOU RNAL
DPURCHASES JOURNAL
D SAL ES JOU RNAI.
OGENERAL JOURNAL
D GEN ERAL LEDGER
o BANl< STATEMENTS
o DEPOSIT TICKETS
D SAI.ES INVOICES
DsuaSIDIARY LEDGERSo RECORD OF
INVENTORYo CANCELLED CHECKS
o PURCHASE INVOICES
OSALESORDE85
O SINGLE ENTRYJOURNALo SINGLE ENTRY
D DOUBLE ENTRY
DOTHER BASIS
(Specify)
D COMPLETE
EjINCOMPLETE
DCASH BASISo ACCRUAL BASIS IN ADC'O'JATE RECORDSNOTICE SENTOFORM 7020 DFORM 7021
DATE ISSUED
O AGREE WITHRETURN
000 NOT AGREEWITH RETURN
4. TENTA nvs ADDll IONAL TAXABLE INCOME DISCLOSED BY EXAMINATION TO DA TE (If excise - Ac!d':icnal:a.xable sales/-
TAXABLE PERIOD RETURN FORM PER RI:.TURN CORRECTED ADDITIONAL MeTHOD USED IN DETERMI NATIO
$ s S
-
... - . .-40. Show portion of the tentatlve odd Ihon.al Income whl ch IS due to pur e ly technrccl adjustments (t..:tle detcl!s)
N/A
'5. Stqtemen t, if any, taxpayer has made regarding- cash-on-hand, gifts, Irib eri tances and ncrr-t oxobl e socrces of inCOr:le.
N/A
D15WCT DIRECTO~
QF INTERNALREYENUi;
RECEIVED
FFA 4 1974
OMOSTDEPOSITED ONONEDEPOSITED
i
I
I
the Tre~sury - Internal Revenue Service I
- . ~-
OPARTDEPOSITED
Furm 2797 (Rev. 10-72)
Department of
,
f
J.'
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"pparent reasons for und ..rstatemen! or other nonco:npliance Including explanation, 11any, offered by tax;:>oyer •
•• I·
) Norne and address of person preparing return.
DYES
DYES DNo
Were his worle p:::pe:s exar.:ln~d?
9. Have Ine proposed cdjustments been discussed with either
the taxpayer or his representative?
12. Schedule No. Attached
Attach schedule showing
_speclfiC items of omitted
rncorne
10. Schedule Na""At!::Jch~
11. Has tcxpayer or his representative been issued a district
conference invitation and fu=nlshed with a statement of
proposed adjustments or a RAR?
DYES 0 NO
Attach schedule showing ad-
Just:71ents to prior year re turris ,
if material ~
13. Date, by whom, and how tcxpayer was first notified return or returns were be Inq examined by the Internal Revenue SerVice
I
14. Information indicating intent to defraud on the part of the taxpayer, and any other information not covered above {/I necessary.
a!tcch sepo.rc:e sheet}:
See attached statement,_
I .,-.
..~-,
t
15. Did taxpayer engage legal counsel af!.er examination beg-:Jn? DNO o NOT KNOWN
TEL. NO.
;7G,.::;": 3c;C; 2_
DATE
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OF· GROUP SU?ERV OR CHIEF, AUDIT DIVISION
SIGNATURE, GROUP SUPERVI(5~ /7)_,_ c: _ \.._(~f_r---; >v--.- CATE
DA.TE '\1-+- r-"
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREA5UR1- INTERNAL REVE~UE~ERVICE ,
FORi\·\ 2797 (REV. 1Q-.721
\
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._ .-
-, - ~:~ ., .. . - ,. ~. ~
".», -: .- ,I'..... ,. :... .:' ' .... ,...... . ...' " ','
, .
') ~'_"!.~ tC::':9a~rerwas notified that his returns wer e being ree::~mir:ed
~y a Le t cer from the District Director dat.e d Decerrber 7, 1973_
T"hi.s Le t t.er ""2.S delivered to the 'White House by L~eDeputy Cor.•·
nissioner, Mr. Raymond Harless.
The ta:>:payer is the President of the United States, President
?icl-iard 1-1. Ni~,:on. A joint return wa s filed wi.t.h Hrs. Patricia
Nixon .. The years under examination are 1970, 1971, ~nd 19j2.
The 1971 and 1972' return's had been pre,,"ious1y examined by
Revenue Age!1t.Raymond I~uschke and Group Fanager G. S. Percuoco
of Exami.nat.Lon Branch II. A no change report was issued on
Nay 30, 1973 on this exam.i.nat Lon,
These returns ,,,-ere' re':'ex2Inined as information had been received
that-a major i'l;em -of tax consequence, the donation of the
t.axpay er I s Vice-Presidential papers to the U.? Government,
had not been properly handled. The papers ",ere valued at
$576,000 and a cha~itable deduction was claimed on the 1969
I·:-. return for this amourrt; , The taxpayer used the maximum chari-,~,., table deduction and carried over the unused deduction to 19..?O,. '1971, and 1972. . '.
'..' :: ,' The hCharitabi.e contribution dedu<?tiodn
b
·fotrhthe paPterShdonated
t ,J to t e U.·.S. Government was exarm.ne y - e agen s wno performed
.' the. prior auCii.:•. This verification "..::'8 necessary to deterrn1T"e
if the carryover deduction was proper in the years under exami-
nation. Itt. Del'larco .was present at the prior exarn.i.nat.Lon , He
provided the agents with an appraisal report by a ~tr. Ralph
NeT..vman, a recognized expert in his field; to verify the. .vaLue
of the deduction. The agents were also informed that ·the papers
were delivered to the Archives in l'~ashington, D. c. on :t-larch-24
to 27, 1969. This date is very significcnt in that the 12'·" "72.S
changed by the Tax Reform Act of~1969 to provide that any contri-
'bution of this type of property after July 25, 1969 would not
qualify as a deduction. The agents therefore apparently acceptec
the deduction based on the evidence produced by !.1r. DeHarco. -
Attached is a statement of the facts 'as' obt.ai.rred from va.rLous
iridividu~ls contacted during our investigation. 'Conflicts in
these statements exist as noted. These conflicts may indicate
that the individuals were attempting to provide false and ,
misleading statements to Internal Revenue Agents.
'.
I~ .•
1 ••
I.
i,
I.'
A large amount of supporting documents are available In our
Division for your use upon req~est.
,
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I: I . 11-/- 3)(11REFERRAL REPORT FOR POTENTIAL FRAUD CASES
T Chief, l\Udit Div. DATE NAME AND ADDRESS OF TAXPAYER SS OR £,1. NO. TYPES OF TAX INVOLVED
TO Chief , Intel!. Div. OAT E Mr. Ralph Newman .
10 Chief, Audit DATE Chicago, Ill. - Income
TO Group Supervisor DATE
This case has been reviewed by the Intelligence o Cf o s e d (COPV 01 c 105inll report Btt3ch"d)
Division, and oct ion indicated taken o Rejected (Statement 01 reas ons e"ached)
SIGN~. CHIE~\.E~VISION
o Accepted o Please Assign Cooperating
--- ~- - ~-, Assigned to Special Agent (Nama): Officer'tAo iw_ Rc·b~rt L~,_l),19wn~ r • , '_ -
"1. REFERRAL REPORT CONCERNS.
'0 "HDERSIATEMEHT OF
TAXASLEINCOME
FAILURE TO FILE RETURNo FORM(S}' _ OTH ER (Specify)o__S_~G_._' 7.2_Qf4_J_2uO.J..7 __
FAILURE TO COLLECTo AND PAY OVER TAX o FAILURE TO MAINTAINADEQUATE RECORDS
2. PERSONAL HISTORY
APPROX. APPARENT HEALTH STATUS Head of EDUCATION (Highest level]
AGE houso- \o GOOD OPOOR OStngle OM...--rrled 0 hold NO. OF EXEMPTIONS (In.cludir-l';laxp:>yer & spouse)
SOURCES OF INCOME OF TAXPAYER AND SPOUSE (List principal occupations)
'"',
\,
RECORDS WERE KEPT BY. DTAXPAYER o EMPLOYEE 0 BOOKKEEPING SERVICE 0 OTHER (Specify)
OCASH RECEIPTS JOURNAl. DSALESJOURNAl.
OCASH DISBURS~MENTS 0JOURNAL GENERAL JOURNAL
oPURCHASES JOURNAL 0 GEN ERAL l.EDGER
o SUBSIDI ARY LEDGERS 0 BANK STATEMENTS 0 PURC~'~,"-SE INVOICES
ORECORD OF 0 0'INVENTORY DEPOSIT TICKETS SALES ORDERSo CANCELLED CHECK'S 0 SALES INVOICES 0 SINGLE ENTRY
JOU RNALo SINGLE ENTRYo DOU8LE.ENTRY
DOTH ER BASIS
(S"eci/y)
o COMPLETEo INCOP04PLETE OCASH BASIS'o ACCRUAL BASIS IN AO:::QU ATE R:::CORD5NOTICE SENTO'FORM 7020O AGREE WITHRETU RN
DOD NOT AGREEWITH RETURN FORM 7021IDATE ISSUED
4. TENTATIVE ADDIlIONAL TAXABLE INCOME DISCLOSED BY EXAMINATION TO DATE (If excise. A c!c!;tiDnal-ta;rabl e s s)
TAXABLE PERIOD RETURN FORM PER RETURN CORRECTED ADDITIONAL Mt:.THOD USED IN DETERMINATIO
S S S
-- ,--- -
;fa.. Show porhon of the tentchve cddrtronol lncome whi ch 1S due to purely techrucal adjustments f(."ue deto'fs)
~_.
-
,
5. Statement, if any, tcocpcy er has made regarding cc sh-o ri-bcn d, q i f t s , inheri lances and non-tax cbl e source~ .cb.iJ1cor:1e.
DISTRICT O\;U.I r<
QF INHRNA~ REY;NUl;
RECEIVED
1~/4
BAl T'MO~E omCE"
INTml<;IiNci DIYISIOI'{'
6. Receipts of tuxpo yer
DALL'
O::POSITED
D~lOST
DEPOSITED DPARTOEPOSI TED DNONEDEPOSITED
Form 2797 (Rev. 10-72)
Department of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Servic
[12408]
"orent reasons for und e rs tc ternertt or other noncom;>liance including cx;>lanaHan, if any, offered by taxpayer.
8 arne and address of person preparing return.
Were h ts WOl"k po;>...rs exc1:1!ned?
f·
DYES D HO
11. Has taxpayer or his repcesen!ative been issued a district
conference invitation and furnished with a statement of
propos",d adjustments or a RAR?
DYES D HO
Attach schedule showing
specific Hems of omlt!ed
·fncome
10. Schedule No. Attoched9. Have the proposed adjustments be en discussed with either
the t c xp cy er or his representative?
DYES 0 NO
Attach sche dule shcwmq ad-
j us tment s to pr ior year re t urria ,
if material ~-
12.. Schedule No_ Attached
13. Date, by whom, and how taxpayer wos first notified return or returns were bei~ examined by the Internal Revenue SeI"Vice
'. l.
14. Information indicating intent to defraud on the part of the toxpayer, and any other information not covered above (If necessary.
cttach separate sheet):
\
See attached statement
."r
e
DuO o HOT KNOWN15. Did tc xpo ye r engage legol counsel after examination began?
DATE.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OF GROUP SUPU'SOR OR CHIEF, AUDIT DIVISION
DATE
OEPARTMENT OF n,E TREASUilY - INTERNAL nFVElWE SERVIC~ \j FORM 2797 {REV. 10-n}
,-
[12409]
-. -
T~e t~xpayer was notified that his return~ were being reexamined
by a letter f~om the District Director dated December 7, 1973.
r1'hi.sletter wa s delivered to the \'lhiteHouse by tLe Deputy COfr.-,
:nissioner, Hr. Raymond Harless.
TIle taxpayer is the President of the United States, President
Richard M. Nixon. A joint return was filed with Mrs. Patricia
Nixon. The years under examination are 1970, 19~1, and 1972.
The 1971 and 1972 returns had been previously examined bv
Revenue Agent Raymond Kuschke and Group I-lanagerG. S. Percuoco
6£ Examination Branch II. A no change feport was issued on -
Hay 30, 1973 on this examination. :
-Tnese returns were re-examined C!S information had been received
tnat a major i~em of tax consequence, the donation of the
ta::payer's Vice-Presidential papers to the U. S. Government,
had not been properly handled. The papers we~e valued at
$576,000 arid a charj_table deduction was claimed on the 1969
return for this amount. The taxpayer used the maximum chari-
table' deduction and carried over the unused deduction to 197.0,
'1971, and 1972. "
'.
The charitable contribution deduction for the papers donated
to the U. S. Government \Vas examined by the agents who performed
the prior audit.' This verification was necessary to determine
if the carryover deduction \vas proper in the years under exami-
nation. !-1r. De.Harco wa s present at the prior examination. He
provided the agents with an appraisal. report by a Hr. Ralph
New~an, a recognized expert in his field; to verify the value.
of the deduction. The agents were also informed that the papers
were delivered to the Archives in Washington, D. c. ortfMarch 24
to 27, 1969. This date is very significant in that the law was
changed by the Tax Reform Act of:1969 to provide that any c6ntri-
but ion 'of this type of property after July 25, 1969 would not
qualify as a deduction. The agents therefore apparently accepted
.the deduction based on the evidence produced by ~tr. DeMarco.
,
:...: ., -
;-:.
Attached is a statement of the facts as·obtained from various
individu~ls contacted during our investigation. Conflicts in
these statements exist as noted. These conflicts may indicate
that the individuals \Vere attempting to provide false and
misleading statements to Internal Revenue Agents.
A large amount of supporting documents are available In our
Division for your use upon request.
. ,
- '-. [12410]
----------------
[12411]
. -.' .
• •. .L_. • --_." ?/
Memorandum from IRS files
~~3ed on t~~ pre3ent information available there does not
,:t'·Y89c':'.:C to ~2 surf i ci.erit. evidence to recornmend the assertion
n;~-;:.~.e 5'j~~ci-vil. fraud penalty in this case.
The £cllo~i~g individuals, although interview~d, have not
s~bmitted .to questioning under oath:
··.r
.~: »'
".Edwaz d L. Horgan
.Ralph t1ev7rnan
._ .. -,'
John' Er~LJ_ch_ru~l.D.has riotbeen .i.nt ervi.ewed ,
All 'ol; the3.b6v~iridi~ic1ual·s had dire~t or indirect contact
.i.nthe 'preparation' of the-tax return' and coule1possibly
'testify under oath or'a grant of irnnmnity and possibly connect
the taxpayer w.i ch :the preparation of the tax return and there-
fore',change,our recormnendation against the 50% civil fraud ....
-::"!"T"'\' Lt; v. ~.. ' , "'J'. "p'OO __ d. '-¥ "'.',. ..,.. '.~ . .
,I:'
..';
•". l l t .:.
, .
..
To date our i·nves·tigationhas revealed the follmving and for
these r~ason~ we feel we could .not sustain the 50% civil
, ..." .f raud penal t.:;,...': :',
. . -. - .. , ..
..:'
'A '~'It:is'ob~iousthat the taxDaver.desired to make
.:», .:': ;.·a gift of his vice preside~ltial papers because
6£ the financial benefit to him for tax purpos~s.
This was legitimately accomplished by the tax~ayer
with respect to his 1968 Income Tax .
." v-"
.~.~
B The taxpayer hired Ralph Newman to appraise his
papers and paid him $25,000. Ralph NeHman
t~stified relative to his appraisal of the papers_
Al though there is some conflict w i,th his tes'timony
and others as to the dates he performed this
service we feel this conflict is irnrnaterialsince
the date of appraisal is irrelevarit.
C - Vice presidential papers were deliveFed to the'
archives in March 1969.
D - Edward L. Morgan testified that In April 1969
hesigned.a deed in California in the presence
of Mr. DeMarco. This is corroborated by his
former secretary.
E - Mr. DeMarco was interviewed and corroborated
Morgan's testimony.
F - Mr. DeMarco and Mr. Kalmbach testified that his
contact w i.th the hThite House for f i.n anci.aL infor-
mation wa s w it h either t-lr.E'rLi.chruan or Lr. I';'-'rgun.
.....
I
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G - Mr. D2~arco has testified that he spent approxi-
.mat.ely l~ rai.riut.e s w i.t.h the t.axp ay er r ev i.ev.Ln q
the finished return before getting the .taxpuyer
or his'Hire to sign.
H Iv1r. De;'.1arcoI s secretary testified t.h at; she
.reTCl2Toberedtyping t..wo deeds,. one in I·larch or
A"l'.)ril 1969, and one in April 1·970.
.': ".. • ,.' . . I,
. '.t Tnere z.s vno information available linking the
·:.~,.·taxpayer with the actual preparation of his
"
, rettlrn. '" .
"
See'att.achment
'-. " t: .....
-, -; .. ~'-...
"'In sU~';'l1ary,:.,it . .is our opinion that to sustain the assertion
'of the 50% civil' fraud penalty on this return it wouLd be
a'bsoLut.eLy necessary t.o have affirruative testimony by some-,
':', or all.' of. the individuals mentioned above. To da-te not one'
_'.~ of the·witnesses has ·testified in this matter.
". .' - ... ;~ . -.::., ..: -..-. , ! ..
, ,.... \ . . ', .~,. . ....
-, .) • _j •
. .~
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It1TERl-Tl\LnEVENUE CODE OF 1954
Pulicy St3tEm~ntP-9-5 (Approved 11-19-65). This policy stato-
:'-',~;j_"t..is S;,.l~,'p12,Jc2nted·by r·lolDualSupplement 45G-I06 wh i.ch states
i~ essenC2 the following:
,
That c~vil fraud penalties will be recommended for each tax~b~e
period where clear and convincing evidenc~ is available to
~-=':CO\i:3th::lt.. some part of the underpayment: of taxes is due to
::raud.·.Such evide~1.cemust' show intent to evade the payment of
ta:~wh i.ch t.he +axpay er believes to be owing as distinguished
from a'mista~~~ inadvertance, reliance on incorrect technical
advi.ce , horie st; difference of opinion" negligenc~ or carelessness .
.•l-\:."'long'the factors to be .considered in recornmending Lrnpo si,tion
of .the civil 'fraud penalties are: (a) whether the circumsta~ces
are 'of"a flagrant riature and (b) whether the tax due, after -,
pre-paY'Tf1,e!"'.tcredits and vzi.thout adjustrr.entfor aLl.owa'b Le carry~
baek or carry-over loises or tax credits from a different year
\ is'diIllinutive.
FraudTIefined - Mere negligence, or ignorance of law, does not
constitute fraud. It is necessary to ~how that there was
fraridulent intent to evade tax (.339, .3461, ~472) . Ordinarily,
a taxpayer will not be held liable for fraud penalties it he
acts upon advice of counsel, but he must·show that he conveyec.'l
complete and accurate information to his attorney. (.38)
.209 Accountants Employed - Taxpayers who turned over all books
and records to a Certified Public Accountant \'Thoprepared their
returns were not liable for fraud penalties.
R. B. Bates, 15 TCM 47 Dec. 21,525 eM), TC
Hemo. 1956-12.
R. H. Hall, (DC) 57-1 USTC 9329. •
Camden Wall Paper Co., 26 TCN 254, Dec. 28,
378 (M), TC Memo. 1967-52.
J. Kendzie, 27 TCN 845, Dec. 29/086 eM) TC
Memo. 1968-174 .
.21 Advice of attorney. The Fraud penalty was not sustained
where taxpayer relied on advice of attorney that liquidation
dividend was not taxable income.
J'urkie\\Ticz,14 Tcn 1243 TC r,lomo1955-318
I··,[12414]
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..... '
.217 Similarly, even though t.axpayo r Vias a Lawye r , hi s f a i.Lu r e
to report t~e gain from a sale Vias due to ignorance of the law
und not to fraud with intent to evade taxes.
Hoover, 4 TCM 593, Dec. 14, 606
.4~ Mere ~uspi~ion of fraud - THe court will not sanction an
ilssessment of a fraud penalty on mere suspicion or because the
memories of witnesses falter or cohf1ict.
'. ~..., '. '.
- ...... :-_ ..
, fA. 'Levy~ 28 TCN 371 Dec. 29, 519 TO Memo
."1969-65
.... ...'.
e
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ADDITImiS TO THE TAX, ADDITIO!,IAL ,\!'10UlITS Arm ASSSSSA.Bill P.E~;:\LTrr;s.
)
", .
'." .
. \".
_' Sect.Lon 6653' (b) Fraud - If any part of any; underpayment (as defined
.: ,in sub-esect.Lcn (c)) of t.ax required to be shown on a return is due
._, 'to .fraud,'" there shall be added to the tax an amount,equal to 50;;
, of :the,unrlerp2.;J'inent .. '" ,
:;. :.'
,;; ;'-.i "
- '>:'The ,fraud. penaltyis' a remedial civil sanction to safeguard
,~;. protect the Revenue and to reimburse the Government for the. . . ,
<,: heavy-expense of i..""1vestigation and loss involved fro:n the
.i.: taxpayer t sfraud.1- '
. , ~ -. .
and
" ... '......> ..- .. -. ,~.
=, - , .
~.,.' ...
.) t .
• f " • r
. '~. ;·~'·~,.The degree'ofproof r-equi.r'ed in civil cases is a preponderance
-- .:.'-::~-, of evidence, except wher-e fraud is Lnvo Ived, Clear and convincing
J' evidence is necessary in order to prevail on the fraud issue.
'.~.'"Clear and convincing evidence need not be beyond a reasonable
'.~"'doubt, but must be stronger than mere preponder-ance of evidence. 2
,',
, Policy St:.t::ment P-9-5 (Approved 11-19-65). This policy statement
is supplemented by Hanual Supplement 45G-106 Hhich states in essence
'the follo~~"i.ng:
That civil fraud penalties Hill be r'ccormended for each taxabi~
period i'lh,?re clear and convincing evidence is available to prove
that some part of the underpayment of taxes is due to fraud.
Such evidence must show intent to evade the payment, of tax l·jh.ich
the 'taxpayer believes to be ovri.ng as distinguished f'ro.n a mi.st ake ,
inadvertance, reliance on incorrect technical advice, honest
difference of opinion, negligence or carelessness.
~ong the factors·to be considered in reco~~ending L~position of
the civil fraud penalties are: (a) Hhether the circu;r).stances
are of a flagrant nature and (b) r!nether the t ax due, after pre-
payment credits and i'lithout adjustment for al.Louab.l,e carry-back or
carry-over lOSSeS or ta.,x credits fro~ a different year is
diminutive.
lHelvering V. ;-·litchell USTC 9152
Kahr- if. C.I.R. 1,969, !....u. F. 2nd 621
~ladden V. Self 55-1 usrc 9227
!
l
I
I
!
.
:.
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Fraud .iJnplies bad faith, intention::ll ;"rrorJe-doingand a s.i.rrist.er- moti ve
and is never imputed or P:-CS'..:i71c;U and a cour-t, should not sur.t.ai n.Jindi:1[-:S
of fraud on c.i.r-curnst.ance s whi.ci: at most cr-e at es on.Iy sucpi.c.i on; _j
, ,
Incorrect" Returns - Responsibility of filin; a correct inco:r:e 'tax
r-et.urri is on the taxpayer, but a failure to'l file a correct return
does not necessarily constitute fraud.)
Good Faith - Hhere taxpayer, actinG under improper advice, believed
he \"as adopting legitimate devise to avoid taxes, f'r'aud penalty
was lL~uthorized. 2 B.T.A. 637.
\
Negligence - Although t-axpayer- viaS nr:!gliger:i:.in failing to maintain
proper records and in failing to see that the Lncome tax return
was accurate, evidence did not establish fraud \·ri.th an attempt to
evade taxes. 32 BoT.A. 813. -,
Gifts - Although evidence established that gifts of sec'..lrities
by taxpayer viere invalid, it did not. establish that the gifts Here
shams designed to evade t ax and fraud penalties wer-e not susttineci.4
3Davis, V. C.I.R. 1950, 184 F. 2nd 86
4Joseph V. C.I.R. 1935, 32 B.T.A. 1192 !I
-, [12417]
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c .. c~ H. EXC~p'rS:
Fraud Defined - Here negli,:;enc.:e, or igr.orance of la~'l, does not,
constitute fraud. It is nece saar'y to S(10:'''' that t.her-e Has
fraudulent intent to evade tax: (. JJ9, .3461, .1..72) .
A corporation is responsible for t.ne fraudulent acts of its
officers cc~nitted in it's behalf a~d an indiviuu~l tQxp~ycr
cannot 'escape the penalties of fraud by deleGatin~ the preparation
of his returns· to another. Ordinarily, a taxpayer ,-ji.ll not be
held lia~le for fraud penalties if he acts upon advice of
counsel, but he must show that he conveyed complete and accurate
information to his attorney. (.33) \
.209 Accourrt ant s Employed - Taxpayer-s trho turned over- all books
and records to a Certified Public. Account ant, who prepared their -
retu..1"'TlSHere not. liable for fraud penalties.
I
(
R. B. Bat es , 15 Tet·! 47 Dec. 21,525 (n), TC
Hemo. 1956-12.
R. H. Hall, (DC) 57-1 USTC 9.329.
CamdenHall Paper Co., 26 TGB254, Dec. 28,
378 (n), TC t·1e:-:1o. 1967-52.
J. Kendz'i.e, 27 TC}1345, Dec. 29,086 (H) TC
Hemo. 1968-174 •
• 21 Advice of attorney. The Fraud penalty Has not sustained wher-e
taxpayer relied on advice of attorney that liquidation dividend Has
not taxable income. 'l
e
Jurkiet·ricz, 14 TG,r143 TC t1emo 1955-318
.217 Similarly, even though t.axpaye r Has a Lawyer-, his failure
to report the gain from a sale was due to ignorance of the 10.1-; and
not to fraud wi.t.h intent to evade taxes.
1 -
Hoover, 4 TCM593, Dec. 14, 606
.38 Infor;nation not, given taxpayer-t s Counsel - The fraud penalty
was approved, wher-e t axpayar- did not turn over conpl et,e information
to his counsel who prepared his return.
Green, 11 D.T.A. 278, Dec. 3756
[12418]
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.42 I'lere suspa.ca.on of f'raud ~ Ti:ic court Hill not, sanct Lon an
aase ssment, of a f'r aud penalty on ne rc suspicion or because the
memord.e s of vritnesses falter or conf'Li ct ,
A. L2.vy, 23 TCH 371 Dec. 29, 5,1.9
1969-65
•565 Lax bookkeepi.ng methods - t:egligent penalties are suct.ai.ned
because of the r.egligent manner in ilhichthe accounts ~'T8re.keot ,
lihere the taxpayer failed to keep proper records ani made no
serious effort to assemble and organize facts and data essent.ial
to the making of a proper return, the negligence Penalty was su~ained.
E. Joseph, 29 TC:,f 1630,- Dec. 20,481 (r.f), TC
Memo".1970-347. .
A. Scaglione, 31 TCl-!312, Dec. 31,323 (t.1) t TC
Hemo. 1972-73.
R. Haman, 31 TCi-! 466, Dec. 31,400 (r.1), TC
Hemo~1972-130.
Similarly, VlhertJthe method of keeping: taxpayer's books, a cO:7lple:'c
failure 01 any apparent efforts to maintain accurate records or' file
correct returns, and the insubstantial nature of the expl.e..Ilations
mads it impossible to avoid the conclU5ion that the taxpayer's
conduct was negligent.
e Tri-Borough Trans. Corp. 5 TCM 105,Dec. 15,014.
E.
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William Jackson report
March 28, 1974 '-'--.
..
. ,,.
·i IJarch 28, 1974
O!~~=1.ct Di.:rcr;to:' or Intcmul P.evcnuc
At~2~:!=~: Chief, !n!olli30nco Divisiori
E:tl~~=~, ~.:.:tl'¥land
~l:!.lli;:':J :1. J.:::ci::on, G:ro'J? t.!ana3sr "01"
E::!lt!'::::-a D':'s-::=lct Office
:.
RtJ.,?il r:-:::·i:.\/~1
Chi:~J0, Illinois
~;.
: 4 >::::;:::;::.;::
Ev:U~D t:J~Gf..n
Ph'Jcni....~, Jlrit:ona
f"',r:.7 'r.t""":~"':';~..... r .." .....".' •• ~ __ •
r:_-...-- •._ - ~''''''==-'''''''''''''''''.::'''
j •
I~.
!
IM.i rc?ort rcl2.t-:>5 to a rcr:1.!~nt to u~5.1iZQ th'.) p:'OCC~'Jr~s rQr
in~c::=09:.4;in.j t_:.;"CGa~e::ut5.vo 0:;;- re!uct'::l:t t'::ltn9r,~('~, tJ:ra-:J~h thf)
\3:';30: t!;:) iiiJO~tig~tivc PO:'10:' of ti-::: G2L..~d :.J:.1,.,. y in c~:"t."'l0ctio~
t',_~....~ Yh..., ."","; r: ~!"' ~.\,:; ro...... ~n '"'~d ...r: s; :t·"·j .'-.~C'o" ,...e ~~"..... t":lc'.:'.:! ''"'~.'''.. t:"'__-.~ :-.,\,."..._ r,.~.v l ...",..- !·........-"'_._·.~:·.J..Jv ....... l'" _ ~".- ( • ..,{,.. "_f...,.t.\.,.,J '"'-'.... "' ...; ,,:_ ~""-J_ __ ..... ..., ..,
~lt~ =~~~:::)ct J.;:ot':!~p::;:;?::rzl'tion c2 tho is£)9 incc::) t~;t rct!..~;)' of
P;:csid·:nt Rich=-J l:!. !li:wn.
......._,..._
111j:::;C:l~t(':-hn:; been fully cisC'''::'$~d t':ith D~:1~!c1Alc7.a:1~er,
C:::-_-:llz::;:i..c:;~:o:'of th') I .. tc:-~Ql Ecvcmt~ Sc:::"d.C:::;3 i.~'J::j i'.~lt~~:~!"1'
a~:1·:::)'£ C:':.::~:::::;1; V:::; n ti ls:d. 20:', D5.rc:;'~.:;:,-~:;;;;c::cc::;:n-:', C:,:r::lr;~\;
t" -:...~........~ f·~~·- t ...\.-.~~ ·l-~rl·"""C-.c\l ,.~.~:) .....'...d D;'\1\~~(l'r...:",_~ •· -·...O;"t:"'"f'~r~ ..'-,:).....; .,:.~ _~_•.~:l, 1._.;::J.cnQ L·w·.L',_)~ ~ I... ~.3 c.. __,,_J c.,,> n, t-:~'-''''-'w;:tntn....""~c~~' (~"""il~"'l C-·j'-~n"'l 1.'~~..'1. -nd "'!-.o,-" -,ll CC:1I""'':'" r"'''''__ ,,-.~,.,._:;...li. •• u......_! ._)._,., .....~ ... ,....1 t -. ~, ~ t..-:- .. ~ C! • ...1_.... ._.Io.Wl 4. .... "')p=c~oscd ~cticn.
n~~~)\q!!_lis n CQ?Y af tho body of a n0fo~~~1r,C?0~t F0~ Pot~ntiol
~ ....-".I c:.".~."'~ <":"'~·1,~ ",,1 1),/ tn' ~ .~~:,i~tD';\~1r," rn, ~"'lt'1 ~~c ,.,,~r"~i C ...• .&.L __ ·.J _J_..;t, ....._..--~ \.# ~ &. ...... .r ...... _~ ...... --'-'.......... ....... ••• .... !..j~ ......\",r_._ ""'"
to th3 !ntolli]::;-,c.') DlviGic~, B-Jlti!:~.!'D D~Gtric't, en FC:':-U2:::y 4, 197~
covc:rin~ th3 subject t2;\?2ycrs.
fuibl?i!2_U~·'~("\'_~::.U22..l'C CC?lC5 of Z':)l:\~c-d (~Oc~.1:nts cite--1 !n U~0
fl:)ro::Z'.:;l !::~:>::,tL:'1ici) C~',1c::rthe acti'.'.~.~lc:; 0:: tr:~ rcfcr.!'ir.] ~':'':C:1:1;}
In"'n~'" tc-..,t1-"'r .,·i·oq.... r'li ..,...."'.~ (·!I"\~l~'.,-< .. " "'._ .........,~r:"'rl k.., t"~"'" C"'~i\;>.w \Io~, ~:....)_ 0 W.1 ~..._u,.....:u _t,...;",_;_.;_,.!\_- •.) ....:·-"\-,0,\ ~.........,-.~ !..-_--, .._:.......r g
thoir CUJ:'1'2;1C u;-;:.::_---;ir;3ticl1 0 f ?r,~siC2IYt l11;·:cn e G 1CiiO, 1071, ~;'id
Tho cu~j0ct t:'X::-2,!C=~ ~-;c=o p12.c9d un':::):' full G('.,ll<: 5.r.\·c'jt),~::tic~
by tho In't811i:;:--flcc Dlvi!:jicn, 2.:11tir:J:~·~D:i.t,~~.c;:, 0:1 rC'~::''..:J.':'y Z'J, )_Si7.~.,
Tho point at iSS~3 1G ~~2ttor or n~t ~h~ Pr~~i~r~tr~~n a c~~~!c~~~
t ~t 0; ......, .4~.~ "''''."'\ , ......-·i ...!·,'"'..;...~a1 ""-., -,.... "'1"\. ..Lh'"'\ l~......·~.-...r ,. .~ :::::~""A(', : ..."' ........""""""'-....g.J.. I ~ C '_ - \,......._\n ]:".4..,. - IJ- '..-> ... ~ -., J ;". - •• 14 '- :~ .:.. , ~ 1.....', ... ! . ... . J ...... :.. \. • \ .._. ~ ..... J " ........' '- ._ L __ ._ ~
J.:::;~'.D:-y 1, l:~.s·J 2~::l jul? ;;-_:;,1S'8'1, ::') .:::....;...'-. h1 c::-:·.,J;:l ".'l!:1.J. j~~, ....~,_",~.~;:-:;
() c:~::=1·t~')1.0 (:::2'Jct::':;") c:-. ~':l:,_:_.~:,):i.r:-::.~"~1 .~:-::: :;:-;::~::;._-:".Li.:":-::- ;:':~·':;::"_:.':-:1 1';::
of ~::.J 1.r'··::;:'~.""1:11 :·~~:~'C·:~l~,)(;-:~!_:.
1
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District ~l~ccto~ of Internal Revenue
Att-:ntioi1l Cl1icr, Intelligence DLvi s Lon
13::11-;:;1;-:;':)=.), 1,\a:-yLmd
..
Fran~ DsJ3=ce, on attorney and partner !n the lG~ firG of Ka18oach,
Dc:':a:rco, r.~,:::::),2nd Chilling.';orth (Los /\n:;ieles, Califcrnia) si2ned
th3 Prc3id:nt's 1969 incc~a tax return as the return prcp2rer.
R:ll:)~ jl::.~.::.n, an ,::~p:'Jiscr \':i th of;?icC:5 located in Ghic2S0, Illinois,
c;~:x:oi~.;d th·) P2?0:>'5 in que stLon end placcd ~ varuo of ~576,OGQ on
thJ p2~·:;::S. D;)~l:~J;::ntz covering tlc\,,:::1an' Z 2?p:r:2icul v.cr o at.t.ache d
to ~~J P:.z:;:dont' 5 1959 inco:-:-:9 tax r ecurn , Ed','!2rd 1:org2n, \':~o
du=lng this ti~o p~riod ~a5 e~ploycd ~3 D2?uty Counsel to the
Presid:~t,SiS~0d for tho Frcslcent th0 ChQttel Deed (Exhiblt l~)
covering the gifted papers to the United States.
FroiU Dc~~co \"1:15 intervic':Jed (F.xh~.blt l~) by tho referring Revenue
Ag8nt$ and staf f t)-.;2b8'rs of the Joln-::' C'~:::J~tteo on Ir.tcrnal Revenue
Ta:c:rtici1 on .January 18, 197,-). Dc:l2rco, \-:'i.') t.'-?S not undcz oath,
voJ.tmtJJrcd tha £011m';1n9 info~ad.cn nt tOC1t c3etinga
He cnd HE':r!)ert Ka18!:)ach r:l8t wi th Edwar d l:orC;i1i) on A?Tl1 21, 1969 in
Los i;~"l'J:)lc5 aftc'r heQring frc::\;::::r~onen c~.t~er P.pr.il14 (':'"1:), 1S'~9
that ~OI3Jn n~s cQ~ing to CQ.lifor~io to co~c= th0 Son Cle~?nt~ prC~0rty,
t'n" ~-"'J""'~>r;c .... or. "h .....Pr e s ide ....., ~n~ ...}-, ~r..'- (of t~....P-'"'t"'~-'''~'''' )oJ t"v' H'_:':' .. '.#_ iIo J,. ..... "".) '-'" .....v\""."''''9 '" :"'" "'''" ';,;..,,- \.,0 '. ~.'-'. ~'_""'_'_''-d .......5 pv?crs ..
Ho st'3tc:l thnt at the cecting \':ithl:~rc.:m on tl?r5.1 21, 19:-9, t!'1:1the!
(Dc.'hrco) heel a crnft of tho C:J<1ttel Dcc'.:l; that. th·:} cJrdj't hO:.dr.~ri}:c
ovc:t"!>,<:lndth3t he die! not rt?::c:'1jer ;.~o.rg2n sis-n5.PoDito Dc:ic::.:rco
further stated thot on or about April 4, 1969 he ~?C~O ~ith 2~lph
11c""""'n a~'d th"'....sc~'l ...; ~n b" .....'''en I~n-i 1 6 ."",..l /'''''''; 1 ,:; , ('\h_() >'''''•• ..;.ac.', II ~ u\'" .... _ t... •• la.... '-' \,,~;'-' o .. ,.J';'__ LH,'J ,~...-- J,."""!l A,. _;., l.~.::::3n
called hif'l and ~tat-2d thot he h.:;d SO]TcSut€'d "tho f-cr:Gitivo r,tt.!EC1•
He stated that d'Jring Octooer and !Jovc::::''Jl' J.069, hQ "ht\:3s01cd"
Ne'·.nan for the Zlp;>r2isLll and he (~le"'::-:vJn) p:r:G:::is~ t~ h2VC ltD .:nd
that no d02dlino was set. De!',urco stn'tc:i th(1t in l!cvc:=bor ).959,
~or01n culled hi~ and noted a chango in tha tnx 12~ ~nd c~ntio~~d
July 25, 1969 as the cutoff d<1te.
Subs8qu~mt to the Jar:uClry 18, 1974 intcrvie:1, Del.iorce sub:litted C\
mer.10:r2nd\..!::l (Exhihi t 16) to Dr. L2~·.':renco \:ooc\,;,arth~ Joint CC:::-:1ittco
on Intcrn.11 HcvemlO I2X2tion, in \·;;'ich he r-cvi:::c(l" i:h2lt:--
Ralph 1-l8w:nan contacted hin (Dc:'i1r:::o), pr-ob2bly c'u::in9 th~ nr~t
few d3ys of :"?ril 1069, 2.od curin] tt:) CQ:wc:::GCltion Dc-'I<i!.'CO 2cvi~C':l
110....::-:1)n that the r:::l}~i2:~":1ci::rdt«blc ccry~:-ic~:'ic:1 (ccvC'::Td by the C"ift
of PQP~rs) that could be 2b30rbcd by t~O PreGi~cnt ~:uld b~ 2?~=;~1-
r.13tol y .55GC'.OCO, 2nd thQt th-2 SS::;),CC',) f5.:;:ti:'o C<".::::} u~ 5n h~.s £::::.-t
ccnvers.1tion \'ilth :·;T. L·.J;:0,~!n. rl:-:. r:c·;]~·:-c·:') ~~_:t:J5..t~) t~~·:::.rC:-~·~.~.!~J
. dud;,] t~~ dJy of hie. r.,:,,"~~r.J...:~\:h !~:'-:-:-~'_':1 en ;~:->::~J.n~ l'::-~-')s 5.-:: ~.:-,
11i~ r~c()l12c:'io:1 thJ~ ;~)~~.:~~II S2.,::,:::1 .~::~) :~C\.~~\ C~? ~:~..~ ~:::~:-.·::::c·~.{~::~,~_:.
De:.lo:;:'co t!dvised t.hat sC~JtiL;~ in Jby J.~)_)']~ b') h2d <l t01(,/1~;~o
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D~ztrlc~ D!rc:tor o! Internal Revenue
.\t:~-;:-:.-.; C~11G:, !ntolliS2nce DlviG1.en
B.3J.-::'2.::J:~!, t..:..2.A ,13...;d
CCl.'.:;:-::::!t!::n ,...:..-:!1 !:~Y::J::!n.. D~~arco ftrrt.h·?r (:.!~itted th.:lt ct the
c::d 0'; C,:-:~:.;:= lS~,J, no b~9;;"')p;oos!.iurlng t::':'.-::i~n a little to hcve
~.JDjoj C:-;l ~.
n:':'!n=co ~t,-tcJ t~t 1':'3 csn'~?ct~ l:or~~n in early 1970 en so:veral
"C":::_J3i:~n:ito l:SJ h~,:j ir'.au:;lc~ cvei: r':~2.!1, to ce~ th~t an it~izcd
....."".~.....'ti.;-,' h") C~~~,~""'.>.1'),~ .~~ n~c-···y r.~ J-~.-..,..., t.o p"c-"='Iro t:....c J..-._ """~~,,'!""'
""; .... ~.•• .10".. .... :..J ..... 1t l ....~ ... _ ......:..__• __ u ,t.'" C"" ..w ,1.\..0 ",'&. ""' ..~....~_, "" "'_ .-- - .. .l .... 'J_J. L-...""U ....:l.
C,) /9:':'1 7 ') l~l'J b'J d:!.c~~;';c-dto hi!) s~c::-~';2..::y t:--:c f.-:r=::.:.! rchG~:Jlc
(~~')"'~"'''''''' :_......"" ~l~::·.~,l p.,~.-,-~) ro- ""_'_'~"c""-""'~'"to tl--t"\ 0.,.."..-1('''-'"1 ......<": 10::'9.,J., ...__ ... .,., ,,? '..; ...... '-, ........" _";I~_.:).".~ f.:,;.~",'I;,.; ....... _. "" .. .'1 ....... -~ ...' ..- -=_#J.(..o U .,'-.J
=C~~:1. ;:~ ~~~te~ tr13t. i·t \'.'J~ t:t t~iG J.;.::::~p \2'7':)fl c:-:~lnin'J thl)
~"_~"\_."''/ "t'~"'""""'1o ~r..l c',:----\"in] ....;..,,., c~'-,r-,.l.,"0 " \:""'~ct- 1- h_,\ ~ ...., ............. ~~ __ ... :-~ "",:"1w'_ •• _.~",,,, <... • ..l ~... •• _'t' \,..~.'oJ v \0('. c.' ... _\.i .... 1'') ~# .... ';1. i;' ..... ,~~~_C\,..'_,-\..L
hi::; C3::-;;t?:.1"Y to p:':-':?2.IO on 1.lClZ"ch '27, lS"iO, th~t 1'.-:1 r.c~ic~'3 th:::t thn
~,;'"'\-:-.-.---:"'-i tin~ c..., ,'-h_~~", (''-'''''''-'''n-'>,., ~r-..l ~.~ ... c'''', .-,"'"~,..,..l tc'-''''u-:-~ ".t;: thr, ..,-~,.,"':"'i ........ l...+- .'&:J , .. t." ..... _;.T .... .,.,.._ ......... Lw...,) '-_.· •.1 l.,r4 .. ." "....:..-.'- ,-,,:J .r..\.. _ ..., \',.'4 4,..; }-',_:' .....r
r;:-:-o S~ C:':~;':"::::1t'i~ll'/ (~if:c::~:1t· £;:.::1 t~~ t.:::;J c~~l P2?!)J: t~s~d en th~
..l ...... : ... ,1..,-,) c~~ .....- ,.,.,n in "-"~'il 00: }0;) ...~"'\... ;.-.... ~....-~~·lC ...,.....-\h-\'" <": .... ~_.:..,t....-:.~.L 'u ~_~._. •.... ~.;.I...:-..'"'~ 1....1__ ........ oJ , l."....-J.(.,. .~..J J..l'._)V~._ ,-.f~_ ~.J ~-_.....,.._ev"'_ry
-::),:..~t'J'":;: t:~:J£:'.-::':\.::'0 c:-::~t·;l c.:::d C;1 th") r.-:·1 t.::-;:~'_"S'itc::- \::~ich I1'J h;:d
t,,,, .. U~i~!"1 f'~"',-.., ~~,.'-J..(':"I J...... ?"",\'" l'-~"" (:;~'l",,~C""')"') p1"" ~o h:,,"o t'l-,~_ ... __ ,\ J~ .• '.I U..,")....,...., .J_-' *,,,-,J. ~~ \._..) ~..- ...) ."'-_ ...._.I "J O.- .....L-~j l' .._.... ..'J
f;,:::1 Z'li.;::::~:l c:?i .!'c...c;~::c'-.r·.;cj DJ 1:-::::::-'2:-1 t:h.S:1 h'J f.2:'} h:~-:l ~,n i~2~:1instc:1.
C... ~.~-~ll If'\ ""'-J h,..., ""--, '"cit\" ;'~-""~--- -:-.~-.' .., ;;_·"',...··..."\·0 c,"'::~c"" ~,"11~.J .~.,/_.;. _v, _'.J' L.:'" ..._":v'" ·~1 ... ..I ••. ~: ........ u .... L_ J .............v·_.v_ ' ...;..~:......... _ .....2 .. ..~c__n:J
~jd p:;~::;)~-::-:.l to I:::-:;:n th'J o::-:l0ln.J!. r.lcj:::1 C-::-;:J 2:1::1 t":'--::> 7.C~~{ C-:'15.c::;
0
:; t......; ,~"'.",,...,..,~c1"\-.-:-. I.", --1<l~..t /:0- h'~G ,..",-,,~,...·,.,·~·~c") "r. ...c-· cr-,",'c_'_~'c"...... ., £o,\...;,..Jt" ....·'J •• ~'v""_.-. c....c .....·J ~ •• ,..... ""'" ,~ • ...J\..._ 1 .... -;" .~\.. •. ~"_ - __ .. J_,. '"'~. l.
O
f? "I..~"") ....?""",.roo~ ~.~, rr"'\ 1....'" hi;"' (~J __ ~;",."",",) '""r-.~~",:,,-~ ...: ~~j_~_J... \-...1"'\ 1 c":'t.1 •• ,--- .....• (,.;..~ c •• ._vJ ...__ .•• ..,'j 1 ._.v_:;_ ... , ~J~ ..... ,.v-J 1.._ _,_lw I;, ' _" L_,.;.-;:-_n
0!19" c:;:;y -:.:-.:1 :::'~t~tr:,::l th0 rib;:':;) C'::?:' ::0-:: h1c. (;>:.:~~=so~r,) 0.10.
Dsb:rco ci~-j r:0~ :rc:JU th-J't h") h:::l Lfly c;:")!",.~.:'_jY~.iul CiDC'J::~~c~ c~
t.l:9 ti::J of th') rc-cxocutic;,,\, cxc~~~ th-:-.t t::si' GC':)C:~~ ~.n t~.~
pl'c;Jo:3i tic:) th;)'~ it r;J5 u rcstDtc:::-2;yt o~ t~:y~ \~lch th~'J h:.:1 C:cne
in Cnlifo~nla in A?~11 of 1959.
On Fcb!'UcJ:'y 22,19741 i:lic!'Vie\'isd Fr. D~'~Cll':CO u:1de:::: oL'~h (r:;,:~~_b~.~.17)
1n U:J oHic~s of t.h'J Intclli;:.2:1ca l);\vislc:), Lon JI_P.::'Jlc~, CJl~,iC:-:;:!.ih
llr. Dc:-'l:1:'co:r:c::,t::r:cd, in r,~'::;JtJncc, r::::.~ r.'3 1;:-.-:1 r'~bit-:c:~ in tic c:-=~-
l',m~h.::Jto D::-. \'io:::;-.:-:n'-:.h (~"_:li0: t 16). l!.:l 5.ns?c:c::.l tt;:-,t L':r.;~n f.5,~;-:':':l
th0 c~:d en ,\_?-ril 21, is';,) c:-::1, 2;·J~.n, Cl r-:;:-5,l 1,0, ley::); t£:,--:: L:-:::;-:.n
\
','J"l h'n cl""\n..l..-:_,..t ....+ .._~!"\ :.~~ ........ 1: ....1",) 'n ~.....-~,....~~.......,., ;r"'I.-.l.hn r.-<"l -~"""--'"'~ - l',~ l .... ,_..... ~ WJ " •• ~ I" •.• _~ .vl~' 1.. c.".1-"~\.·,-,,~ _to , .•• ~ l-~'-?~b~,-._C:1 C'-'-
t119 PrcGi.:>:;;")t's 19SJ !':'tlJ::r~; th:l:' [:') !:~'j CC;-'l·~:C:~S~~::'C:1~ r.-_~t~,l:rz·.~~:::1in
th~ ()1"i09 of lS'S'j 2:,:d t~Jt ha h::i l-'::-C':::~:\ r::'.:::~n to f5_n5,!:~ th')
~ppr~i5al of ths p2?e=s of th~ Prosi{:n~.
On J2J"J.Jry 11'.,1974 EC','I:,..:-d I~J;_-?<:n r.·Z',s in-tC'::'".':'.c·_.:-:d (~)"",,:.~l:' }::I) cy t"::)
'.efr. ...-'n,-,' ....~ .......+r ~~-l .. ~-'-, .,.,,, 0:: ~\-."> 7,,~n~ r.r_.~~_:-;I_Jo.\.t,..."'._ C"" " r'.··:·~-_~.•~_.'~ \.;~~ .... :J '-l':J'_,j \".._) l-I~'~ '-._ ...... ,/ ~.... ~ ~ \...-.4' .... \,- .... , •• u ~ - - '" - .._ ~
!1:"Jt::1UQ "i'C':'<,Jt5.o;'1 in ~j:J~h:r;j:,ci1, D.C~ !.-:-" !.'~!'C~:) \':~::; l~":'·-':. t::-:~.t;~ C':.-~h
d'J:"'in] "t'~l'~J ;.~lt.·::::-:,..(i.c·.:J.
;:::d Gl;::.:J C--:0 c';D-t_-':ol
i . ~ r~:;.;)~~. .~:' '.~'1 t~~:..i-: J \.: 10" ~-, [ ',: : ~ .~ . ~ :--~ ': ~ ' .. 1
.~ :, ,"\.1 c: :. r'. :: .';~ .':.:.~C"~:~: ..\'1 (:1 /.-:::..\.\. : ~,. .:~"."\
. ~,. - .
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Di~~lct Dl:''':'ctor of In t ernal Revenue
.\t;~:::1ticr:~ Gilbf, IntelliJcnce Division
2,11 :'Lr::~=c, ;.;,')r1 Lend
certain th1t he h2d signed the deed but could not r emembez- ho~': r:1()ny
ccp lo s , He ccu Id nc t r e cc l I r;hy he rI()S chosen to !:>i;Jn the ceed.
n~ stLltcd ;-,1) 2:J~1.:=0d that, as Deputy Counsel for t ho Prcsicr,nt, he
hcd t::J ~!_]t~:):-ity to 5i9n tho c:?ed. He stated tn2t there \':L\S SCi.1'1
c,u3stion in his C:i!:.1 as to \'i;10 t~ex he sisrv~d nnything in late 1959
or t;1') sp=ir.g of 1 (JiG. He st at cd that 110 did nat rc::~cl.i!:J~rbut,
could h~vo G~:nci the deed a0;in. He ag~in stated that he ~as
suro -L'!:rt he hd siS:1cd tho deed in 1969 b'Jt had no recollection
of 0 latc~ dced b3inj signed.
fxhI~)5.i:_l2 is a CG?Y of a r.1'2:::orandtL'll fro:.\ Ec!:'.:'ard L.J~or9an to
i.'J:o. D:;ujl::.~ ?o.=kc.r, \':i~.:h the subject bd,nJ "?ror;iccnt' 5 fJ2?Crs."
:in thJ L'~2:::01'2:1jLt'J, i1r. 1.!arg3n states thOlt in j,p:r11 lSC~9 he nado a
trio to C~li:~=nia rC3ardlnJ Gavcr~l DJttC=S. Ho ~tntcd thnt
upi'3:t'crl'c.!.y t::::. !)::,':b:,co in::licZltcs th:rt ho cc l Lcd hin and z<1id tho
Pres:r:::c;1t \'i~nted to r.:2!CO a gift. 0:7 <luau:' :5500,000 .. 't.!r. :,~'Jrgan st.atcs
tl':J.t h~ had no :I'D)'::;:)n to doubt; th5.n, <1lthcu2h he could not have D
spac!:!c rccollc6ticn of th~t c~11. ~c stated thot en rond2v~
f.p:ril 21, 196), he e2t \':1th j~J},r,:boch en:! r.c·~larco ami th~;,' drevo to
S3n Clc~8nt9. He stated th~t he Taccllcd s?cndin9 ~C~ctirn0 at
Kalo-bJch's 1<.:.:']off5.co cUscu5sinJ t~,iir \','or;{ 0:1 nll tho catters oil
\':hich l-:'} \';a5 in CJli~orn~,<:\. He Gt<ltcc1 thJ~': th:)TO \'!US, <:;gsolutcly
no (:u2stion in his oincl thut h'2 ::.5.::il':c1 th~ coed 0-: Clift' for th(?. --
President <:It th2t tii::~. He statC',dth2t -t~- thinJ he c2n' t r.c::-:2::lbQJ:"
\'/zs r;>lcth8r or f,ot th8re \'j2lS any paJ:'ticul<1l'" schedule r.-::tr.Cf:.;)8 to
tho deed 2t that tir::8, and if SOt its ccn-::cr:'ts. !~r. 1!0::::'92n ['2~:C::' no
C19ntion of the possibility of his sign?,n~ the ch2ttol c:ecd in <:;"J2St5.on
a second tii:1e.
On j,1Qrch 19, 197t~J intervic\':eo Ur. l,loX'::an in Pho~nix, tu-izoi'lu
(Exhibit :~O). l.lr.'L::,!org:m, throt.1:3h his ~o:Jilsel (Ix. l:ich2rd V2n D'..1S0;)),
would net s'Jb:li t to a C;\J~stion ':;lld ()n~:';:)r Gt.<1-:c::2nt u:.dcr c2tth 0:-
su0-:)it (In a.ffld,3'Ji t. 1.\r. rtOI'J2:1 2Gvis~"d th,:rt h0 \,:<1S Osovcr l:;,:'2r the
in?rossion that it was his re5pon5i~ility or assir~~~nt to t2~Q c~ro
of the 1969 tax \';~:::-~of Frc~icont ni:-:O:l. k:; f~r iJ 1:')\':as C(\:1~0r:-:2<:!,
the only thins he ~JS ever ~ssigned ~o da covering tho Prc5iCc~~'s
1969 Incc~e tax situJtic:1 conc0r~cd th~ gift of the p2~CrG of t~c
Pl'csiccnt. He stQt~d th)t 0:1 his r:-:o::::'ir.::; \,13.th DC"2::::'CO 2nd !':(dr.~':)2,ch
on A;Jl'il 21, 1965? , r'te Cy.;Joc:'cd C1 c:'ut-tcl (cod to .0" ~i~E'~~f', in ;~::.
Dc"!-'rco' r' O;:~l'~,,' \"hOn he ~",.t. "h""""" ,,"r\ ....,)..,... ~.1. \ •• ,,~ ~,~", ~n.L- ,.....,. v v J. L ....,c..; , • ~ !, .:.)...I '" \, '-..,; ..... _, t.. j l ~ l,.!. • '.1:... •• \,.. . u ....) J:.-...... .:~ L. '_::":. ~.:-.. C:1
to si']n th~ ccod. He nC','1 ro::",U;) \';it:l lCS.; ccrtJinty thc:t J-::"! (:c\
si'.~n a ch.)tto1 c·:;:;d cO'v'c:-lrlJ :hr: l;:;;c'~.lc>:,:-.' ~ p~'~::,::-" 2:~-J ~n ~:::'?;:(:--\,:,.~
0bir.J hL:1 ';:'1'1',)<:uc:~:)!':t'! :0 (i:J :';',!::-;:-;. ;,':~ ;':::-:':Hi S:'c:::,',![:'1 C-:",l),c! i:,,":
r·""\.--,11\""~'"'\h-::,"l 'J~'f~""" hjr1 ...;)-; ......~l.···>."".-,·:····: ;-., -:l~· -\ \,."..~~,)~" ~.,
_\,.;1,.1 •• ~...., J;., ", '~ ",\. •• I iJ _ \"1_..:,) 1.\_'~.'.J_'''_''''-,' ._ •. _.~ l) \. \. t~'"' ~l_ ..:!\ ._~
()ssu:-::od the c111tho~'5.ty. lie did not r(':::1U. h:",'inJ li.::'.d tony CJ:t\'2::~'::-::'~,c_'::;
I,·,
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Z;!~t!'lc 1: D:i.::-.?~o.r of Int0rn31 Revenue
A~~cn~::~s Chi~f, Int~llis~nCJ Divi~ion
2J.l ti.~~~~~,:_:::J:yl~_~d
rrl ~1 D::~.::.=:') p:rler to tr.~ A:n'H 21st L.::ct~r.g.. l!o' stated that ho
::l'ot~·.::--':' r.o I.:;~~:l/t~ cE <::.rlj Hr.:l to ft':71ir.:' 1:::-. D~:!:1rco cC'/e:-ing
'~-f:'3 Q::0:·::.::; ..'!~1::;::;:l 9i~t c: rC::?::>::J. U;~n ['s::cd if a n.C'.!:'o of
':;::J~C:) c:''j~':::-:':':J t?~') glt~ fo;: lS~9 h2.:l cC2n b:-cu::ht to hiD
~·~·"'\."""n-~· :~., -"'" ·1 "~".' ...';."'" 1 ~"-:""";9 10",,':) '.f_. 1"(" ~ .1.,. ...... t tL ..... " .. _l ,... 0:1. '-'1 L,,! _fl -,,.!.i!"._ .....) C ..., .. _n. - .....;1, '-_0 .. ..i:-~::;:1 ~",.J~C'j !1a"
h~ c:,_~i.dL~: ~~:>~~Llc~1J.y ;,:'-.:c:,ll tl;::)~ Ct_;~:l a fiS'-"~o h::rJ t:;~n brcu:::ht
t.o ~ ._- :' , ".-,- ~... ., h~ 'i en ~.',"' .;,": f! t h~rl .~"'''' b--.· ~'-tL? n.~." _." .. , .. l.. t.J:} ..G c;J.~n,.! 1." _'. _ .... _ 1:__ :1 '_...,.!';:','1
~? (.~;::..;)J o(::-:'~Jt p;::':'icd, L) fc,l t ti1Jt ,J::-"n [i':..;l~.c:-.:-:;;n r:c'Jlcl h::l/(} 0.\.\'0;'1
h'i,) ...!,~ ... +1-""~ ~,,, .•. "!'"\'" ".t~~""-l .. ~", ... '""" c'icl r.1"\~' r". ..."~n r.:11D.... • •.• '_' ;")~'-."" .t4 .. •.......__:, ..... ~ ".\., ..... ~~J, ....J ._ • ..., ..... ~._ ...~v l._;J •• , t~ ..... l...."l._ "'~"- .... 1
il:;:'':J:n tJ C1 .~~) i:::-:9=0~G~.1 r;czk on t~"J P2035.c:';-;~' D r2::-C'~ fo7': 19~?
w;:.! h-::w f'~::> i·,:2j~ ~;:1~'), in f2-:t, =~toin,:rj I::: .. !:'::-.::1~n. [:-:::'::':':1 cculd
n'):;' :::c:1\l .~Jl::lr.'1 to i::;'/~2il or c-::.::-t1n1 \'.:1.~~ i!:;~·.::~::nclJ::5.n9 IS:')
bu'; s~t'l-:.l it ~'::::uld r..')~ s'.lZ'~:-i:;o hi.'l ~.;: he h~:1. If t:1 J:c:<j hc:1 C,):1-
VO:-3(\'::1:::'1:3 \.'1",h !i0;.:.':1Jn, L:o:;:,~~n c;)uld root l'2cnll t":!10t th') car.!c:":5t:rtiC:15
h.;::J to <.!:> t'il"th.
r1o;:g:n stc.t:::·:l 'i.:~w-:; efteX' M.5 v~.s1t \'.'1t~ D:-~1t'J:'co on /•.;:-;;;ll 21,. 1959~
h<) c;~J.rJ r:~'~ Z':::~.~~!' <::.ny ~?2c:i.[),C c~~VC!:'::fl~.~cn \':'~\th [;c: ~~Z'c:)
-;;'~:'~~'J::l~ut''.:::.-:It. ylJ,~f) Ho G-::.~tcrl 't~::t~:, t.o r.:'.r. c:::s'0'f\ r..'1 };;::--l no:'h5.r.J
t::1::r;;~~::'Jc:, '~') C:) r;1t,.l'1 t-.i'1Q Prc3:.(!·:;:lt~f, t,:,~ k"C'::-J;:11.::r-::0:' t1;~ j:":.::1J. 2l.,
V'C'oi-l- l'i"'1 ~·--~"\"""C"'" It.,. L'''-'''~n -.··,'.!;c·"r-l ...~~,'- c....--" ....c·~!.,..,., n'.' "7,,1, :,:1..... .., " ~: L,,- ... _... "". t.•_" ,L;'!' ';",_. <..".~.",~ _ ~1.·-". ., r...;.'.'~' .• ,.:......_ \o~. ,.),-, •• / ..... ,
his u~!3i,:::-_:::o;-;t::> in th~ i';:1:1-'W HCu,:;:> r.T:::-O C:1:'>1::;':-.:J, \-::-;(;)::20 h:.> L-:cr:-:') a
IId:::::)~'Uc 2'~vi~:)::-'1 to tI:'0 P:-c:,:~.c:oot:> [:;1(1 \,:<15 c:....:1·;:.·} c':"::-::.,,3..n c~::c:- ·t!;~t.
pDri~d o:? t5.'::,), .!:') h::d lJ.ttlo c!' r.J t5J.--:'J to 1.-::') t'~sif::-:-:;:-l_ ~.:l;,J r::'::JC'ns~-
b:i.l·~'hl .cO'" t~"\ p.,......,,..~ '-'::-'0.:-1", t"v r".A,,'1-n (:c • n.~'· "0"-:" ,...\..,';... . "'!cl'___:j ~ r--"'J I. ~ ......... "J\".-~""V_ ,.,';') c...:.\. C\.IU, ... ' .. ~ 1"'.1 ...... 1 ....._6 , .• .._..I <.. ......:._ .._- L.
ho 5:-cCJllcd si2nioJ 0 ~2COr.::l chc'.'t.:'cl cC'C""J c,;c':C'!'s.r.gth~ P;:-c:,~.c.::::t;'~)
P2.9~:::'S fo:: !S59~ i·:J!'9::!n ctutCD h~ (':):)8 :r.':'c~lJ. h:':J~1nJ r·~.S'~~J tt-:::-:-: n
coccn:l ti:-::~ b'Jt C2rH1'J';:' rOC:111 r,pcci:::i.c::J..ly c~~j)In9 t!":-::-1 C:1 1.'...."':'0 D:::>:-co9 s
visit to t:;o ;.hit~ ;jOU~9 en !\9rH 10, 2~5'). l·~':):;:"c::n £·~.~:c':l ft:-:::-~h':-:::- t~~t
h'J h:d no 1:n()~'ilc:\J9 t.hi)~ th:)=o \'Ias c::: r::;u~.d b) n July ~, lS69 c ..:t'::':f
dQ'~o fo=- 91f~G 01 p3p::::rS cs 0 c!v.l:d.t::blo CC:1t_,-:-5.Cl.!~:'cn..
1959
lS~9
On JGnu.:Jry !7, 1974 nJl;)h n:;\·.~cm \'.'~5 ).fltc~J~.c;·;Qd by t1~a r~::-e;:::-ing
a'J~niG u!;:l r.::-.:b~rs of ti'18 Jo.tnt CC~:'l t·~.cC)0;1 Int('~Ql f.'0\.'C:;U')
:tuxutlon C::<'l·}.bit 21) 0 i:S'~:-:12n f.~i)t.C'J t!1nt ri.'c;;~~L:::~:,:::,co ccHc~1 h~o
du=inJ tl::) Li..2.:J·: iCI C:':~'f, 0-7 !.?.::'.U J.S'~,).. l-!o r,·~2·~t:::j th~~ 1;~ h-::':1
. b:)l7o!'.J rrc:::l rC'~::;·.J!10, O::!"~:i::J:' D('.·.l~?:caor r:-=,:::C::!;), l~,:lc:-::~:'C:1::--:\ [l r:"ft
01<: .... "r." C·~O {J" <,,~· . ,._-,l ~.) ,.. ..,<' ""'~"" 1"'-' •..-.~ ~n'l"\ .....".- ........;~~.7 ....._.__" - ......" v~..;v, \... • J ...... VI,..._Jl..\"JU l~ l,'_,u V~-· ......J _ ... ,," •.. J t.. ~J.\ l.\ ..... ....., f... ....... ,._.:...._,. C_ .• -
tc::~l<)'cinJ u .s:CO~CG() ~::t. ilG ~<:;:)t-:J '~i~~tC1 "-:'1:-:'2..1. O!) .l.S'~9 !-.) f,;:'.:',
Sh
~T'"- rl =:ll""'t~ ~-L .J...h.""" \-.-~·~'r."" .... :")~""l r:;:-"/ ";'~"'\""'\. r..~ ",", e~ [~-")'~.!""'¥'>~"'"\' t ..·_........., 1(''",,-''
- ~.- """ J..-_ J\, u4... t.~._ J _.l.. ..._..~ t. .l~. ~I...... \,..-;_ 4 J. .. _ J •.J ., _._l"· __ _~ ~ ~ __ 4 \.._.~J
q ~;:j-') 0'1...:, ~.,... t ..."n + h" 1 C' .:_'J ~"""-,.) .')~~(" r.) l' l ......, ''- - ..~""\ - ~ i (' 'J ;!,....." ....... """ '""\ r';' -.."........1
... ~ .... \.t ..... - ... ~ 1,,- "" L J. ," ." _ -,._) ~,1 ..... _ ........ J f) "-. - v •~__oJ ...... ~!'t • ... \... ,, . _), ....). \._: 1 \... _,-1
hI.; ::-:2.:1:: en c::;tj_r:~:rt',) of thJ ·~o~.·:11V.Jl.L~} c'; tr-:') ;'S'S9 ::-i.::-:: C'--::i '~::-':1 c:::o
Ll c8tJil·::1 c;-:~.JioJ::.:1.c:l of '~~:I:n2c.::.:.~:~':';!\'0 r::'·:o t:-:·} l'::::-J 0: \-.\.:·~·.~.o
H) ;j(:;]t~d, 2:J i~'.I.::ls 1;:; ;.1:'; C:';;c:)::-.:~·-:.l, C":t·;·:·~::~.:~]~.::) ~"~r:::":-~l ;.. ,
''''-~ ---~- '" -, ...•_--- ...._- ._ ..... _ ...._ .... _ ...
----_,_ -"--~- -._--_..,_
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Di:t=lct D!=cctQr of Internal nevenuo
Att~nt!~n~ C~:0~,Intcllis~nce Division
2Jl-:l:.::)=~, I~~ryli):d
DOC:::",i)O;' 8, 19:9 in his 1:10::3 but he did not notify anybody, i':hen
o~~~::d i',':1-;;1 h'J C'-::~ba list, \.,.~ic~ is th~ b2!JiG for Scheculc fI r:~ich
C0voro t~~ l?~9 gift, V0rJ~n stoted ~gJin th2t ha h~d ~clccte~
tf:::.l in lS)'::')~ l~» ct at ed t.ha t he did not giv~ D~~:J.rGo tho .E576,OOO
:fiS'.:.:'J p:ri~= to j.1JI'ch 27, 1970.
en J'J>;;_'J~-;:Y 7, lS74 Fl". H:::;~·.~Bn6ub::littecl (\ letter (r.xhiblt 22) to
I'.lL)!'t CQlc:;:::'0p !nt8:-:nJl Bo·..cnuo AZ3nt, 2r:tJ !;tr;tc:l, in pozt , th::rt
ho :1::d 1:;:8;') infC'::,::~d th,]t tho })re~icc;')t vould \...c;n't to c~kc a gift
of a-:-~:Jnd ~CJO,C:::O, and th;1t thb gift 'i'!Gt> to bo ~01octcd frer"'! tho
D~t0=lo15 thDt h~d b2~n d0!ivcrcd to tho r:0tionnl Arc~ivC5, if thore
~a3 Guificicnt ~3tc=ials to justify £n ~,pr2isal for thnt e~ount.
Ho f~=t~~~st3tod th~t on A?ril 8, 1~~9 h~ c~roly visited th0 area
. \';'h~r~ t..'13 1·~I';3collection 0: unsc>rtcc\ 0:': unorg2.nized I:':()teri<:ll hnd
:r:Jc~;1tl y been p l accd (t~o 1969 p2;:>ers). Ho St~-::C5 fv!':h<)r, it \-:'15
OlNio'JS f:-~~J th'J r.h0~r vo Iuno th:rt thc!:;:'e \'::;~.llc1bo C":lI'C th~n cnC~Gh
to CO'JC- J.hO lC::'("I ell r.~. r ccui ~C-'r..,t t::oT' c":.r:,... .."'\ r,'");"'\ 110 ~"'~"'-:l ft.:,~j.::'".,..,, ..i. Wi ...... ~ ••./.J ._.;-~ \.. >~.. :. ~~....;,;& .. __ ..... ~ .....~f J~_"_'. .. ....'vu ....'C· -2" -.d .... ..£.
t:1G ~ 1-::) dld not s!.;c::-eg21to 0::- c1i::-cc'::' tb.') sc~>:-cg·Tt.icfl of the Qi'.itcr~"'l
at t.hin t!::3. !]a ntotcd t.~()t h2 c;oo this :1.nfo::-::::-'1tlcn1:no·.":))to rr.
Dc.b:rcQ, r~tu:rn:::J to Chic"90~ an:1 on !Jpr:il 10, 1-S69 cC=91ett.:o th3
19c3 ~~p=aisal doc~ent.
On !.in.:-ch 4, 1974 I 1.ntc:rviet',-ed P.i11ph l:c':.':":.an~.n ,tho cfficc~ o~ th':)
I ~ 11' D' " . ,. h' J" D '"' (-.;. , ....r--..)-" l' ~,nl.c_ 19cnCG lV1G10n In ,'in:, j.n'; ...oflfl .,\.... t:i.l!lD:.t. c\J .£ L''':' .. LO:-:-.:::!2;n,
through 2.cbico of cQun::;ol, r;ould not i':;]:-CQto il c;J')s,(.:'Cr1 £nj <::r:c'::~7.'
stntC::l0nt un:!cr o3th 0:' to givin:; en il;::::ic.1l\\.·l"t.. 1:1'. r~~'.::1~n2C:C'~':if!cd
a CC?y of tho 2~pr~loal ho h2d prep~rcd covering hio c,?=(\i~21c] tho
President 0 G 1S'S9 pJ?Dl'S (Exhihi -:: 2·~). :'!'~ t:c''::-:'J2n then r,t<ltc;:i t!~c~
the 1969 2!)p:rai::;al \','.:15 an-"incGT.:rcc·;: Gt,:t"~c"cnt <:1n-::l not n f(\l1::o rt:::to-
mente Ho st3tcd th~t he did not rcvic~ tho 1~69 p2~C=G en ~~ril C, 1S'S9
as th""Y \"",..,.., ""~i 11 in th""l' - "r~ _.,~n"'l c",.. ...o",.. b"; r,n u " ...l·C~1 1:'1 ....hi'>,.... ~._,..:.......,v ""- .... .::... .:. U _ ~~..:.~(j Ll .... t... :.';J, .,__....."':J ~ ._.(.! _ ~ ~ '." \.. _4 _,
Archival porsonnel, and ~ere located in (\~lffcr2~t p~=t of tho
bui1dinJ. tiD stQtcd, in fact, thDt thQ lSSS ~?~22iGnl 01 tho
President's P2?CI'Jp \':hich h:.) suo::11ttr::l .:'.wl \'::':':'0 c'.'':;sc-q!cntly 2t:~",chcd
to t~0 p-" ...;c''''nt· ... l°f-.O 1"C.l.'1·'[1 \..",~:,,> ·~n-':")~-"~~· ~n ~'h"'\'"1;.... l"""~~" C 11. - _\ ....'-> - ~ .;.> ..... '-".._) ... ~ ... .!.. , ~:..J. \.. .:. \...0 ... _.'. \... _.... _'. ....! .~. <, .. ..J .... ..'.. ~\ \_., ~ .... !!...Y
one dute as doiog 2?~!'Lli5ul 'r:C!'~', ,::"')1c'1 \,:03 (\ licCC~;J~:' J.9~S c~:~:,~.),\'.~~~,
in fLlct~ h~ h~d ~?prnis~d thG 19~3 r;?D~5In D0CC~~2= of lS53 ~~:l~r~in
on ;\pdl 8, 2959. f!c:'':::JO sttltcd th,l-::' {':j::lr.0 th·} r::'=:,c:1~ 1::·rJ.l 1S'~~9-'~0
Scpto::~.bGr 1969, he \';'<3:3 in J2:)2n 2nd ~l.:');::;('~:L::l'~lyin r:.:s·~.r2E..:I, r:-::1
called Lb:-. Hitz211 of tho 12':,' [3.1.':1 0:: ;.>.~:..',~~-2o:.:::>p lcc,Y:::-d in [;~:-"\'C'::-:~ ..
He: Gt;)tc~ thJt JS of tr:stGZltop h3 \":'S t',l:~~::- tho iC'.:''::-(,Sf.~O;t ·~:;.:-.tL·::-.
Ri t::o 11' s f iT:J \;.'1 S h~nc11 in] tho rr2::,ic\~:y::~to p.:1?:)::'c,.. rc·~·:n("~.:::'::c'J
th3t en Octoj:,!, 31, 19:;;)LJ 1'('..:;05.vc(] 1I r~~n.} c:1\l [T:-l rr:'"'~: r(_':~-:':I)
r:h:> it~cntiflcj h:;-":J~lf l;J t.l:CJ i).!'2!:'J:~~:~:r:::G Z\-~:~-:.'.7;~.::::. !~~~'._"~:t ~~·(..::~c~l
thClt th~s \'J~:J '.:.ilJ-lir::;t tl:-:.; h:; (\'(:: ~'-::;::.) to p.:::,.,~:~;') ~':01 ":'_"_".(\ .~ ~~~::~.:::.
to t/n'C fJet. ;:C\"-.IJi"1Btcltt.:d tli2't J;.), in .~:;().:t.,:~.(:~:;:·)c:::::~·':'::,~::-:~,:.1~
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rlst=ic~ )~r~ctor of Int~rn)l 2cvenue
,,;tt :::-lt~:.';i!. Cl'~C::, Intclli£2nco D1vision
3.:11t~:_:~:"~, :.:·:_..ry Lend
;.
was L:'::'/i~::1 by D:~:2=CO th::l't he \'1<:15 being retained by De:.:<J!"co to
:::';;:':!'<l~:;:; t;1'} 1~_:'9 p cpoz s , He st2tcd th<:lt he had little or no
c::-,-:::!c·~ ::1"~:1D:.::::.:-co ccnccrn.inq tho f'rcsicJci1t' 5 p~?er3.. DUring
!·1·J·1(.-_:"~')2:: 2:~d t:~Q C_'~.=.Ly p~rt oi Dcce~b:a= lS·:;·9, he \:~tit to tho
:l.:r::.ic;1Jl ,\"·:c:-:5.';·::3 ,:::-:•.1 cv()luJt~d tho lSJ9 p2_?·3rs. 0:1 Dcc;;:::':;~r 8, 1969
•.,~. '~"T' "····'-~~··l :~·i'" ~~"" ........i "3' 0.(: tho p' ~_",-.-,- ~ ... ""-,ic'o ...~~ ....ho h-,1... "...; •• __ :_':'l" .." \,. '_,.•• ~_.1 .... \ ,. _.,.a 4.~~ ........1 •• U _.J -: ... ......., .r _ ...I .......t. iJ tt c t.. ....... l..• ..;. ~_.:.... • v ~.J
sot v '\,r.~:·",:.; (,: f._~7~~70A.~~.,tc)'y ':;·~~?S1iO~')" S).oce th~;:"o \".~~!) a lnc~: of
c'=:.;':'~~:1i:::.:t:i'J;) f::-'J__) j::::.,~::C), ;l~~·.:.D£)~totc-::l 110 f,~r?ly sto:,?cd 'eho
;::;':::-2:1.:31.. i::; Gt;:'.i:::-J th:~t cn D("cC:~~0r 24, 1~S9 he t01.c~:'on~d
D~~.~:=c..).:;;:~ '::"Ji!:::;:l hiD th;:r: th:1 yOJ.:' \,:G.'3 cc,lng to C\ close,
~,., ...1 l'n 1·~·"'·.l..·o·~ ~';"'~ n""', l"''''.i('l''''''1c~ h,-. n""-r::,.l r.""'c"'ly "'~1''''~ r.....'i .,.,..·o.,;;. ... ~ _ _~ .. ':-•• ~ ... 4f .. l,..,,'J '-JI _-..~_;J C'Y"~ !.l, t.... ~·v ... _.~ '--_,<") '" \: •• -..I .... v-...· ~C
'::::ltc::l hl~:l. to C? l;'.;'::.:.::·:m utat'.::J th:l-: r;c:~:,:!,co rc?1:'c:1 to hln !n
"C....] S2.."1:} r.:::;r.n0~ 23 t.llu~y.3-- "! ~']ill ch:::c~: 0:1 itO C'r "7. ;';111 S0t
b<-t- "'."'\ "~'1!1 l;--....,~n ",')'--'-(,-4 .L}o, ... '. ~'" "'-~~'l f'\J:-.'I.~,,;,co ;:.,~ c'_': \'.'''.',0,+ Cl.~_'_...O...:....~_ ....v i\,.}:.... .-;,_.; ..... :v;~ oi;)\..~"' .....""" l..Jl""l# ~f·J <.:... :~~ ..... ,", .. - _..... ....J' _ ..... ('l
<E:l ho (::.,:.:')::::0) intsnd to giv~ the £i~t.. r:c:';:-:1~nst<:'Jtcd tht'.t he
::~cf]iv~j [::) ~n~·::·:,.rt.o ~hat C!~..1cr')*~.icn.
. ,
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Cn~::,,:::-c;1 2711 1<)70 jJ0','.::'I311 stated thGt D2'~<U:-CI) caUed h3.C1 rna ~~vic(ld
hi::1 ~n3':" th·'] l.~::.,) P2:;~J;~ \';~:r& (:0!i\/c~::-~d en o!' f!!JOU7. !_~2::ch 27 f' lS'_)?
to tJ~.-) I13-~~(.t~::1 i~1'cl11ves. ;jo~·.:·~an!)tc~~c~' t~"'2~::~:'D(~:[\!'"co 2~'::'\·:-i~cd l'1icl
to p~c?n~~th~ n=~:3SQry e?~2~is~1Cc:u~~nt3 ~~d ~cfln~ thryslft~
I; :~~.:.-J:3nfu:.'~[:·').r s ~:j-'';'c.' j th~ t -cn:-~~ \'J2.:; t.to f 5'~':'Jt -tir::~ [t c:~.f ini tlJ (~..G-
CU$ ...,_'i(\1I 0: :1, lc:':.")9 CJ~.{-l- ;"in..-1 '''.''.',;>-;'-. p~--"""''' \"~\1'(' c·':"r--~ ..,-·,,·:t.-h,", ..,·1f-'- \~ '"_ _. ........ -,,_ :, __ u- __ ...... I 1..\ ,....; ..... ,>,,) .......... b •. ~l...,·~· .Jc.,.) ..) "'~"4 :_...:., l,., .~~
bIOt1"::~t t.::J. !·!~::'::.J~n Gt...~tcd tll:}':: ho c.C~\/iS2:1 Dc~-10J:'CO t~tth~'~ t:'.r.:1 th.:;~
he ~ou!d hJve to retu~n to tho A~chives to 2~~ C~~Q c~~crl~l rc~ th~
1969 91:Zt v ~l t.~') of ':::CO, ceo. i J (;'.'.:713i1 ~ ':2i~~c!"lt.tl20t! P C~ I)::.~a:;cot s rC'-
qU3SJ" h'J h1J:'~2:\cdly scloctcd 2c~c11·t.icnf11 C~OGT_l~0nt!l, v.:5.t:11tho [t.SD:~..r.t2ncc
of !.l.Jry l.i'Jir~J:iton of t~c ilatio;lCll /I~:c~i\'c::;, 2n~~ en i:?::-il 6, 1.':\·7J
Signed ~n 2ffidavit ~nd an J?~=ais21 fo~ t~~ 1~6J p2~cr::;~ Thin
nf:;~d,)'/ii:: "r'~: "'''' ~,...J.'~;')l t··;,,,, "-L-;);,)7't"'i!...y h~'l .. ..,c.,...".....,"v S'inc'" ·...l,·"~n-_ .u.:...1 ,_ v .... u ..J ......_ "_1~ r"- .; t.._ * .... ..._... _ .. u.._.. -,,-,"\..1(..'-10 ".... "'-I t....~ ... _ . .:..L.;
.,."'" a J.i-- •• c·lc"'..,"'t in"ol\'-,.J t'n"'~::>n " ...~>.r··j t·!..._... h"" ,.,-.,.."'....,-" C, ...~~l I"I/'-J,;;) \..~.:_.J .. _ .... 1' .... ~ ;""\..1, • ....;_.~_:.::: • .,.)\...IJ",._ .... 1;:;'~f, .:.1 I".\...--~"'{\.'..) _.J ;:,.,I....:..:~cn '{
entJ'>~~~ th", ,~,,"'r>" O·r: ~'().,..~1 6J"n to +t'" C"':) '('-:'C) .1 n" '·~'·n"'·"i "",....:.t..._ .I~' .... ~ .... " ... ;,) 1. ;' ...... ;,. ~ L_. ....... \..., J-, -' .... L' •. ~ .~., \"':*4.; ... '.J.'_"'~".) ~
si'2n~d th~ ~:::?:;:~iG:?,l 0 I:e:·::~.Jn sttitcd ho J.·.nC~l 1-:8 ~o.::fc~":".::cl\'::;=~~ Cfl
.\. h ~ • 'j ix ~-. ...,- ,....,.,.,.,.t" r. ..., .'.h~.\. Cl - . , ( •• ' ~ ~ 1 (~ ... h _,_C) ,\ ,... - ~ 1 C' .q, 1 (,,0, ()) t,,·\. ~ • 1 •[.,.Lv 1 ~\•.d' i .....{.·l"'---' vU ~ i.l;... .q,....IJ h_..,-=...l.. .... J\.~; l,., - ••• _- L',.""" .... __ ...... _ ... :'_'0:"_('-:!
'to r"'~'''''''''';."..,.\..".......-1-'--. , ', p"''T'!'A-:--~-l 0'" ...),"' (~ :...~. \",,-,-. 0'" ...~,... '0<' .•UVl',:).' L \,.1 .. ·...1'- l,..J.._. \4 \,; r,..I._ ~ •• J L·- , t.. ~1 . ..- , •• 1 l. ~! l. ..-.....:_~
papQrGo r!,=:·.~Jn st:it·.:·j th:}~ f:Q ct.1:.:~:~.'.:ttc;ltl;.~ ~·~:"':i:'~i3.:1:.. (::='G:':-::~0t. to
DC'I;>-,.C'J i"'.l. "'h"'':' h."'\ 1""1"''''' d~r,,~('~,,(l J.;-. .... :1·,\1 '('~.') C"\.A."~~ C~:"I'''n c·~"-~-!!_.• ._....... ...__ \... .. -"..I _ • ..., ._" \..~~ _~ ..J '..... _" .J '" ..,~! -....... 'I...u-.l_ _~. ' ·•• :1.:.[;9
gifts t-;i·t:1 2n'/c;:'J l:~.rt D:~~.,)rco. lrc~:~2.:1 ~-::~~~c:lt~~_~ l~~ c::'llc: nC"~ ::-2C~\).
<:lfly d';r."~·~·-·i"""n ,··~J,.h i~Q-"~n 0- ~r"'~f:J"""" cl,-_ .....c:r:1cr"--..·~· ...·, if--.", \·t\lp~ ( ...-......., -"""1""'\\• _ u C ...I....J .._) ......." 1 l ....... '- • •• _;", ':,..:"'" ~~ '-' l 1 l .....I • ..... ~ •._. ~ ~..... .... ....... t •., t • :,_. .". \.. . <.. _ \.' .. ~ " _. _ ~"::-!...J _; '_,)
of ....h~ ,..,.~{:,\. ....':"~ r'." .c .... ;'\'-"'('\:'"'~' 3) In-:.C) ;·.,··...,~il r· ..-.···~·\ ,.'-,....... l r. ~-.,._.'l.! :...~.I.. }-' •• __ L··..,J \.-._,_ , A ..·.....,~·& _._, .. 'l.·_ \..;.~lv, ~, ( l ~,
h·.,.. 1."""')" ··\.'·~"'·~"i'~"')'~ ',,,, n"""- (1·i,-~\.t~,..!.,·I" :-'('J C~') \':-,1". ,,-1'·''1 ...~.~- iOJo...J. .'_1 l ..J l."; l '" I~... .' It( \ •• '. .~ .. ._)'- _ • .1 \. ( .._ • ..., ~ \.. .•• 1... _ \_ ••• c.. .• ~ \,..<10
p.:-io~ to t~J f:111 c~ l')jJ C::', ;-:;J:~O t~~;~·::<::·c.!ly~ t:·~·:c~·\:-:-.::.rJ c? ).~"·~·...-1~
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District Director of Internal Revenue
Attention: Chier, Intelligence Division
Baltimore, Maryland
On March 7, 1974 Herbert Kalmbach was interviewed in Washington,
D.C. (Exhibit ?..3). Kalmbach stated that -he had nothing whatsoever to
do with the preparation of the President'i.1969 income tax return or
Iwith the gift of the President's papers. He stated that this was the
responsibili ty of his partner, Frank De,\\arco,and that he had no
knowledge of anything concerning these issues.
Exhibit 26 are copies of Herbert Kalmbach's diary covering h3.s
activities concerning the preparation of the President's 1969 income
tax return. The diary's notations indicate that h~ was in contact
with John Ehrlichman concerning this matter and 'also with Edward Morgan
and Roger Barth, an Internal Revenue Service employee. Kalmbach has
not been interviewed again and confronted to explain the notation~~et
forth in his diary entries. Attempts have been made to interview"
John Ehrlicrunan, but as of the date of this memorandum, he has not
Glade himself available for interview.
As set forth in this memorandum, inconsistencies abound between the
early testiwvny and subsequent testimony of J,\essrs.De~"arco, Newman
and r.iorgan. There are indications now that Mr. Kalmbach and f.lr.Ehrlichman,
quite possibly, were involved in the gift issue of the President, togeth~r
with the preparation of the President's incoma tax return for the year
1969. Because of these inconsistencies and the reluctance of iKe various
individuals, to go under oath or, in fact, be interviewed, it is believed
that the true story concerning the gift of the President's papers and
the preparation of his 1969 income tax return can only be arrived at
by the use of a Grand Jury proceeding.
It is recommended that a Grand Jury investigation of Frank DeMarco,
Ralph Ne..vman , Edward Morgan, John Ehr Llchman and Herbert Ka Imb ach be
instituted with a view towards determining violations by them or any
one of them for violation of Section 7206(2) with respect to the 1969
income tax return of President Richard M. Nixon.
/ c-;-4 '
_;--:.--- ;I ~
William N. Jackson
Group Manager °01"
APPH.OVCD FOR FOR~·IA.q[)It\'G TO
THE OFFICE OF REGIONAL COt.r.~SEL, l.tAR
!) " /} /)/- t!"I!/ /'
,·"r;/-~'.A"iY r;\. /~J._/'L.;;~_' _v~,·." ::/
Hober t L. BrO·Nne
Chief, Intelligence Division
~altimore District Office .'~ I"
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RETYPED }"'ROMINDISTINCT ORIGINAL - COlmnissioner Donald Alex::;nderletter
APR 2 1974
Honorable Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor
Office of Watergate Special
Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Dear Mr. Jaworski:
This is to confirm the discussion at our meeting on March 29,
1974. As the Chief Counsel and I indicated at that time, the Internal
Revenue Service has conducted an investigation into the possible viola-
tion of Section 7206(~of the Internal Revenue Code rising out of the
preparation of the 1969 income tax return of President Richard M. Nixon.
In particular, the investigation has focused on the activities of Frank
DeMarco, Ralph Newman, Edward }forgan, John Ehrlichman and Herbert
Kalmbach Hith respect to the charitable deductions for the gift of pre-
presidential papers to the National Archives. We have been unable to
complete the processing of this matter in view of the lack of coopera-
tion of some of .:hewitnesses and because 01: ltlanyinconsistencies in the
testimony of individuals presented to the Service. The use of grand
jury process should aid in detennining all of the facts in this matter.
It is our opinion that a grand jury investigation of this matter is
warranted, and because this investigation will involve presidential
appointees, we believe it wo ul.d be appropriate for it to be carried
f orwa rd by your office.
I understand that on April 1, Hr. David D. Gaston of the Mid-
Atlantic Regional Office delivered to you the special agent's report
and related exhibits compiled during this investigation. If on the
basis of these materials you determine to proceed with a grand jury
investigation, the Internal Revenue Service w.i lL provide all possible
cooperation.
Please return the files to this office after they have served
their purpose.
I would appreciate it if you would advise me of your conclusions
in this matter.
Sincerely,
Donald C. Alexander
RETYPED FRO}f INDISTINCT ORIGINAL
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- Gerald Portney letterRetyped from indistinct original
Telephone: 962-3084
April 2, 1974
President Richard H. Nixonand ~irs. Patricia R. Nixon
The \.Jhite House
lolashington,D.C. 20500
Kind of Tax: Income
Tax Year Ended: December 31, 1969
December 31, 1970
December 31, 1971
December 31, 1972
Dear President and Mrs. Nixon:
The examination of your income tax returns for the years
1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972 has been completed and we have
enclosed a copy of our examination report explaining why we
believe an adjustment of your tax liability is necessary.
If you accept our proposed adjustments, please sign
and return the enclosed agreement form wh Lch has been pre-
pared for the years 1970, 1971 and 1972.
If you do not agree, you may request a hearing before
the Appellate Division of the Regional Commissfoner's office.
If you prefer, you may request a conference with a member of
our conference staff to discuss the proposed adjustments.
To arrange a hearing or a conference you should submit
a written protest in accordance with the enclosed instruc-
tions, and your request should be made within thirty (30)
days from the date of this letter.
)
retyped from indistinct original
1-,·'
[12433]
-2-
President Richard M. Nixon
and Mrs. Patricia R. Nixon
If we do not hear from you \Jithin 30 days, we will
have no alternative but to process your case on the basis
of the adjustments shown in the exam~nation report.
With respect to your 1969 Federal Income Tax Return.
the statutory period during which we can legally assess and
enforce collection has expired. The enclosed report of
examination of this yea.r reflects our determination of what
\-lOuldhave been due had the statute not expired. The report
for the year 1969 is furnished for information purposes only.
There is no legal obli.gation on your part to pay the defi-
ciency shown.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely yours,
Is/ Gerald G. Portney
District Director
Enclosures:
Examination Report
Agreement or Waiver Form
Inst};:uctions
retyped from indistinct original
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?re.sY~nt Ri.::h.a::=d
{",Ad ~~. P.;1tricia
The kbit::;! F..ct!.:~.e
Wa8bjn3~ D. c.
Ni:r-"'un
Ni~
( (
•
April Z~ 1974
.''.
20500
"
Kind 0£ TaY..:
'Tax Ye.-ar Blded:
heo~
~c€!Zber
Dac~::,
Dec~;:;er
Dec.~~
31~ 196;\
31~ 1970
31. 1971
31, 1972•
Thfl e}!~..atic-n. of your ic.cG~e ta~ ::~t'<l.r:l~ fer ~~e years
1959;) 1970, 1971 ~~lJ. 1')71 ha s be-3n c~~l;a~d and ~~ nave
ene Los a en·'.,. ..... ,,·F "'Jl~" e.,..·~.,.. .......:>1-.; ........ 'l" ........~ ..-.-,,_';~" ....; ....,~ • ...:-••• _
~ ...... ~ .l...l -~JJ '>J_ ~ ....... _t?r b~"'."""""'~ _\-~4""_ ._........."\ot":-"~...--...-ol'~5.-~·_.J .. ..,..;...
bet:lovB ~ ~dj~3~t: of ycur tD..~ liability is u~c~sa...J •
. If yn~ accept: ouz ")rc~~d 3.d'h.!B~C!:fl.3.
--~r.,.;...1: "'" 1- }. .... .,._." ~ 1" " >0 ,.t' '"t ~ _"-"'" .;- -=i= "" --r:l ..........,.r,i::.lr\.ol '-''-'_'j,.'"'' ---- -~.._.-~ ....-- -6-~""'- _-.I_"" ...,...._...,.,.....,._.
pared fer tb~ ycar3 197D~ 1971 ~d L~71.
'.
\
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---~-.-:~
(
..
Pr(.!siifpDt. llcha.z-d n. ~i:wil
and Hrs. Pat1:l.cia 2\. Zn:::mi1.
(
- 2
If ';>,~ do ~~ he;:n: i.:..~~ you ",;.~itbin. 30 C~.J3, w~ will
h.ave no !l1t:e~n.3.b...7-e ;:;-{'li: co ;r:;:CCe:3S youz CES-e O~ t:i.:e hasia
of tb.::: sdh~...q~t.:l shew::} in t±~ e:I2::!i;:;..ad~n r;'ClcZ't: .... ~ .
Hi'l-"!"" ....·-~~:Har- r- '.r> ""5-"-"'''''' 1 0:-:-0 ':"~"""-~""-a~ Tn,._ ....~ -:".....-_,. !)-...~r~~. ~,. ho"i-. .. .,..,.... ...... 'b-"" .J '-'''_ ... .-;.1", .. .._.~ - +----t,._.._. __ .~-')a.. _.t;;,~ .... ~~
tho ~tat~t0rj ?~=i~ddu-~~ ~hi~ «~ ~ 1~g~11ynsseS3 ~nd
enfo.,:.:o ccllecH on ii:1'l 2:iQ:i=~d. The enclosed 1:.~?C:;:t: of
e.:~amjnati.~ of this ~.a1: -ieil~~ Cll~ ~~-:7'.adcn of ~~t:
't,......>~1~ }-,-""....,. ·o""·=--- cln~ had ~}<,~ s eazu .......'f1.....", A~';"'''''t·l '7'l'e ,...·":» ... O~.,.;...1 ......... _ ~V;;;;J -",;::....L..;. _..,_' t,_i.*,,_;;.J ..__ _..-..,! ,,~_ ~...... .... -...-., .,..\:,;w .... __
f.--.-~1.... .... -:r~~"" l;::;;;Q .: '-! .;=,,~-~ "'"!.-"'d ~ ....- ~ _, .:: ~-~!"{ .....- ~ ..,-~~.::.s .....", l'~'-"'.lr ~~~ .;i"'~ _,-:....;"._ ......................... "'~ _...,.__ ~~·\.,J~ .. ""' ... 40 ~_..~~'~--- - .... J.
:rce..~ is rlO lej3!G1 cb1;gati.on on. yiJl..u,:' paz:.: to pay tho G~fi.-
.ci~;:y eb.ow-:.l ..
"
fuclosu:r:~3:
t:::t.2zU::la t.ien R.s;">O r t:
~\!.s-;::'~~~:.lt. or Bui"rer :::"0=
Ins t.r~ t:ions
. .lsI Ge~ald Go P~rtney
Dist-rict Direetor;
. ....
I.
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_______ --------.---------r-----------------------DEPART~EN( THE TnE:ASU~Y - I~<TERNAL REVE~<US SEHV{
WAIVER vi RESTRiCTIONS ON ASSESSMENT AtW .
COLLECTlm~ OF DEFICIHKY IN TAX AND
ACCEPTANCE OF OVERASSESSM ENT
DATE RECEIVED BY
INTERNAL P.EV:::~<UE
SERVICE
FORM 370
IREV. JUNE '959)
pursuant to section 6213(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of }95-1,or corresponding pr ov is ion s of prior internal revenue laws. the
undersipH,d w a ive s the restrictions provided in section 6213(a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 195·~, or correspon.:lir.g pr ovi s io n s
of prior in t e ra al revenue laws, and consents to the assessment and collection of the following deficiencies with interest as provided
by law. The undersigned also accepts the following overassessments as correct: '
DEFICIENCIES Sect,' on hhC:;i( ~l)
YEAR ENDED KIND OF TAX I AMOUNT OF TAX PENALTY
$ L.!)05.72
.
12/31/70 Inco:ne $ 90jllh.h6
12/31/71 Inco;ne 92,829830 ., L.,6h1.h7
12/31/72 Income 88,20h ..96 4,41002:;
OVERASSESSMENTS-
YEAR ENDED KIND OF TAX AMOUNT
OF TAX PENALTY
.
. ..
-'_'
-. ,
l(tC!.:J VEL) .
!
DlSl~~:T (!;~~';T~~ c;: I~!T~:.:;~LE~:l.~~~.!;.a
_k;!i.::. ;.:.::::r J:'::3;~1
~~Lfj~C?~
NAME AND ADDRESS OF TAXPAYER(S) (S<UTlber, s t r e e t , city or town, Src r e , ZIP Cc-de )
Richard 1-1. and Patricia R. Nixon
The '\..'hite House
Hashingt~n, D.
(The lru errux i Re v ervs:e S~rt·-
ice does not re o uir e 0 teel
0:1 this [oem; b ia if 0.-." is
us e d, ple as e pG c e i; r~r".)
TITLE
~'''ITE: The execution and filing of this wa iver "ill expedite
a d j u ~un e n tor you r t a x Ii" b i \ it y. l t is no l, h 0", e v c r , ,) fin a 1
losing ,,::rcem<'nt un d c r "("Cli,,n 71::1 of the In t c m a l Hcv('out:
-::orle :lnd does not preclude ;:Is~Crlion of ;:I further d e f i r ien c v in
rh e m o n n e r pr o vi d e d b~· b,,' if il is l at cr determined. lh,1t a·ddi-
t iona l L1X is d u e ; nor do e s it ex t e n d the s t at u t o r-, period (of
lirnit"tioll r,,, ,.·fund. :l~"t:s"m~nt. or collection of the I;:IX.
Funhcrmort:. e:u-cution ;Jnt! filinr; of this "diver "ill not
predurl,' dH··I.,,,p..lyer's filing und~r section fle>!1 of the Coue
a timcl~· ,.bi", for refund <.JT crt·dit, on "hich (if dis"l\ol\cd by
tIl(> S,·r,·ice) suit rn~ly be bT()tlGhl in the appropri.li<" DiSlrict
one, a c t in g under a power of attorney, s ign s as :If:ent [or the
other.
11 the raxp ayc r is a corporation, this w a ive r rn u s t he si,-~ec
with the corporate name follo·.,ed hy the s ig a at ur e an d t:tie 0:
the oil ic crf s! duly .lll\hori:.-cd to ~ifn.
This wa ive r ~1.ly he sisned hy t:,e t"~pilyer's atto;n~v o~
agenl pro\,i.lcd his ;)ction is slJccificCllly nuthuri~ed rw " p;·.H·(
of "ttomey "hich, if nol previously f.tcd, r,lust ;:JCT""':>;lU" t~·-
form. . . -
If thie; ".Ii,·.:.r is siFned by a person nctins in " ricu("i~"
c<lp"city ("uch :IS C)'CCl<tor. '''!i:linistL)to;, tru-.te<'. <"Ie.). F'c:":"
~)6. ";\olic-t- of Fidllci,,,y n,·l.lIiun"hi;:>." "houIJ. unl.·s<- Vc-, ,
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Income tax audit
changes, '69-' 72
DEPJ\RTl__ OF THe mEl,SuR'( - INTE;1tlt,L REVEnUE SERVICE C'
- LH;~~
FO;1'.1 4S49-A 1
\ "'=T1U~~..;0<1.'A liD.
IDeC. 13JC)
.rJCO:I1E TAX AUDIT CHANGES -
-----
N\
,.\1'<0 "'DO~~S5OF TA/.PAYEkS
5.S. cozo . rlUI,I:JER \~IU:'jG STt,TUS Harried
l:.lch3.rd H. & Patricia R. Nixon
56'1-62-0515 Filing Joint R~'Y:::-n
The \-J;li t.e House
PERSON ':IITH
rJ.Jrrr9 and t it re
,lashiogton, D. C. 20500
WHOM AUDIT K'3nneth Gercni.Ll, PiA
CHAIIGES H. Chap::J8n Rase piA
VlERE
DISCUSSED Peter Work PiA .
1. ADJUSH.',=NTS TOINCm.lE
Ye ar : 1969 Year: Ye ar :
a. CO::1tribut.i.on s other than Cash - Papers
95,298.45
b. GSA E.z:pendi tures to San Clemente
29,344.64
•
c. GSA E..."'<:penditures to Key Biscayne
2,499.94
.
d. Denreciation Decreased - Key Biscayne 69.52
e. Depreciation & Business
E...~enses-SanClemente 4,699.62
.
f. InCO"Gl8 Increased-Use of
Govern..rnent Airplanes 4,001.45 ,
q; Total Adjustments 'from Page 2
92,527.98
2. TOTAL ADJUSTMeNTS l
228.U1.60
.
3.~ TAXABLE ·iNCOME SHOWN ON RETURN 11,.7,826.42
,
_ ~e-t:z.r:j~e~s'~';'!.~~'!::
4.,.. "~ECTEO ~~~,,:TAXABLE INCOME
3?h;268.02_-
5. TAX
234,367.61
6. ALTERNATIVE TAX IF APPLICABLE (From Page :1 ) 200,693.69
7. TAX SURCHARGE 10% 20,069.37
t .;-_ ... .
s. CCRRECTED TAX LIABILITY (Les~er of tin» 5 or 6. plus lina 7)
220,76'3.06 !
, . --
"-
a.
.
9. LESS
CR=D1TS b.
--
(Spuify)
c.
--
10. BAlANCE (Lina 8 less amounts on l ines: 9,,-rhrough 9c) 220 763.06
a. Tax from recomputing prior year investment cr ed it --
11.PLUS: b. Self-employment t a x
--
c~
--
-12 TOTAL COi1RC-CTr.O INCO'A~ TAX LIABILITY (Lin" 10 plus amounes on 220,763.06• _ ~ I ,~ t ines 118 Ihrour;h.1fC)
13. TOTAL TAX SHOWN ON RETURN }l~;U7C1S~''''§.'B&\.::C'-'~~.§
72,682.09
14. STATUTORY D-FICIr.NCY Y;;Cr;:X':X7.2~;!5::;S~{Dif/erence bi!IW"en
148,080.97
c ~ ". . _ t i n o s 12 s nd 13)
15. P"N;>'LTISS
,
-O-'--tl INFOR.'A,\1I0NThis report of examination for 1969 reflects our deternin3.tio!l of ,..h::lt vou Ld
h~V8 been due h3d the statute not expired. The report is furnished for
inforrna tion purposes onLy , There is no legal oblig~lt.ion on ycur par+ to
}J:!.ythe deficiency shown ,
-E-X-~-,.Il~-~-'~-'G-'-O-CF-'C-E-R-'5-r-J~--N-A-TU-R-~----------------------~--------~D-_-'S-T--Rlcrr--------------------------1~D~~~1~E-------------
_[d) ~0_:::<:)(' t,_P. f\9"-~.l-r~.;--<r..:;..:.:._...?______ ,_ _.l._..:.B:.:_:C1._:::l t. 1.li1:.:_:o;_:L;_e=-- --___!L:,:A:..::D:..::t"_:::i:__:1:___:2::...:._. -'.1:::_9'__!_7:--::!..
(\ FO~'\I ~54:}-A (1::-70i
\
\
\
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P":I" __!__. of--------.--------D:-::(:-:-P-/',~F!T::-rll\/ OF THE TPF.t..:;URY • It,rUl.'J'>-L p::VaJUE S'ORVICE C'F0i1.\1 4S49-A
IQ_CC. 1')/0) 'II'1Cm(lE TAX AUDIT CHAr-JGcS
10/0~ ----.
~WJC; S'[ A TU:; j,r2.rTied
riA! 110 ADO;lESS OF TAXPAYERS s.s. C;6tc1. Nu.",,"cR
Richard H. and Patricia H. Nixon 267-68-0515 .iling Joint Hett:.rn1--Tha ~r::lite House PERSON VIITH r-J,Jf09 and t it le
Washingto!l, D. C. 20500 '.'IHm,I AUDIT Kenneth Ger._':lill PiACW\I·JGcS H. Chap:nan Rose PiAWErlE
DISCUSSEO Peter !Iork PiA- .1. ADJUSn,I~NTS TO INCO."IE Year: 19.70 Year: 1971 Y"ar: 1972
1-'
a·Contribu tions other than Cash - Pap9rs 123,959.28 128,663.37 134,093.77
b.G-SA Exnend i.tures to San Clecente 16,301.92 13,303.21 -0-
,
c·GS.l E.."q)8nditures to Key Biscayne 1 ,580.00 2,040.70 2,313.12
d·Incorne Increased-Sale of Florida Lots - - 5.1_808.30
e·Sale of San Clemente Pronerty 54_1_581.50 -- -
f.Rovalty Income Increased - 10,384~50 --..
'TotC'~ Adiustments from Pasre 2 25,144.90 15,682~03 30,460 ..19
"2. TOTAL ADJuSTMENTS 221_t567 e- 60 170,083.81 172..1_675..38
3.~~~~ TAXABLE INCOME SHOWN ON RETURN ( 46,114 ..36) 5,358 •.96 19,707.77~V-·:::.~~~o
4, ~_,_/iECTE072>"'~~~ OR ;,A,Y.<\BLE INCOME " 1""- 1:53.~. 175,/~1 ,,87 192, J8J" 15(..J -5.TAX 94 088.20 9 /"_1_ 080.1':7 105 72.!::_.,37" A) 1B)6. ALTERNATIVE TAX IF APPLICABLE {From Page :2 I 88%091.00 93,122.33 92_1503~13
1970 2.5% 2,202.28 .7. TAX SURCHARGE ._ - ---
B. CORflECTED TAX LIABILITY (Lesser of line 5 or 5. p/U3 line 7) 90,293.28 93,1~23 92...1503 ..13.... .,- - ___
<a. - - --9. LESS
CREDITS b. - -- -(Specify) - -
c. -- -- --
10. BALANCE {Lin» 8 te s s amounts On lin"" Sa rhrough Sc) 90,293.28 93,122833 92,503.1 L
a. Tax f,em recomputino prior year investment credit - -- --11. PLUS: b. Sa If-employment tax
538.20 585.00 -'M' • 'I'ax Form 4625 75.79 - -c. • un :u::rt11l1 .
12. TOTAL COFlRECTtD INCOME TAX LlA81l1TY (}!:;:/PI~/~:r~::;,""u7~~tn 90_1907.27 93.2707.33 92,503.13 -13. TOTAL TAX SHO','{N ON RETURN ~~ 792.81 878·0.1 4_,_2QS"17
- .......; (Difference b!J{\V~8n -14. STA ,UTORY D=FICkNCY ~~ l in e s 12 and 13) 90.114.46 92.829.30 88.20!...96-
IS. PENALTieS Section 6653(a) 1+0505. 7_2 L,6!..1.L7 .(.l10025- ~.OT I~FOK ..'ATION
(A) Ma.:riQUill tax on earned .iricome f'r-on Form 4726
(B) I'!a:.::ir.lU:n tax or. earned aricome f'r-om :FOl"1Cl 4726
________________r::::~T
l
I
l
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()
c······_.
(
Section of IRS Audit Report
ARGIDIDiTS ."
Notwithstanding the fact that the taxpayer's 1971 and 1972 returns
were subjected to a prior audit by the Internal Revenue Service with
no discrepancies found, it is recommended that the addition to the
tax provided by Section 6653(a) of the Code be applied to each of
these years as yell as 1970. It is noted that the taxpayer was issued
a complimentary IIno change" letter at the conclusion of the .first
audit, hence the burden of showing negligence shifts to the Government
for these years (See Estate of Albert D. Phillips TCl1 1955-No. 139;
and, L. L. i~ashburn, 44 TC 217 - 1965).
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~a1ysis of the case la~ dealing ~ith Section 6653(a), IRe, clearly
indicates that each decision res ts on a unique factual c.ircu.:nstance
from ~hich no fim rules other than general directives can be dra~.
The follo'..ringgeneral circumstances' mus t 1Jeconsidered here:
(1) The taxpayer ~as a practicing attorney prior to the
Presidency.
(2) He a.Ll.ovedhis personal tax affairs to be handled by
others.
(3) It cannot be concluded from the testimony the depth
of the taxpayer's knouledge concerning the details of
the tax returns.
At this time, we do not knov 'What transpired at the
meetings in 'Which the returns 'Were given to the
taxpayer for rene" end execution. The attorneys
are claiming privilege and 'Willnot discuss their
meetings 'Without a vritten 'Waiver from --the client.
Although the 'Waiver is to ££ given, 'Wehave not been
able to obtain this inforwation as yet.
(4) The records, although complete in most areas, ~ere not
Bufficiently det~iled to enable the Service to make
concrete conclusions regarding includibility of ioputed
income and deductibility of expenses.
The handling of the gift lacks the conclusiveness re-
quircd of a p~ccnt and capable attorney as 'Was
indicn~ed in the 1963 year. Delay in the zub~ission
;.
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) of the deed to the donee until April 1970 seems to
indicata a lack of required dilieence on the part
of the taxpayer and his agents.
(6) There were no clear dIr-ect.Lves by the taxpayer to his
Staff, personal attorneys, and accountants to ensure
that all aspects of his personal finances and the
preparation of the returns would be accurate.
For example:
(a) No gift tax returns were filed for 1969
or 1970 reporting the large charitable
gift because no delegation to do so was
issued.
(b) The duties of the agents were not
coordinated. The accountant assumed
records regarding business expenses were
being maintained by the 'Hhite House Staff
and vice versa.
I·
I
I
Generally, a taxpayer cannot escape his duty of filing an accurate
return by placing responsibility upon an agent. (See Willi~~ F.
Pohlen, 165F i:! 258, 36 AFTR 520,) This is especiall:r true vher e
the taxI~ler fails to furnish his agent with all pertinent data.
Even if all data are furnished to the p~eparer, the taxpayer still
has a duty to re~d the return and rrake sure all income itens are
included.
[12444]
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After considering all the facts and circumstances, as outlined above,
the addition to the tax under $ection 665J(a) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 is recommended for each of the years 1970, 1971 and 1972.
We have discussed this issue with the Office of the Assistant Co~issioner
(Technical) and it was jointly concluded that a substantial case exists
for reco~~ending addition to the.tax under Section 665J(a), IRe.
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Questions for President Nixon
JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION
Qi:ongre55 of tbe "<Uniteo ~)tiItes
, rni15bingtort, D.QC. 20315
~~. Kenneth W. Ge~111
Dccha.rt, PrIce ~ lthoads
1600 '11l.r$6 !='ann Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19102
Mr. It. Cha~n ncs.e
Raavi~.;, Po~e , Nea1 & Rose
1100 Conne.cticut Avenue, ;:1.i1.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Dear Messrs. G~111 and Rose:
As you know, usually ~hen a taxpayer's returns ~-s
being e~ined, there are oppo~tunities for diSCUSSlo~~
with the b:rpayer relative to p:r-oblemswhich ::.my arise.
The staff realiZes that tilis ia a apecbl situation
becaus-e of the office of the ta.:payer but, nevertheless
b~lieves that there are certain probleas involving it~
on the President's ta.--r :retul"'!'..gtl"..a t probably can beclarified only b,7 tho ta:rpayer.
j\s a rasul t, t~ staff has prepared a serieg of
qucstlon~ which it believos would be helpful in under-
standing certain matters with respect to the President's
tax returns. I would L'e most ap~:rr~i:ltivr'.:) i£ you could
obtain .:fr~ tue Pl"'csident for us his r~ponses to tllese
Questior...sand any other infol"m..'1tion which he or !1.0U
believe would bo appropriate for our consld~ration during
tim COtl~e of our C=ta=ination ot h~ tax returns. . .
Sincerely yours,
Enclosure
(Signed) Lauren~e ~. WOOd7orth
Laurence N. WOodworth
Bats:jsp 3/21/74
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION
QUEST IONS FOR .PRESIDE~IT xrxon
"I. Income Tax Deduction for the Gift of Papers
1. Could you give us a general explanation of your
discussion with President Johnson about gifts of papers to
the Government?
a. Did he tell you that there was a tax advantage
in making such gifts?
b. Did he describe the manner in ~hich his
were handled by the National Archives and how he
each year a portion of his papers stored there?
what terms did he describe these procedures?
~~ c. Did he indicate how his attorneys determined
the amount of the gifts to be given each year?
papers
gave
In
d. Did he tell you who his appraiser was and
what the appraiser did? Could you describe what was
said in this regard?
e. Did he volunteer, or did you request, that
someone on his staff brief a member of your staff on
the handling of pre-presidential papers? Did you
subsequently ask a member of your staff to inquire of
either President Johnson's staff or the National Archives
personnel about the procedures used by President Johnson
with respect to his papers?
2. 1968Deed
a. Did you review two versions of a deed? If so,
could you describe the differences in the two versions?
b. Why ,did you select the version of the deedyou signed?
[12448]
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAl .. REVENUE TAXATIO~
run£)Dingtnn, D.s: 20515
c. Were you concerned that the restrictions contained
in the deed ~ight affect the valuation of .the gift?
Did you recognize ~ny other proble~s in the restrictions?
If so, or if not, why? .
3. Discussions with John Ehrlichoan
a. Did you tell John Ebrlichman of your intent to
m~~e a gift of papers? Did you tell him you wanted to
use up the maxim~ available charitable deduction for
1969? Did you tell him you wanted to give enough to
provide a carryover to future years? If you inforned
him of any of this, ~hen did you tell him? If you did
so before July 25, 1969, what reason did you have for
doing so this early in the year?
b. If you did give him any of the information
referred to above before July 25, 1969, did you discuss
when during the year the gift should be made? 1¥hat
reason did you have in early 1959 for wanting the gift to
~ be made significantly earlier than December 31, 1969?
c. If you did not discuss any of the matters
referred to above with John Ehrlicili~an,did you discuss
them with anyone else?
4. Did you ever have direct conversations with Edward
Morgan about your intent of mak Lng gifts of your papers in
1969? If so, what instructions, if any, did you give him?
5. Did you personally ever compute the amount that you
wanted to donate?
a. If so, how did you determine the amoun t ?
b. If not, how was the amount to be donated
determined and who determined it?
c. '¥hendid you decide the amount you wanted to
give in 19697
6. Presidential Library
a. Did you intend to establish a Richard M. Nixon
Presidential Library to be the depository for your p~pers
and personal effects?
[12449]
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JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAl. REVENUe: TAXATION
t[!a.5bingtan, ;0.1£. 20515
'lb. Early in 1969 did you intend to make your donation
of papers directly to the Richard ·M. Nixon Presidential
Library?
c. Did you intend to make a gift of any portion of
your papers~n 1969 before the establishment of your
presidential library? If so, Fhy?
, 1
7. Courtesy storage at the National Archives
a. Were you aware of the storage services provided
by the National Archives to previous Presidents?
b. Did President Johnson tell you, or are you aware,
of any discussions between your staff and his staff
concerning the storage services provided to Presidents
by the National Archives?
c. Did you realize that storage·would be provided
by the National Archives whether or not a gift was made?
8. Discussions on T~~ Status 'of Papers after July 25,
a. e Did you discuss with any member of your staff
or anyone else the tax consequences of the delivery of
your pre-presidential papers to the National Archives on
March 26-27, 1969? If so, with whom?
b. Did you have any discussions with any member
of your staff about the provisions in the House and
Senate versions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 relating
to gifts of papers? If so, did you instruct or otherwise
ask them to inquire about these provisions? Did you in
any respect indicate an interest that any member of
your staff discuss this matter with the Treasury Depart-
ment or any Member of Congress or anyone else? If so,
who, and what were your instructions?
c. Bet~een July 25, and Decem~er 31, 1969, were
you advised by any member of your staff or other person
that some or all of the papers delivered to the National
Archives had been donated before July 25, 1969? If so,
who advised you and when? How were you told the gift
had been made?
[12450]
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d. When and by whom ~ere you first told of the
value qf all of your papers and other materials stored
at the National Archives? .When were you first aware of
the value of the 1969 gift or of the amount of gift
which would maximize the tax benefit of the gift?
Who so informed you?
9. Discussions about Pre-presidential Papers after 1909
a. In 1970, did any member of your staff or any
other person ask whether you intended to claim a deduction
for your donation of papers on your 1969 tax return?
10. 1969 Deed
a. Did you give Edward Morgan a power-of-attorney
~~in general, or specifically, to sign your name on any
deeasof gift 'of your papers?
b. Were you ever consulted or informed about a
deed of gift for your 1969 papers? If so, by whom and
when? Please describe what was said by all parties.
c. Wheh were you aware that a deed had been signed
on your behalf by Edward Morgan?
11. Signing of Tax Return on April 10, 1970
a. Wh6 was with you when the tax return was
signed?
b. Did you examine your tax return and have any
discussions about the deduction for the gift of your
papers? If s6, what was said?
c. Did you have any discussions about the deed at
that time with those present? If so, what was said?
d. Did you discusscin any way the 1969 change in
the t~~ laws regarding the gift of papers? Did you
discuss the impact of the change on the 1969 gift?
On future gifts?,
[12451]
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e. Would you discuss generally the conversation
about your tax return, the manner in which you reviewed
it, and any other factor relevant to your tax return and
the deduction for gift of papers during the period prior
to, during, and after the signing of your tax return
on April 10, 1970?
f. Was the recording device in place in your office
on April 10, 1970? If so, was it working during the
period you were discussing your tax return? If so,
could we have a transcript of the conversation?
II. San Clemente Property
1. Were you involved in the determination of the selling
price of the portion of the San Clemente property which was
sold to B&C Investment Company? Would you discuss generally
your knowledge, intent, and any other relevant factor involving
the purchase and sale of that portion of your property in 1970.
2. Did you have any discussions with your staff or
your accountants or lawyers on the use of your residence at
San Clemente foi business purposes? Could you provide us
with your understanding as to how the 25 percent business
usage on your San Clemente property was determined?
III. Sale of New York Apartment
Were you aware that a deduction was taken on your 1968
tax return and on tax returns of earlier years for the use of
part of your New York City cooperative apart3ent for business
purposes?
IV. Key Biscayne Property
What are your present intentions with respect to the
future useo! your properties at Key Biscayne?
v. Family Use of Goverlli~entAirplanes
1. We understand that as of April 1, 1971, you instructed
your staff to bill you for travel on Government planes by
[12452]
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Tricia and Edward Cox and Julie and David Eisenhower when
they travel in other than an official capacity. Could you
furnish us any information as to the treatment of those trips
prior to your instructions and the method that was to be
used in billing you for the trips subsequent to your instructions?
On what basis is the billing for the subsequent period determined
~and if it is different fran the method used to bill the .
Press Corps for the use of Gover~ent planes, ~ould you explain
the reasons for the difference in the billing methods. How
is it determined, and by who'm, that your daughters and their
husbands are traveling in official capacity?
2. We understand that during the period of April 1, 1972 ,through November 16, 1972, there were no reimbursements by you
to the Treasurer of the United States for family travel on
Gove r-nme rrt aircraft. Could you furnish us with inforrn.ation
as to whether the travel during this period was reimbursed
and, if so, by whom andcwhy? Was any of the'travel during
this period for personal purposes and~ if so. could you furnish
us a list of such trips?
..'
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L. Har.ch 22, 1974
MEHORANDUMFOR THE RECCRD:
"'.We have attached for your information exc er-pt.sfrom the' IR 11anual,
Section 4563, which discuss various criteria on the basis for
assertion of a negligence pena.lty. These guidelines are used by
Revenue Agents and Tax Auditors in the regular course of audit
examinations.
We have also attached for ccnvenle~L r~:e~2n8e exccrptc frc= the
CCH tax service. These sheets delineate a m::T;::;erof cases along
with short excerpts bearing upon the imposition of the negligence
penalty. Those cases which we have bracketed with ballpoint pen
are those cases which support nonassertion of the penalty; cases
hi~hlig.'1ted in ye Tl.cw are cases r:hich support a~sertion cf the
\ve have also attacbed a copy of a memor-andum dat.edAugust 12, 1969,
from John EhrlichKan to Herb K2lmbach which refers to a memorandum
dated July 16, 1969, f'r-onReger Earth to Edvar-d L. Horgan. This
memorandum contains a series of very pointed and specific questions
regarding the tax treatment of many items.
There is also anotber memorandum attached, dated June 16, 1969,
from John EhrlicbJnan to Ed Horgan, containing specific instructions
regarding the use of San Clemente and Key Biscayne, referring
specifically to the tax consequences.
I
/ ...
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With r-egardto the penalty under Section 6653( a), the following
items which were developed in the course of this audit require
significant analysis and consideration:
Sale of Florida Lots - 1972 .
t ,
.1':-
In connection with this item, 'we propose to make a substantial adjust-
"
roentto the taxpayer Is income for 1972 and subsequent years, since
it is,an installment transaction. The purported partnership did not,
in .fc::.ct,exist. The transaction suppos cd'Lyvas supported by c.
memorandum between the taxpayer and his daughter; houever, he
subsequently determined that no such memorandum ever existed.
'We have just received a memorandurrlby the principal stating that no
~Titten agreeMent ever existed.
Royalty Income - 1971
From our exarrQnation of the Nixo~ F~undation, it was determined that
an alleged assignment of royalty income by the taxpayer to his
Foundation was made. Our investigation revealed that no assienment
of title to the n:anuscript was'ever made, and income was assigned
as the result of verbal instructions from the taxpayer.
Guest Fund - 1970 - 1972
The taA~ayer deducted all eAjpenses incurred while away from his tax
home in lvashington, D. C. Although substantiation of amounts
expended were obtained, taxpayer did not retain any SUbstantiation
whatsoever as to the purpose of the expenditure or the names of
individuaUi for 'Whom supposedly official entertainment was conducted.
~
"~
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This w~s in spite of the memorandum from Roger Barth infor~ing
him of the requirement~ of Section 274 and the necessity of main-
taining detailed records.
Use of Airplane - 1970 - 1972
The taxpayer permitted his children, wife, and friends to use govern-
ment planes. For the period April 1, 1971, through December 31,
1972, reimbursement was made by the taxpayer and/or the'Committee to
Re-elect the President for t..l1euse of the::::epl;::1esby his chi.Ldren
only. vIe have been unable to ascertain i::1Y the t<:x;::~yerf ound it
necessary to reimburse for this use starting April 1, 1971. The
taxpayer did not reimburse for the use of the plane if he also
traveled with his children.
Business ExDense at San Clemente - 1970 - 1972
The taxpayer deducted 25% of the operating eA~enses and depreciation
.".
of his San Clemente residence. We were given no substantiation
whatsoever to support this 25% deduction other than that 25% is
better than 50%. The taxpayer's representative did give us a
detailed itinerary of the taxpayer Is use of the Hestern White House
but was unable to show that the-use of the residence would qualify
for any deduction.
Taxpayer's representative was requested to furnish us with the basis
for the computation of the 25% business use Which was deducted on
the tax return. As of this date, he has been unable to furnish us
[12457]
with either a basis for the deduction or a method for computing
the deduction. We are, therefore, proposing to disallow the
entire 2,%.
Careful consideration of the above proposed adjustments and the
cIrcumst.ancesgiving rise to these'adjustments warra.nts assertion·
of the Section 6653(a) penalty.
A decision against ass9rtion of this psnalty Hould have to be
based on the prior examinat.Lon and the issuance of the letter of
commendation to the principal.
(See Special Note attached)
;.Barring development of other significant or material information
"or facts bearing on Section 66,3(b), our position at this particular
point and time would be the recomnendation of the assertion of the
,% penalty.
----._--- ._--- ----_ ,.
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SPECIAL NOTE
In connection with our conver~ation with you in your office
on Wednesday, Harch 20th, we feel that there will, in all
likelihood, be an irrunediatet.endency to compare the results of
the current'audit with the result of the May 1973 audit.
The original audit was not an indeptb audit. It was
completed in a very short period of tL~e and apparently consisted
of a verification of ~~ounts.rather th~~ purpose. The agents were
not avar-ethat the basic substantiation was not available or in
some cases non-existent.
The subsequent audit was conducted on an indepth basis and
included assignment of specialists as well as income tax agents.
Only this type of examination could have brought to light the
above mentioned inadequacies which would appear to support assertion
of the Section 6653(a) penalty.'
.1
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TIlE WHITE HOUSL
(
WASHINr:TCl"l
PEI~SONAL-----~-----
COf\!F I DI::NTIl\L
AUGUST'12, 1969
TO: HERB Kl\LHBACH
JOHN EHRLICllMAN
Some time ago we posed a number of tax questions
which have now been briefed by the confidential
assistant to the Commissioner of Internal Hevenue.
Herewith is a complete copy of this file for your
personal and confidential use in connection w i th the
matters to be discussed concerning the President'saffairs.
When you are ready to spend some time on this, please
call Jana Hruska and we will arrange an appointm~nt.
I suggest it be during the week that Ed Morgan is here
for the Trustees meeting in order that he can
participate.
Attachment
b,{HIB1T uh'"
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CONfIDENTIAL
. .: July 16, 1969
HENORANDUH TO: Edward L. Horgan
Deputy Counsel to the President
(for John Ehrlichman)
The Hhite House
FRON: r· r, ,'>Roger V. Barth _O', ' ~_.
Assistant to the Cormnissioner
Following in brief are the re~ults of my research and
my reactions to the points raised in John EhrLi.c hman 's t.wo
memos dated June 16, 1969, copies of which are attached,
with regard to the President's income tax matters.
1. The President intends to use the San Clemente
house for official visits and his den as ~n office for
Presidential activities. A deduction \olouldbe permitted
for depreciation and maintenance expenses (all property
taxes and mortgage interest being deductible in any event)
based on a formula considering the amount of time used
for business purposes and the square foot percentage of
the house used. It would be necessary to devise a system
for keeping track of this business use.
2. I have determined that the total amount to be paid
t:;othe President in 1969 w iLl.be $236,458.32, LncLudi.ngthe
percentage of the $50, 000 taxabLe expense aLl.owance. The
Federal withholding will total $74,983.26. The President's
wLthho1ding staLeinen t refleets only t\'JO cxcrnp tions and
there is no extra rec1uction in the w i.t.hhol.d Lng to reflec t
the fact that he w i.l l, take the full 30% charLtabLe deduc-
tion.
[12461]
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a. A de termi.nation 0 f whc thcr the Presiclent is
bei.ugove rwlt.hhe Ld mus t; awa i t the resolution (discussed
below) of his deductions for business expense;
b. I wou l.dassuruethat his interest expense wou l.d
be the same as the last few years, i.e., about $25,000;
. -c. I would need to have an estimate'of his real
property taxes for 1969; II understand that a conclu-
sion was reached in New York that the President is.
exempt from D. C. income tax.!_1 .
d~ The amount of ~he charitable 30% deduction
can be determined. I.am in the process of checking
the legislative history on the $50,000 allowance to
determine whe ther it is included in adjusted gross
income w i.th the effect that it wi.l L increase the
amount of the charitable deduction;
e. I woul.dneed an estimate of the President's
outside income.
3. a. I personally agree widl the idea that much of
the President's expense is related to his "business."
As wIth the business usc of his residence, a careful
syst~n mdst be established for keeping track of business
expenses to meet the substantiation requirements of
Internal Revenue Code §274. It is clear from the
statute, Title 3, §102, that the President must
account for the $50,000 for in2.ome tax purposes.
When I examine the legislative history on this sec-
tion I may have.some more specific guidelines to
give you .
. b. Small gifts by the President which are related
to his "business" ,",ouldbe decJuctible under the same
conditions as his entertainment expense wi.th the addi-
tional limitation that:no more them $25 per year may
be decJuctcdwith res~ect to any one donee. Once again,
a system of recordkeeping is necessary if it is not
[12462]
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alreaclyestablished. Note, howevcr , that we rnus t give
thought to distinguishing hetHecn activities and gifts
related to "heing a Presiclent" ancl'those relC1teclto
running for reelection.
4. If the Presiclent were to pertni. t 0 thers to use the
Florida and California homes) -deduetibili ty of a portion of
depreciation and maintenance expense would be tied into the
space-time use fonnula discussed above in paragraph 1. In
addition, unlike official visits, we would have t6 establish
the bu~iness purpose for the President with regard to each
person invited to use the homes.
5. Since the Smathers' house in Florida will be used
only for meetings and busiriess, I concur that depreciation
and maintenance expense should be deducted.
6. Legally we might justify deduction as a business
expense for a salary paid to Julie as a tour guide this
surmner , Howe ver , for the foLl.ow ing reasons) I mos t strongly
reeonnnenc1that this not be clone:
a. the amount involved is rather small;
b. this is always a factual question Wl1ich could
be raised on audit of whether she is necessary to the
taxpayer's"business";
c. in addition to Federal withholding data which
would get into the files at the IRS, informatiou would
have to be given to the Nassachusctts tax authorities
and to the Social Security people. Ther~ are too many
entities involved for this to be kept cou f i.clcnt.La.L;
'd. the neHspapers have made much of the fact that
she has been acting as <l "volunteer." I think the
risk of exposure of a business deduction attempt is
too grea t;
e. Julie cannot be taken as an exemption by the
President for 1969 unless three conditions arc met:
[12463]
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1. he provides more than half of her support;
2. David do~s not take her as an exemption;
3. she and David do not file a joint return.
"f. The best appro0ch would be· for the.President
to make a gift at the end of the SUTIUllerto Julie .
.Although it would not be deductible to him, it would
Qe tax-free to her.
7. I understand ihat someone at the Vincent An~rews
finn is continuing to keep track of a number of the items
mentioned above. I think it is most important that a regular
accountant be re.tained either there or in Hashington to
Ira ndLe the day-to-dayrecordkeeping. Once he is picked,
I could work closely with him in establishing procedures
and in handling problems ~~ they arise.
Attachments
[12464]
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TO: EDMQRGAN
.~,,--
JOHN EHICLICHMANe:»:FROM:
Vincent Andrews has lost Ma·rty F'cin st ein ,
The President has decided that he woul d like his inc01n~
tax handled locally.
Do we have the ability to detail someone from. IRS to handle
his finanCial matters? If not., do you have a rc(:oInnl.endn.tion? I
..
This is S om.ething we should move on rather quickly •
. Another subject:
The P'r e sid ent intends to use the San Cl crrient.e housc for
official visits and he intends to usc his den as an office for
Presidential activities. What write-offs are available to him?
Vlill you please have someone carefully check his salary with ••
holding to see if it takes into account the fa ct that he will be
rna.kirig a full 30% charitable deduction.
•He would like you to secure the services of 2_11 expert if we don't
have anyone in our office c ornpc tcnt to make this review, and to
have that person c~m'le in and review with him his new tax, status,
going over with him hi s last returns and his curr~nt estima.te.
The President holds the view that a public rna n does very little of
a personal nature. Virtually all of his cntertaimnent and activity
is related to his "busines s II. He wants to be sure that hi s bus inc s s
deductions include all allowable item s , For inst ance , 'Hedding
gifts to Congrcssl'Y'..e:nls daughters, flowers at funerals, etc. He
has in rni.nd that there is SOD'lekind of a $25 limitation on such
expenses.
-r: - .... .. - .. --._.. ... '.-_ - . ----- .... ~_ ...... _ .. - ._ ._
-.
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He suggcsts tha t wc rni ght r evi cw the returns of one or more
previous 'Presidents for 'guidance.
An othc r subject:
What are the tax consequences of permitting others t ou se the
Florida and Ca li.for ni a houses? '
Another subject:
"
Note that the Smathers house in Florida will be used only for
meetings and business, not for personal residence. Ac cor ding Iy,
the accountant should be instructed to depreciate and write off
its expenses as business exp~nses.
,
" i,
, .
r>, "
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TO PRESID2iT-ELECT 1iIXC:t
Enclosed hereuith are tOno foros of Ch a't t.e L
Deed running fro~ you to The United states of America.
The one marked "A" is a siople forn of conveyance of
papers, maJ1U5cripts and other oz.terials Hithout restriction .
of any ki~d except 'that they arc ultinately to be placed
in the Presidential archival depository.
The second, marked "Bits is a foro of Chatte~
Deed \'ihich conveys such pepers, oe.nuscripts and other
materials to the United states but pl~ce8 restrictions
as to their use. fT'J." he. liM-\to+--i 0....<'~_ __ \...-v_ •• ...), briefly, are as~follows:
1. You shall have ri;ht of access at all tices.
2. During such tir:'.eas you: hold the office or
President of the United states, no other perso~s shall
I
have riGht of ac~ess except t.hose. desig;w.t2d by yO'J.
in Hri ting to the G2D2r.:'..1 Servic;2S ;\dGin istrr.-.t or- •
3. The ite~3 are to be plnced in the Preside~tial
archival deposit.cry at such ti'.::·,eas the same is es-
! ..[12468]
2
..,'"' ~ .'
C-(~/
tabl1:Jhed"
4. ·Ite!:l3,1ro.3 and. 4 in th2 Chattel Deed are
technical provisions vlhich ile fe2l. are necessary
for the purposes for rlhich the gift is being made ,
By l'iay of ex:ple.Ilc.t~on, we have been culling
your files in our rlarehouse, ,e.nd likeHise' have been in
touch ~'lith Ralph ~1e·H~s.n,who has been the appraiser for
the L.B •.J., Trur;:an, Kennedy arid ot.he r gifts or Presidential ':
papers to the United sta.tes. Ue\'rroanwill be ,in Uel'1 York
on Honday to go over ite::ls'which have been culled to date
from the fUes. It is rIOt our intent to give aJ.J. of' your
papers at this tine but rather only such an )-li11.be ap-
.praised at a value Hhich will be s01:lcwhat in excess of the
maxitllli":lchari table deduction "ihien you can t.ake on ~'our
1963 ,income tax return. ,I nave been in touch Hith l·!nrty
Feinstein, ~~d he advises me that this figure is about
$60,000.
,Thereuson for the tHO Chattel Deeds is that
at the present tir.:12 'He arc not ccmpLeteLy clear that there
are sufficient pape r s i'ihich cou'ld be made avzri.LabLe to the
public at the Do:;ent and Hhich i':ould not be con sLder ed 1..'1'1
the nensitive urea. If He do fi:1d 'oy !·to!1uo.y th2.t there e.ro
I
\...._
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.f 3·
such paper-a, then He will use only the Deed I:1E.rked "Au.
rr, houe ve r-, we :feel that there nay be 50::e Hhlch shotUd
be restricted t"~o::t public perusal rih11:2 you "!l ......~ the........ -
President ot: the U:lited Staten, "ire will use the Deed
marked "B". It is more adV.:l!1t~£2 ems to use 11A" only ~
but He have not ha.d the ti:ne, since I discussed this
matter Hith you Sundcy last at the' apartment) to complete
a su~ficient exaoinatio~ of the ~11es to be Bure that
there are papers and manu~cripts t·;hich lTould not be
~coris"ideredto be 1.'1 the sensitive area. The reason for
the unrestricted gift is that the value_, for tax deduction
purposes, Hill tl.Jdot:btedly be hig.."1er than those upon Hhich
restrictions are placed~
I would therefore suggestthnt both Deeds
be executed by you, i.'1 dupLdca t o , Hr. Kr ogh, who is the
.bearer of' this ncr::orandu::l (LY}dthe enclosures, 11111 bring
them back to liel'l York so that they Hill be aVailable on
Nonday. At that potrrt , He will be eble to go Over the
papers Hith l;e~·,T.:lc....."1 and at tach the necess~r;'lschedules, for
'which I presuue He Hill have your authority>. to e1 ther or
both Deeds arid ::lake delivery to the Genercl Services
Administr2.tor. I t".~ r!:0T n1 so D.d.d. fo"" vour ~n<.>o.,..._.,....t~ 0-.LLJ' v ~~ .;'" .J ~. _~..... _ "" __ .:,
that the ro~s or Deeds been cleared hoth with the
r •
[12470]
(.:
. .
Commissioner of Int~rnal Revenue and the Genernl Services
representative of the General Services Adr:linistrator
to receipt for the papers t~ be delivered at this o~rlce
• °
on either Honday or Tuesday of next ~...eek, so that the
matter \'Tillbe co~pleted before the end of'the year.
R. S. R•
...
[12471]
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Exhibit I - 1
CHATTEL D~ED
from
RICHARD 1... nIXON..
to
'l'llE UHITZD STATES OF MERICA
'-
'.' ."
.... - '., - .~
Dated: December.3,:,
•
t
l
i
j.
!
I.
-..,~ -
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CHATTEL DEED ...
from . 1
\ ._':..
: \.'
\ ' ..
'I-
RICHARD M. NIX 011
"
- I'. to
!L"dEUUITEDSTATESOF AJ.lERICA
-, -0 :
" :,
The underslgn~d, Rlcha~M. Nlxon~ does hereby
g1ve~ DssiRfl, transfer" set over and deliver unto The
, .
~~
• -'0
. 'Un1ted State-s of America all of his ri&ht" title -and
interest 1!l and to the poper9~ manuscripts and ot,her
. . t
".ln3.ter1als (hereinatte~collecti'/elY referred -to as "the_
Mo.tcr1als"), ",hlch ore listed' and described in Schedul~ A
,-
annexed hereto and hereby ~de a part h~reof" to have and
"-: .-
.
:·to hold the some to The United States of Aoerica forever.
This conveyance is made to The United States
. - . of America l'tithout any reservation to the ~dl!~si~ned,
Rich'ard H. Nixon, of anyintervcninc intercst or any deht
;;.
to the actual possec~ion of the said 'Materials,. it being
, .
understood that the delivery of this Chattel rreed to the
e ._
Genera) Services Ad:ni(li:.tr~tor shall convey t~;The United
St"tcs of Ameri-cathe rieht tlnd pO':lcr imr.1cdiately to take
possession of the said It.aterials and to hold" use and
\
1
r
1
I
i
i,
I
I·
!
. ,
..
".._"_-_*
'.
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,
dispo:oe of the saee , subject only to ~hC!follo'ttine cor..mit-
Inents made on beh;]lf of Tile United States of Amt'rica by
the General Services Administrator·:
1. The undC!rsi(lned shall have the ric;ht of
access 'to ony a~d all of the Materbls and the rie;ht
to copy or to have copied any and all of 'the It.aterials
by any mean~ of his selection, an~ to' take and retain
,possession of ,any or all such copie~ for any purpose!
Whatsoever. Durinc; such time as the undersignC!d
'shnli hold the office of President ot the United States~
" ,.no 'person or persons sh<l'll have the rieht of access
to, ouch l~aterlClls except thC! und~rsi~ncd and those
tlho may be desic;nated in llriting, by the undc,rsirrncd"
end 1n the ~ase ~f any person or persons so desicnnted,
such r1c;ht of access shall be limited to those Hatcrials
as shall be ~escl'ibcd in the instrument by ,';h1.ch he" she,
it or they shall be, desiQ1;lted, and,for th,e purposes
"'specifil'd in ~uch ,instrumcn,t; and, 11' such, 'inst:ruQent
&hall so pro~ide, the perso? or ~crsons d~,s5.rrn<lted
therein shal~ have the further l'ic;ht to cppy' such of. ,_
the l'!ateri<:lls as .shall be dcscrlbc'd 1n SU9,h instru.':tent
and'to takc'-and retain poslie:;sion of such',copies for
su~h purpos('s tlG Ghall be spccif.icd in said instrumC'nt.
" ,
. -._ .~ -
f .' ...
-,
"
i
'I,
I
I
i'
I
!
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The- undersicned sho.ll have the riGht and potIer·at any
tlJ'JledurinG his li:fctime to I!lodi:fy'or remove this
restriction D;s to any or all of the ~~aterials and/or
to erant access to any croup or eroups of persons
,by noti:fication l11tfritin{(to the General Services..... ~"." . . -~
·Administrntion or other ~ppropriate acency of The
"..
United ~tates o:f America,
2, If a Presidential archival depository shall
be cr;tllblished.·for the housincand- preservation of'
'the }-Iaterials pertaininc to the coree: or the undersigned
in public service, th~n~ as soon as·practicable a:fte~
the establishment o:f such depository, the l.!<iterials -,,
shall be trtlnsferre"ct o and therPllft.IO"'I'housed'nnd
preserved at such Presidential archival depository,
Until the estllbl:l.shmentof such a dt'pository, the.
Materials shall be housed and preserved D;~ a place to
be selected by the General Services AdmiJ)istrator
ore other appro?riate acency or The Unitc~'~tates ·of
America,
- .
3. None 0·£ the foreEQine r:cstrictio~_sls
. -intended to prev.t'ntthr;.>Materials from beinC' used
- ~
exclusiv,,~. for Pllblic purposes, and in ~~ event
shall nny of' the l;llidrestrictiDns be so construed,.
.t
1-·
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4. l~ot\lithst-.ndinG the fOl'C(;oinC restriction:."
cl:lploycc:;' :;t>ccific~lly cledCnDtcd by :thc archh;:l.s~'.
of the l,otionnl Archivc's 'c!ldRc:cords SC.r'icc. sh:lll~
in the course of perforl,l"ncc of their necessary
archival duties, hnve such acccss to the s.:.il1l-taterials
as shell be neces:.ary ~or norin~~ 'arCh~va,l processing,
'.
activities,. , ..
. By the S1I!Mtur~' Of.his duly authorized ar;ent
c . bclot'~' the General S~rvices Adr:linistrator accepb s thio
.' conveyance f'O)' and on 'behalf of The UnitcdStateG of
. . ;America.. and confirms the cOllllnitments .made by his office
on behalf of The United st<ltes of America, as %let forth
nbovc.
'l'his instrul!lcnt is executed in duplicate, each
,
of \"hich is an oriCina1, but both of tlhich taken to:z;ether
shall be deemed one n.tld the same ins t runen t.
Dat~ci: :1'.,. ,~." J.(;I'I! fa . ,. .:-':'. .. ;~j;?t;{_~
___ ~ -77----
_ chani n. i'lixon, ~
.:._ .
.. ;.
-". ""'!:_.
, .. (./ .
•~.f•• : ·4- -.. '~ ••. ~".I, I:.r
. ... '. I
!
,..
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SCHEDULE A Mm;:;Xr:D TO AND PART OF
CH1IT'L'EL DEED },i10:~, TIICII1\HD i-l. HIXON
TO Tlli:: Ui'iITED S'i'!.TES OF fI:·ZiUCA
DATED }.~e'~ 3,,!,17t.~'
'..
The ~terin15 conveyed by the Chattel Deed o~
which this Schedule is a.pa~ arc located in pack1n~ cac es
.' identified, by roman numbcrs I through XXI. The, column at
',the left ~dentifie5 each packing case by reference to its
num~cr, the center column describes the materials contained
in such case in general terms and the colu~ to the r~ht
'sh6,.,.sthe a.pproximate number of itct1scontained in such
. "
c ,
case.
~' -
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
e
,VIII
IX
X
XII
Children's Letters
.. n 9;000 items
"
82nd Congr~ss
Campai~n of 1964
,1965 Appearances, Trips
Plaques and Key (5) }l'lhitticrYear Book 19668 Tapes '
Far Ea::;t Trip
1960 Co.mpaizn
2",500 items
3,000 itc~
3,,000 itecs
13 itcI:lS
" .,'
':;~'3"OOO items
:.! 3,.000 items
.~-#. .
XI
1959 Spccch Files
(Corresp~ndcnce and copies)
,.
1964' Campai~n TOlPC5 in
Chronolo~icnl Ordcr
.:.
·~~"3,000 items
-:
24 it~ms-,
Plnques, Key, pic,turc 10 items
[12478]
. XIII
I~ XIV
XV
XVI
XvII
XVIII
: . XIX
"
~.
.~-'.
XXI
A-9
lli Crisc:; Wlnuscript
1959 Appearances, Trips
1953 Trip - Far EAstLetters, Notes
1955 ~entr~l American Trip
1956 Trip - Philippines,
p~kistan, etc. .
....
I
19~4 .Itineraries, Appearances ~Fo~cign Di~nitaries .
(met by Rl.~i) ., ,
} .
1964 Corrc~por.dence Prior to
Rcpublic~n Convention
,Young Peo?lc's Correspondence
.Book on 1964 Convention
1961~Campai~n Notes
(plus 2 Dool~:; en..!
. Fra:ned Plaque)
,-1,000 item:>
2 ..000 :items
1..250 items
2,006 items
3~OOO items
··3;000 items
".
3 1te~
-: ..
"
j _.
i
r
--\
!
..
. '~'.--:--
- .: .
. . ._ .. -
. -: .:
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CHATTEL D2ED
:from
RICHAPJ) g. NIXON '- ..:'
to
THE UNITED STATES OF Al·!ERICA.
.- . ~
«: ..
The unde r sLgrie d , Richard M. 'Nixon, does herebv..
. ,give_, assign, transfer_, set over and de1iver unto The
.United states of America all of his right, title and
interest in and to the papers, manuscripts and other
materials (hereinafter coLkect LveLy referred to as Hthe
Nat~rials") vrh i ch are listed and described in Schedule A
annexed hereto and hereby nade a part h~reof, to have and
to hold the sa~e to The United States of A~erica forever.
This conveyance is ~ade to The United States
of America \-li thout any reservation to the lU1der~i~ned_,
Richard E. Nixo:1, of' any interv20ing: interest or 2ny right
to the actual posses~ion of the
unders tood that ths deli very of thi~ Chatt~l Deed to the
General Services Ad~inistrator s~all convey tO~The U~ited
states of Acerica the right and po~er i~2cdiat21y to take
• L"> .L •possesslo~ o~ ~ne said r':a t erio 1s 2:1d to hoLd J ~nd
[12480]
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dispose of' the same , suo j e c t ,?nly to the cOI.':::1it;:".ent r::ade
on behal:f of The United. States of Amcr Lca i that e. PresioE'nt-ic.l
arehi val depos i t or-y, \'ii thin the raeanLng of' 44 u. s. c. A. 397')
,.
~shall be established :for the p~rpose of' housin~ and pre-~.".
serving materiC!ls p2rtainin~.t? the cc:reer of the underSigned,)
. ',
Richa.rd 1.1 .• Hi):o:l,) ~n public' service; then" as soon as prae-
of' such Presidential archival
depos.i t ory , the l'1ater~als shall be transferred to and there-
afte~ hou~ed and~rese~ved at the depository.
By the s Lgne.tur e of his duly authorized agent
belo,',:',) the Genera: Services Acbinistra.tor accepts this
con~eyande for and on behalf of The United States of
'America.),and confirms the com:nitment made by his offict.:
on behalf of The United States of America,) as set forth
above.
Th~t·instrument is executed in duplicate> each
of l-ibi en is an oriGinal>, but both of \·:hichtaken
shall be deeined one and. the s aue Lns t r ument •
.Dated:
"
By _
2
..~-
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MEMORANDUM
.... THE WHl ..TE HOUSE
WAall,MOTOM
February 6, 1969
\
TO: THE PRESIDENT..----
JOHN EHRLlCHMANFROM: ~--
SUBJECT: CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
As you ~o:w, we arranged for the maximum 30% charitable
giIt-taxdedtJction in 1968 by donating a portion of your papers ap-
'. "_-":o'
pra.ised at the necessary amount to the United States. Again this
year you are in a position to make charitable contributions up to
• 30"/0of your adjusted gross income. Of this 30"1. maximum deduc-
(
tion, 20"1. can be for any charitable enterprise designated in the
code. For over 20%, up to a maximum of 300/., the gift must be to
a governmental entity for a public purpose. This would include a
gilt of your papers.
I would sugge st that we arrange a schedule of ~haritable con-
tr_ibutions from sales of your writings, so that each year you can
..
give to. those .charities you select 20"1. of your adjusted gross income.
The remaining 10%will be made up of a gift of your papers to the
Uni'ted Stat.es. In this way, we contemplate keeping the papers as a.-
continuing reserve which we can use from now on to supplement other
. .-
gift.s to aQd up to the 30% maximum.
..
! .
I
!
,
! •
.::.. .......
, .
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Regarding the gift of. proceeds (rom publication of the preface 1
to SIX CRlSES by LADIES'HOME JOURNAL, we are arranging !~r
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL to pay the proceeds directly to Boys Clubs
of America and Young People o( America, Inc., the organization
which supports Jinuny McDonald. While we will have to account for
'-.
these proceeds in gross income, the amount will be deductible as a.
cha.ritable contribution.
. ---.
e
.'
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